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i
Abstract
Mobile network operators are currently faced with a number of challenges at the market. The revenues from voice services have decreased
the last couple of years. Mobile broadband access services are being
adopted and the demand is increasing. The increasing traﬃc volumes
require investments in order to increase the network capacity.
This development leads to a large interest in network solutions that
can oﬀer high capacity and low cost. Besides the use of more eﬃcient radio access technology mobile network operators use strategies
for network deployment and operation involving other market actors.
Operators share networks with competitors or out source network deployment and operation to other companies, typically the supplier of
network equipment. In these examples the mobile operators cooperate
about the networks, the relations to end-users are the same as if the
operator would operate the network on its own.
However, in other areas other actors enter the market for mobile
services where mobile operators traditionally have been the dominant
player. Handset manufacturers and Internet companies oﬀer value added
services and applications to the end-users. They also establish relations
with customers of the mobile operators.
Hence, mobile operators look into new technical solutions and services in order to reduce costs and ﬁnd new services and sources of revenues. Many of the networking solutions and services require that the
operator cooperates with some other actor. In this PhD thesis cooperation with competitors, customers and diﬀerent types of partners are
considered. The partner can be a provider of a non-telecom service
like public transportation, ﬁnancial institutes or third parties taking
intermediary roles.
The main research questions in the thesis revolves around why and
how mobile operators cooperate. The drivers for cooperation and the
way the cooperation is organized is analyzed for a number of cases.
Three types of services and markets are analyzed:
- Public mobile broadband access services
- Services and solutions for indoor wireless access
- Mobile payment, ticketing and contactless services
A number of technical solutions, business concepts and diﬀerent
types of cooperation and business scenarios have been investigated. Two
overall research questions that are applicable for all cases of cooperation
are identiﬁed for the analysis.
- What are the main drivers for a speciﬁc type of cooperation?
- In what ways can the actors organize the cooperation?
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Chapter 1

Introduction
In this thesis new types of networking and business solutions will be analyzed, both
for reduction of network costs as well as for generation of new types of revenues for
mobile operators. The motivation for the research is to ﬁll a knowledge gap within
the techno-economic ﬁeld. Another motivation is the ambition to contribute to the
industry need to ﬁnd new solutions and concepts that improve the proﬁtability of
mobile operators. The rapid development of mobile broadband access services have
vastly increased the interest in wireless solutions combining high-capacity low-cost.
These solutions generate a number of technical challenges that has motivated and
driven research in the area of wireless systems and networks for several years.
The research in this PhD thesis was initially driven by the call for solutions
that can reduce operator costs for deployment and operation of wireless networks.
During the later phase of the research process the scope has been complemented
with research on new services and new sources of revenues. The main objective of
the research projects I have been involved in at KTH has been to propose technical
concepts and pursue analysis of the technical and economic feasibility. To get a
deeper understanding about potential problems for proposed technical solutions
activities have been initiated in order to evaluate if and how a new solution can ﬁt
into an overall networking or business context.
In the analysis you need to consider if the new solution will complement or
replace existing solutions, or if it will enable new services and oﬀers.
Evaluation in an overall context includes a multitude of aspects: technical and
cost performance, proﬁtability and market position, conditions set by legacy systems, regulation and market structure, existing business models and how the value
network is conﬁgured. Decisions on cooperation with suppliers, partners, customers
as well as with competitors is part of the company strategy.
The main theme in this PhD thesis revolves around cooperative strategies of
mobile operators. This includes questions if and how mobile cooperators can or will
cooperate with other actors. Another theme, running in parallel, is the evaluation
of a technical solution in an overall techno-economic context.

1

2

CHAPTER 1. INTRODUCTION

The research questions are however related to the theme about cooperation.
Key aspects are cooperation patterns, the conﬁguration of the value networks, and
the position of the mobile operators as a result of the business roles that are taken.
The motivation to look in detail into how operators cooperate, or can cooperate,
is derived from the pattern how mobile operators traditionally have acted. In order
to exploit opportunities with new solutions operators in many ways may consider
the need to change the mood of operation, and maybe even the mind set. The
mobile operators to a large extent run their business in a similar fashion as the
former telecom monopolies. Many roles in the value chain or the value network are
occupied by the operator itself - a vertically integrated value chain.
However, many new networking solutions and concepts for mobile communication services do not ﬁt into the picture with a vertically integrated value chain.
Both solutions to reduce network costs and to support new types of services are
characterized by the fact that mobile operators do not do everything themselves.
Network resources can be shared and several actors contribute to a common supply
network oﬀering services to customers common to many providers in the network,
SMS payments for public transportation is a good example.
Often the customers of the mobile operators are seen as individual consumers
with a communication need. The mobile operators employ a business to consumer
(B2C) approach where no attention is paid to the context of the use of communication services. In the case of business to business (B2B) services customers in many
cases are seen as a group of consumers with a common billing address. However,
in many cases customers make use of communication services within some kind
of context. The communication service can be adapted or extended to fulﬁll the
speciﬁc needs of the business customer.
It can also be a Business to Business to Consumer service (B2B2C) where the
mobile operators have two types of customers; a business providing any kind of
(non-telecom) service and the consumer that make use of the service. SMS payments and tickets in public transportation can once again be used as an example.
Hence, in order to play a role in the provisioning of B2B and B2B2C services mobile operators need to understand, and know more about other types of businesses.
Hence the cooperation is both related to have competence within a certain area of
business and to establish and maintain business relations.
The remainder of this chapter is organized as follows: First, a background is
provided discussing operator challenges, solutions to reduce network costs and to
generate new revenues, techno-economic evaluation and diﬀerent types of operator
cooperation. The overall research questions, common for all chapters, are described
in section 1.2 together with the thesis scope and delimitations. The third section
contains the outline. The research and author contributions are summarized in 1.4
with reference to own publications that are listed in the end of the thesis.
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Background

Challenges for mobile operators
During the last couple of year’s mobile network operators have been challenged
by decreasing revenues from ﬁxed and mobile voice services. Concurrently, the
so called revenue gap is used to illustrate how rapidly growing traﬃc volumes
of mobile broadband services (MBB) are de-coupled from the revenues, see e.g.
Blennerud [164] and Mölleryd [3] . For voice services there has traditionally been a
strict relation between the traﬃc and revenues, since users have paid for the usage
in terms of voice minutes. However, this relation has changed with the growth
of mobile broadband services through the introduction of ﬂat rate or box pricing
subscriptions. The increasing traﬃc volumes require investments in order to increase the network capacity. This development leads to a large interest in network
solutions that can oﬀer high capacity and low cost.
These high-capacity low-cost solutions are related to a number of technical challenges that has motivated and driven research in the area of wireless systems and
networks for many years The challenges combine aspects like cost structure and
scalability of cellular systems; performance in terms of spectral eﬃciency, allocation of spectrum and diﬀerent types of network deployment.
A key characteristic of the cost structure of mobile network is that it is expensive to build new base stations sites and to extend transmission to the sites, see
Johansson [63]. The cost of radio equipment is a minor share, and prices have decreased substantially during the last couple of years. According to Zander [165] the
scalability implies that, for a speciﬁc radio access technology, N times more capacity
per area unit requires a N times denser network for a given amount of spectrum.
Limitations in availability of spectrum will lead to deployment of a denser network
in order to meet an increasing demand.
In addition to these network-related issues mobile operators are faced with a
number of challenges in the business and market domain. Other actors enter the
market for mobile services where mobile operators traditionally have been the only
or the dominant players. On one side mobile operators outsource network deployment and operation to other companies, e.g. the major telecom vendors. Companies
like Apple, Nokia and Google also oﬀer value added services, applications and start
to establish relations with end-users1 .
Vendors of telecom equipment enter part of the mobile operator business. Manufacturers of network equipment operate networks and handset manufacturers develop and oﬀer value added services. These changes in the roles of diﬀerent types of
actors are of course driven both by cost and eﬃciency reasons. When the traditional
business is challenged by increasing competition, decreasing demand or declining
prices there is an increasing need to strengthen the market position.
1 See e.g presentation by Lars Nyberg at TeliaSonera Investor Day 2009 September 7,
http://www.teliasonera.com/Global/Reports/2009/presentations/Investor_Day_2009.pdf
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In parallel with these changes the business landscape is changing. The telecom
business is integrated in the Internet way of doing business. Using this perspective,
the telecom sector is no longer seen as a business where operators build and operate
networks and where the services are oﬀered on top of the connectivity. Instead, the
telecom industry is a business where networks and connectivity are seen as enablers
for development of other businesses or for development of the society.
One type of challenge with this type of market development is related to the
overall cost structure for mobile operators. Mobile operators do not only invest in
networks, they also invest in brand, marketing, customers, handset subsidies and
service platforms. Operators can chose to only provide the networks, the connectivity infrastructure and services, with the to merely be a bit pipe provider. However,
mobile operators provide a large part of the business infrastructure including the
customer base, customer care and support, billing platforms and processes and a
set of business agreements with other actors. Other actors can make use of these
types of company assets and diﬀerent forms of infrastructures at the established
markets. Hence, it is important for operators that they can use and control these
assets and also re-use and exploit the assets for provisioning of improved or new
type of services.

Decreased network costs and new sources of revenues
In order to cope with declining revenues from voice services mobile operators are
interested in strategies which both reduce network costs and develop new sources
of revenues. One way to decrease network costs has already been mentioned - to
outsource the network operation. Other means to lower production costs are to
share network resources, by using common networks or part of networks, by using
diﬀerent types of roaming or to use deployment based on relaying or oﬄoading
to local networks. By applying spectrum sharing and aggregation of spectrum in
diﬀerent bands the number of base station sites can be reduced. Moreover, the use
of secondary spectrum could also be a way to increase the available bandwidth.
New sources of revenues could be found by increasing the price for existing
services or by oﬀering new types of mobile services. However, mobile operators
have so far been unable to get any major revenues from downloads or use of mobile
added value services or applications. For the case of Iphone applications other
market actors, i.e. Apple and the application developers, get the revenues. Mobile
operators can also exploit other company assets like customer and billing relations
and the billing platforms in order to enter new types of businesses. Typical examples
can be found in the area of mobile payments and mobile ticketing.
In this Ph.D. thesis cost saving strategies based on network sharing, spectrum
sharing, roaming and on femtocell deployment2 will be analyzed. The thesis also
includes a number of case studies of diﬀerent strategies to exploit new types of
services and revenues.
2A

femtocell is a low power base station using cellular technology and licensed frequency bands
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In this area, the main focus is on mobile payments and ticketing services, both
existing payment services and proposed future concepts including NFC technology3 .
Moreover, value added services targeting daily life oﬃce services or companies with
a mobile work force will be brieﬂy discussed in the end of the thesis.
Analysis of technical and economic feasibility
In order to evaluate the feasibility of new technical solutions and systems they
need to be placed into an overall context including a multitude of diﬀerent aspects.
These aspects can typically be: costs for deployment and operation, migration and
co-existence with existing systems, the type of business and revenue model for a
speciﬁc service. External factors like market structure, spectrum licensing, telecom
regulation and policies also need to be considered4 .
For evaluation of wireless network solutions both industry R&D and academia
predominately focus on technical issues. In the research phase new technical concepts are typically evaluated from the two perspectives: if it works and if it performs.
If the functions, interfaces and protocols of the new concept works as expected it
is considered as it works. The solution is considered to perform if the technical
performance is proven for a set of working assumptions and scenarios. The performance metrics of speciﬁc radio access technology can be e.g. spectral eﬃciency,
cell throughput, capacity per area unit or expressed as coverage. The performance
evaluation from an engineering perspective regularly includes cost and scalability
aspects as well. Cost is estimated as a function of coverage, throughput, capacity
or number of served users with speciﬁc demand. The check of scalability usually
means that the system shall perform for diﬀerent demand levels and for a large
number of users and nodes.
Another aspect to consider is how a new technical standard or solution ﬁt into
existing standards and solutions, which is often called migration. The issue is
whether a new solution will replace existing systems or if it is a complement and
thereby co-exists with existing solutions. It may even be that a new solution enables new services or new ways of doing things. Analysis of co-existing systems and
standards both include that it works, e.g. that the interfaces are compatible and
that it performs 5 , e.g. that the systems do not interfere with each other. The migration and co-existence aspects also have a business and market dimension. Will
the new solution be used to complement or to replace existing services or will it
enable new types of services? The introduction of a new technical solution that reduces costs or generates new revenue streams has an impact on the competitiveness
of the company. Hence, also the market position of the companies and the market
structure is inﬂuenced.
3 NFC

= Near Field Communication is technology for contactless short distance communication
the analysis in this PhD thesis the external factors will be handled as diﬀerent sets of
working assumptions and evaluation scenarios
5 Statement by Prof. Jens Zander year 2006 related to diﬀerent research traditions for system
validation and evaluation to be used in the Ambient Networks project
4 In
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Some technical solutions also include cooperation between actors, e.g. network
sharing and roaming. In other cases, actors can be more or less forced to cooperate
(or to agree on a common solution), e.g. for provisioning of radio coverage in
subways or when aggregating SMS traﬃc. Hence, cooperation between actors is
an important aspect to consider when formulating business scenarios used in a
techno-economic evaluation.

Mobile operators and cooperation
Mobile operators have a large variety of business relations and cooperate with a
broad range of actors: customers, suppliers, partners, regulators and even competitors. The outsourcing of network operation to vendors is an example of cooperation
with suppliers. National roaming is an example of cooperation between competitors. The actors in the telecom industry also join forces in standardization and
pre-competitive research. Another example where telecom companies cooperate
and promote a common opinion is the consulting and lobbying for allocation of
radio spectrum. Here it usually the telecom industry versus the broadcasters and
public service.
Companies can form alliances in order to strengthen their market position; one
example is the Star Alliance in the airline industry. However, in this thesis the
focus will be on cooperation that is required or enabled by a technical solution or
integrated in the solution itself. Network sharing and mobile ticketing are typical examples where cooperation between actors is part of the solution. Another
delimitation is that the analysis is focused on cooperation for deployment and provisioning of mobile services. This implies that cooperation in the standardization
design or manufacturing phases are not addressed in this PhD thesis.
When we study existing and proposed technical concepts for reducing network
costs and for mobile payments mentioned above we can see that these concepts
target markets with a high degree of cooperation between diﬀerent types of market
actors. We can identify a number of technical solutions that are based on cooperation between mobile operators, i.e. competitors.
• Network sharing have been used in Sweden for deployment of the 3G networks and some operators have started a joint venture for deployment of 4G
networks.
• A key feature of the network composition concept proposed by the Ambient
Networks project is the so called dynamic roaming between diﬀerent operators.
• Spectrum sharing and aggregation of bands, currently part of the ongoing
3GPP standardization, allow operators to improve network performance.
• Distributed antenna systems used to provide indoor coverage in public locations are often deployed jointly by several operators and a facility owner.
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In other cases the solution concepts are based on cooperation between an operator and a business customer where the end-users are employees or customers of
the business customer:
• Distributed antenna systems used to provide indoor coverage at oﬃces, i.e.
for private access are deployed by operators in cooperation with the customer
company.
• Telephony services for companies can be complemented with call center and
switchboard functions that often result in a close relation between the operator and the company.
• Support service for companies with a mobile work force, e.g. health care in
the home and for craftsmen, require operator knowledge about the working
processes.
Finally, there are forms of cooperation where a number of partners form a
network of suppliers where each actor contributes with diﬀerent types of resources,
competencies or business relations. Typically one actor provides a non-telecom
service e.g. a hotel, a transportation company or a fast food restaurant. The other
involved actors support the business of the non-telecom service provider and its
relations with the end-users.
This support of the non-telecom business can include customer acquisition, customer support, ticketing support, trust provisioning, payment support, end-user
billing and diﬀerent forms of mediation (e.g. clearing) where some kind of a neutral actor is required. Examples are
• SMS payments and ticketing used for public transportation and in vending
machines.
• Public WiFi access services in hotels, airports and railway stations.
• Mobile payment and billing services provided by payment providers.
• Contactless pay-buy-mobile payment and access services 6 involving merchants and service providers, mobile operators and ﬁnancial institutions.
To summarize, in this PhD thesis diﬀerent types of cooperation with diﬀerent
types of actors will be studied and analyzed. This includes operator cooperation
with customers, partners and competitors.

6 As

proposed by organizations like NFCForum, MobeyForum, GSM association
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1.2

Research questions, scope and delimitations

Overall research questions
A number of technical solutions, business concepts and diﬀerent types of cooperation and business scenarios will be investigated. The business scenarios include a
number of case studies representing diﬀerent types of cooperation in B2C, B2B and
B2B2C settings. Two general research questions that are applicable for all cases of
cooperation are identiﬁed.
Research questions that are speciﬁc to diﬀerent groups of solutions and services
will be described in the beginning of each of the analysis chapters 3 to 5. The
general research questions address the questions why and how actors cooperate?.
RQ1. What are the main drivers for a speciﬁc type of cooperation?
The answer to the question why actors cooperate? is often obvious but the
drivers are of diﬀerent types. Examples are cost reductions or when own resources
need to be complemented. Cooperation can also be used to strengthen or protect
an existing service. Cooperation can also be an entrance ticket required to acquire
a new customer or to enter a speciﬁc market. Examples are network sharing in
order to get access to radio spectrum or shared indoor coverage solutions for a
large building, shopping mall, etc. For WLAN hot spot services, SMS tickets and
mobile payments many partners are companies outside the telecom sector.
The question why actors cooperate? also include to evaluate the impact of the
cooperation. The type of analysis will describe to what extent the expected beneﬁts
can be achieved or if potential problems can be reduced. The impact of cooperation
can be evaluated in one or several of the analysis dimensions service availability and
quality, cost reductions or potential for increased revenues. Hence, conclusions can
be made on what kind of impact the actor cooperation will have on the proﬁtability
and the market position of the cooperating partners.
The second research question addresses how the actors cooperate?, e.g. what is
included in the cooperation and not, what kind of resources that are needed and
how resources from diﬀerent actors are combined in order to provide the service.
RQ2. In what ways can the actors organize the cooperation?
A key aspect of the analysis is how the business roles and responsibilities are
distributed among actors. The resources can be communication infrastructure, service platforms and business support functionality as well as the customer base, the
company brand, trustworthiness, business relations and agreements. This is related
to what kind of resources and capabilities that are needed for an actor in order to
take a speciﬁc business role.
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The two research questions are related since the role of the mobile operator
within the value network will inﬂuence the market position of the operator. For
both of the research questions it is important to consider the relations between
actors. In order to capture a brief understanding of this complexity the control
of resources can be considered. Firstly, what competencies, assets and relations
are needed in order to control a certain resource and secondly, what is the impact
at the market if an actor controls a speciﬁc resource in a speciﬁc scenario. These
aspects will be discussed for diﬀerent types of cooperation. In addition to network
resources there are other types of infrastructure (e.g. service and billing platforms)
that are essential to the mobile operations. Moreover, other types of resources and
assets are business relations with customers, suppliers and partners.

Scope and delimitations
Type of services and solutions. The analysis includes analysis of solutions for
wireless access services and mobile payments and ticketing services. Both mobile
broadband services provided by mobile operators and WiFi Internet access provided by other types of operators are included. Both outdoor and indoor network
deployment strategies are considered including network sharing, spectrum sharing
and roaming solutions. Value added services for companies linked to the access
services are discussed but is not the main focus.
Services for mobile payment and ticketing services include solutions using SMS,
NFC technology, phone subscriptions or payment solution oﬀered by independent
actors. Mobile banking, e.g. by using a mobile terminal to access the Internet, is
not included.
The focus is on the provisioning of the wireless access, payment or ticketing
service. Design of user equipment or the business of mobile applications is not
included. Outsourcing of network operation (managed services), often cooperation
with suppliers, is not included.
Actor perspective. The analysis perspective used in the thesis is the one of
a mobile network operator - what problems can be seen, or will be seen, by an
operator and what solutions can be identiﬁed? The B2C, B2B and B2B2C services
are seen from an operator perspective.
Geographical region. The study is mainly based on observations and characteristics of the Swedish and Nordic markets. Examples from other markets will be
used in order to support the analysis or to highlight diﬀerences.
Time frame. The time frame of the analysis is the time period 2005 - 2015
where diﬀerent time perspectives are used in diﬀerent parts of the thesis: i) What
has happened the last ﬁve years?, ii) What is ongoing right now? and iii) How to
predict the impact on future systems?
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1.3

Thesis outline

General
The PhD thesis consists of three types of content. The ﬁrst two chapters can be
labeled, setting the scene and includes this introductory chapter and a chapter
about overall research approach. The following three chapters contain results and
analysis and the last part consists of a chapter with conclusions and future work.
In chapter two related work on general models and analysis methods used in
thesis are described. There are also related work sections in each of the analysis
chapters on the research topics, technical solutions and business aspects that are
analyzed in these chapters. In each of the analysis chapters a technical solution or
concept is evaluated within a techno-economic context and compared to existing
solutions and business models. Descriptions of speciﬁc research questions and the
used methodology are included in these chapters:
• Dynamic roaming proposed is compared to Network sharing used for deployment of mobile broadband networks.
• Femtocell technology is compared to existing technical solutions and business
models used for provisioning of indoor wireless access.
• Mobile wallet applications using NFC technology are compared to existing
and emerging mobile payment and ticketing services.

Chapter 2: Research approach
The chapter starts with a discussion on requirements on techno-economic feasibility
analysis. The related work includes research on infrastructure cost modeling and
analysis, business modeling and analysis of actors, roles and relations. The chosen
approach is then described with the dimensions that will be used in the analysis.

Chapter 3: Network sharing and dynamic roaming
This chapter covers operator cooperation for deployment and operation of mobile broadband networks including network sharing, national roaming and dynamic
roaming. Existing types of operator cooperation are introduced and described in
terms of value networks.
Cost and capacity aspects are analyzed using deployment examples. The network composition and dynamic roaming concepts are introduced and potential beneﬁts for users and operators are described. The analysis includes an description of
the market for mobile broadband services and the potential impact of network
sharing and dynamic roaming.
In this chapter the cooperation is between two competitors. The operators share
network resources but compete for the end-customers.
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Chapter 4: Indoor wireless systems and femtocell networks
This chapter deals with mobile broadband systems for indoor deployment and related types of business models. The solutions are WiFi hot spot networks for public
access, cellular systems for public or private access and extensions of cellular system
using distributed antenna systems.
Diﬀerent types of business models and actor cooperation for these solutions are
described. Deployment of femtocell networks are analyzed in terms of network
costs, co-existence problems with the macrolayer and spectrum allocation. Options
for femtocell business models are analyzed for diﬀerent business scenarios.
Also in this chapter the cooperation is of the type infrastructure sharing. It
includes competing operators, facility owners and companies that are customers
of the operators. *The end-users are customers of the mobile operators but also
customers or employees of the companies that have an interest of indoor coverage.

Chapter 5: Mobile payment, ticketing and contactless services
This chapter includes analysis of diﬀerent types of mobile payment systems and
diﬀerent patterns of actor cooperation that occur on the market. The payment and
ticketing solutions are provided by banks, credit card companies, mobile operators,
specialized mobile services providers, payment solution providers, merchants or
public transportation companies.
The solution-to-test are contactless mobile wallet applications, like the paybuy-mobile system proposed by the ﬁnancial and telecom industries. The roles
of mobile operators and of diﬀerent intermediary actors are analyzed. The endusers are customers of mobile operators and ﬁnancial institutions but they are
also customers of the providers of the services requiring the payments or tickets.
business researchers, to business developers and to regulators.

Chapter 6: Conclusions and future work
The last chapter includes summary, major conclusions and proposes work items for
future research.
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Contributions

General
In this section the research contributions for each chapter in the thesis are summarized. In addition to results related to research problems the contributions also
include novel aspects when it comes to identiﬁcation of problem, research approach
and selection of networking and business scenarios where concepts are evaluated.

Chapter 2: Research approach
During the work in diﬀerent research projects at KTH a speciﬁc research approach
has been developed and applied when it comes to the analysis of actor interaction
and value networks. The descriptions of how value networks are conﬁgured and how
business roles are distributed among actors were initially developed and used within
the Ambient Networks and the Novel Access Provisioning projects 2006-2007. The
ideas were presented at workshops 2006 [26]7 and was published for the ﬁrst time
2007 [39], [38], [40].
The analysis approach has been applied to similar problems within other projects:
the Business Infrastructure project, the Aﬀordable Wireless Broadband Access
project [41] [45] and the Force project on mobile payment and contactless services [48] [50] and [53]. This approach for analysis of value networks have been
adapted to and combined with the ARA model (Actors, Resources and Activities) [81], [82] in order to analyze relations between actors and to identify patterns
or types of cooperation [49], [51] and [52].
Another related contribution is that empirical data have been collected and
applied to the models and analysis approach mentioned above. Hence, the results
in the publications above indicate that the approach has been tested. It has been
proved to be applicable to diﬀerent types of markets and services, e.g. WiFi access
in hot spots, mobile services provided by operators, SMS ticketing and mobile
payments provided by independent providers.
Finally, the approach to combine technical and economical components in the
evaluation including both quantitative and qualitative analysis is a methodological
contribution, see chapters 2, 3 and 4 in this PhD thesis.
Author contributions. Markendahl is the main contributor to the method used
for mapping of actor and roles and for the adaptation to the ARA model. Markendahl made the ﬁrst proposal to use commercial use cases in order to reﬂect not
only technical aspects but also the business related functionally and interfaces. This
was further developed and used to describe the business related data exchange and
the implications for business agreements.
7 "Ambient Networks commercial use cases for WWI business model workshop", presentation
at Int. Conf. Mobile Business, Copenhagen , June 2006
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Chapter 3: Network sharing and dynamic roaming
Mobile broadband deployment, network & spectrum sharing
The beneﬁts of network sharing and re-use of existing base station sites is described
for diﬀerent operator deployment and cooperation strategies that can be found
at the Swedish market. The analysis is made for diﬀerent levels of demand and
diﬀerent amount of allocated bandwidth; hence it is not a single point in space
analysis. The results are expressed in terms of production costs per GB, investments
and running costs [1] [2] [3].
The value of spectrum is estimated using a comparative approach analyzing
diﬀerent urban and rural deployment scenarios [5] [6]. Compared to previous work
in the area the contribution in these papers is to investigate both the engineering
and strategic value of spectrum. In addition, existing infrastructure is taken into
account where both upgrading of existing sites and deployment of new sites is
considered. The analysis of capacity limited scenarios by Sweet [154] is extended
to include both capacity and coverage limited scenarios. Cost and capacity aspects
for deployment of mobile broad band is analyzed. The strategic value of spectrum
is discussed for spectrum aggregation used by cooperating operators [6].

Author contributions. The network dimensioning and modeling and analysis of
user demand, network cost and capacity is done by Markendahl, Mölleryd has done
the ﬁnancial modeling and analysis. The analysis of spectrum allocation strategies
and the analysis of value of spectrum are made jointly by Mölleryd and Markendahl.

Analysis of dynamic roaming
The potential beneﬁts of network composition use for dynamic roaming are analyzed. The analysis based on connection statistics [8] [9] is extended to consider
network utilization for diﬀerent levels of network load. The beneﬁts in service
availability when roaming solutions are used are analyzed in [11] [14]. Performance
metrics for user satisfaction (USI) is proposed and tested [10] [11]. The USI metric
is used to express user perception of increased service availability due to operator cooperation, in this case roaming [14] [15]. This has implications for customer
satisfaction, loyalty and churn as discussed in [13].

Author contributions. The methodology and user and operator performance
metrics were initially proposed by Markendahl and developed and analyzed together
with Pöyhönen. Development of algorithms for access selection and the network
simulations was done by Pöyhönen. The analysis of user experience and a user
experience survey was done by Markendahl. Werding has collected data about
customer loyalty and churn.
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Analysis of transaction costs of network composition
Another contribution, just brieﬂy mentioned in the thesis, is the analysis of increased complexity due to the introduction of network composition functionality.
The analysis is motivated by the potentially very large number of services and access providers. The analysis includes both the increase of signaling load and the increased complexity in the business domain due to multiple agreements [17] [18] [19].
Author contributions The basic description of the signaling load for transaction
cost analysis is done by Akhtar and Queseth. The analysis of consequences and
implications of the signaling load distribution is done jointly by Markendahl and
Akhtar. The description of the business environment and the analysis of agreement
complexity are done by Markendahl.
Analysis of business models and value networks
The ﬁnal type of contribution in this chapter is the analysis of actor networks and
the description of identiﬁed drivers and obstacles for diﬀerent types of operator
cooperation based on network sharing and roaming. Several publications describe
the diﬀerent types of value networks and the business implications of dynamic
roaming [20] - [25].
However, these papers do not say much about "if" or "under what circumstances"
these cooperative scenarios are likely to happen. These questions will be analyzed
based on interviews in the Ambient Network project 2007 and on interviews with
Swedish operators done 2010 (not previously published). The results and conclusions about operator adoption of dynamic roaming presented in the thesis are
original work not previously presented elsewhere.
Regulatory, competition and market entry aspects of dynamic roaming are discussed in [28]. The possibilities to use dynamic roaming and network composition
as a tool for regulation are highlighted.
Author contributions. The work performed within the Ambient network project
is a joint eﬀort. In the conference papers Markendahl is the main contributor in the
areas of telecom regulation, business models and value networks. Markendahl and
Rietkerk have made the major contributions on business roles. Other authors have
contributed to the description of business roles, compensations schemes, dynamic
pricing and security and other related Ambient Networks concepts.
Markendahl was one out of three researchers involved in the interviews 2006.
Interviews and discussions with operators and vendors and the analysis of the results have been done jointly by Markendahl and Mölleryd during 2009 and 2010.
The ﬁndings about mechanisms and drivers for network sharing infrastructure
discussed in this chapter provide an important input for the analysis in the next
chapter on sharing of infrastructure in indoor locations.
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Chapter 4: Indoor wireless systems and femtocell networks
The overall theme of the contributions in this chapter is the analysis of if and how
femtocell networks can ﬁt into the existing and future market for indoor coverage
and capacity solutions. The focus is on deployment of mobile broadband access
services for public access or for use in oﬃces. Hence, this is diﬀerent to the large
interest in voice services in homes that has been the focus area for the industry
organization Femtoforum.
Analysis of of femtocell deployment
Diﬀerent forms of indoor solutions and related business models are described in [45].
The main contributions are the observations that: i) infrastructure sharing and
operator cooperation are common at the Swedish market and ii) diﬀerent technical
solutions can be used in diﬀerent types of cooperation. This means that the mobile
operator and other actors can be connected to the end-users in diﬀerent ways.
This multitude of customer relations, subscriptions and payment solutions is also
reported in [39] [36] [42] for WiFi hot spot services.
The cost-capacity analysis in [44] highlights the importance to consider both
the user demand levels and the existing infrastructure when analyzing if femtocells
can be used as a complement or as a substitute for macro cellular solutions. The
ﬁndings in [44] take into account the substantial improvements in capacity to cost
ratio for radio equipment that are observed the last years. This can be seen by
comparing the conclusions from year 2008 [43] and 2010 [44]. The comparison of
distributed antenna systems with macrocell and femtocell deployment presented in
section 4.6 is original work not presented before.
Femtocell interference of user equipment connected to macro cellular base stations have been investigated in [46] and [47]. The contribution of the interference
analysis in co-channel and adjacent channel cases is the implications on spectrum
allocation for femtocells.
Author contributions. The network dimensioning and the modeling and analysis of user demand, network cost and capacity is done by Markendahl. Mäkitalo
has done the analysis of impact of wall penetration losses. Markendahl and Nilsson
have jointly made the functional descriptions of the indoor solutions. Markendahl
and Werding are the main contributors to the description of related work for development of femtocell systems.
The collection of empirical data on indoor solutions and markets are done by
Markendahl. The description and analysis of business models and value networks
and the cooperation strategies for indoor solutions are done by Markendahl.
The description of the interference problem is joint work by Espino, Markendahl
and Bria. Espino is the main contributor to the interference analysis including
network modeling and simulations. Markendahl is the main contributor in the area
of spectrum allocation and management.
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Business modeling and analysis of local area access services
The conclusions about the multitude of business models in [45] are also supported
by interviews done 2005 - 2007 with WiFi hot spot providers and other companies
oﬀering WiFi access [37] - [41]. A large variety of business models and cooperation
patterns were observed involving mobile and ﬁxed line operators, local operators,
transportation companies, restaurants, facility owners, and credit card companies
These ﬁndings were also supported by initial conceptual work on provisioning of
local access services and the type of required resources and competencies [32] [34]
[34]. These results provide a good basis for the analysis of the multi-actor value
networks to be discussed in chapter 4 and 5.
Concepts for integration of user deployed infrastructure in mobile networks,
public access to private networks and on local access points and relays [29] [30] [31]
were proposed 2003-2004. Although not included in the PhD thesis, it is anyway
interesting to note that these types of concepts are now available at the market. In
addition to femtocells there are now also combined relays and routers using cellular
wide area connectivity and WiFi for local coverage8 .
Author contributions. The deﬁnition of local access provisioning and related
problems and the analysis of company assets and drivers for re-use of these assets
are the result of a joint eﬀort by Markendahl, Mäkitalo, Hultell and Werding. The
mobile operator cost structure analysis is made by Werding. The modeling and
analysis of diﬀerent forms of customer relations was made by Markendahl who also
applied it to empirical data.
The main part of the data collection and interviews 2005 - 2007 was conducted
by Markendahl and the remaining part was done by Werding. The analysis framework with key business roles and conﬁguration of value networks was proposed
by Markendahl who also applied this approach to the empirical data. The initial
analysis approach with supply-push and demand-pull was proposed and used by
Valiente.
The work on user deployed access points and integration into mobile operator
networks was done jointly by Johansson, Markendahl, Lind, Berg and Hultell.

8 An early example of a "relaying access point" is the wireless routers oﬀered by
Net1 ( www.net1.se/privat/), previously called Ice.net . Recently the MiFi concept was
presented, http://threestore.three.co.uk/broadband/?miﬁ=1&ID=1184 http://www.technologydigital.com/news/virginmobile/virginmobileoﬀeringnovatelmiﬁhotspot
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Chapter 5: Mobile payment, ticketing and contactless services
In this chapter the contributions all have to do with the roles and relations of involved actors. Both the collection of primary data, interviews, discussion meetings
as well as the analysis and mapping resulting in identiﬁcation of diﬀerent cooperation patterns are a contribution in the methodology domain. The papers [48] [53]
focus on the market for SMS payments and ticketing whereas the papers [49] [51] [50]
also discusses services using NFC enabled phones and platforms.
One ﬁnding from the analysis of existing mobile payment services are that different types of new intermediary actors have a key position since they take many
business roles and establish business relations with a multitude of actors [49] [52].
Complementary to this conclusion is the ﬁnding that mobile operators do not
play a central role, and in some cases the operators are not even involved at all [49]
[51]. In [51] the possibility for other actors like Apple, Google, IKEA etc to enter
the payment business is discussed.
A ﬁnal contribution of relevance for the NFC mobile ecosystem proposed by
GSAM is that the unclear situation when it comes to business models, roles and
relations will probably remain if the ﬁnancial institutions and mobile operators do
not change approach. The existing proposals very much focus on the interaction
between the ﬁnancial institutions and the mobile operators themselves. The integration of new solutions into the businesses of merchants and service providers
and the relations with their customers seem to have low priority. In all the studied
cases of existing mobile payment and ticketing schemes, the service concept include
a high degree of involvement in the non-telecom business [49] [51].
Author contributions Author contributions Interviews, analysis and mapping
of actor resources and relations has been done by Markendahl. Collection of secondary data and analysis of intermediaries were done jointly by Andersson and
Markendahl. Problem formulation and analysis of new usiness creation was done
jointly by Andersson and Mattsson. Mark Smith has contributed on NFC technology, security and SIM card aspects in paper [51].

Chapter 2

Research approach
This chapter presents the general approach used for the modeling and analysis of
the diﬀerent concepts. First, the scope of the techno-economic feasibility analysis
is discussed. Next, related work is summarized in the areas network cost modeling
and analysis, business modeling and analysis, and analysis of actors and relations.
Then the chosen approach with its diﬀerent elements are outlined.
Finally, information are provided about analysis of network capacity and cost,
how functionality is linked to activities, roles and actors, and the approach for
analysis of actors and relations.
Methodology, models and assumptions speciﬁc for the analysis in each of the
chapters 3 to 5 are described in these chapters.

2.1

Scope of the techno-economic feasibility analysis

The evaluation of a technical solution, a service or business concept combines analysis in the technical and business domains. The analysis approach should be able
to consider many diﬀerent technical and economic aspects. One part of this discussion deals with what to analyze and how. Another part deals with under what
conditions the evaluation is made. This addresses the working assumptions, use
cases and scenarios.
Candidate aspects for the analysis
A trade-oﬀ need to be made between how many aspects that are include and the
level of details in the modeling and analysis. The required depth and width will be
diﬀerent for diﬀerent problems and need to be adapted to the speciﬁc problem. It
should be deep and wide enough in order to be able to answer the questions and
solve the problems.
The description and analysis should cover diﬀerent technical, demand side and
supply side aspects.
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• The demand side aspects can be; the market segment and type of customers,
users needs and willingness to pay, the combination of users and usage of
services ( user environments), the added value of diﬀerent services (how users
perceive the added value) and customer satisfaction and loyalty.
• The supply side include aspects like; the service oﬀer and the value proposition
(the intended added value), the cost structure, the type and number of actors
and their relations, the organization of the supply chain, business roles and
how they are combined into a value chain, network or constellation. Included
is also how ﬁrms establish and maintain their customer relations, strategies
for pricing, marketing and bundling of service oﬀers.
• The technical aspects include architectural and interface design and the technical performance. Speciﬁc performance metrics like data rate, throughput,
range, bit error rate should be able to be expressed in terms of more high
level metrics like service availability, reliability and quality. The technical
performance should be expressed as a function of diﬀerent capabilities and
the resources and costs that are needed to provide these capabilities.

Relations between diﬀerent analysis aspects
The analysis is seldom a one-dimensional analysis where the value of one parameter
is considered. The analysis usually includes multiple parameters and trade-oﬀs
between diﬀerent requirements. It is important to identify links between diﬀerent
aspects, what mechanisms that are inter-related and under what conditions. For
deployment of wireless networks a number of characteristics are inter-related and
diﬀerent trade-oﬀs need to be done. E.g. more spectrum enables higher data
rates, wide area coverage requires high transmission power, higher data rates means
shorter ranges, and more spectrum leads to cheaper systems. This aspects were
highlighted by Jens Zander at a seminar about spectrum allocation1 .
"In principle you can deploy any type of system anywhere, it is just a trade oﬀ
between diﬀerent limiting factors. In the case of wireless system it is often cost,
power and amount of spectrum"
The trade-oﬀs are not only done in the technical domain where you often can
calculate and predict what will happen. There may also be trade-oﬀs between technical performance and non-technical aspects. The history, existing systems, usage
and market aspect also need to be considered. In addition, the own organization
may put requirements or limitations on what can be achieved. This is illustrated
by an example from one of the interviews with a local local transportation company
in Sweden.
1 Seminar "New spectrum bands - for TV or for mobile broadband", February 5, 2008 organized by IVA The Royal Swedish Academy of Engineering Sciences, presentations available at
http://www.iva.se/upload/Ettan/Seminarier/080205KTH.pdf
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"A new NFC based ticketing system will probably be better. But we have just
ﬁnalized the installation of a new system and started to use it. We have to live with
that one for a number of years. We do not have the resources (or wish) to start
again with speciﬁcation, procurement and negotiations for a new (NFC) system"
Combine economic and technical research tradition
Technical research is focused on designs of solutions, functionality and algorithms
and on performance evaluation. Usually no clear requirement speciﬁcation is needed;
the more and the faster - the better. The motivations is often How can systems,
functions and algorithms be designed in order to provide better performance?
Business research has another approach where the focus is to describe how
services and market systems are built and how they work. Sometimes, but not
always, an analysis is included why the market works the way it does.
A combination of these research traditions is essential for techno-economic analysis. The knowledge and insights acquired by business researchers can be exploited
and used as input for both the technical and business design. In analysis of markets, services and business mechanisms can be used to design requirements for the
designs. The results of the technical performance can be used as input to requirement list for both technical and business design. The market understanding is also
beneﬁcial to show within which business scenarios diﬀerent technical solution and
business concepts have a potential. In addition, the engineering approach to solve
problems and improve systems would be able to apply also in the business domain.
Even if you consider a lot of technical and business aspects, a new concept may
not be adopted, it may not even be considered. When you want to predict business
feasibility of a technical solution or solution you also need to consider these two
questions
• What kind of development can make it happen?
• What are the consequences of this scenario if it happens?
It may be that a technical solution that clearly shows good performance in some
aspects turn out to be less suitable if some other aspects are considered. When the
adoption is slow typically a number of obstacles are identiﬁed. It may be high
costs, lack of standardization or shortage of some type of equipment, e.g. handsets
or contactless readers.
Even when these obstacles are removed it turns out that the solution or service
is not used because of some other reason. In order to understand the mechanisms
behind these other reasons you need to understand the behavior of organizations
(and people) in diﬀerent situations.
This type of analysis is one of the key questions that will be discussed in this
PhD thesis.
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Related work

Modeling and analysis of infrastructure cost and revenue
A major area of techno-economic evaluation is the modeling and analysis of networks, demand, costs and revenues. Results have been reported from several European projects like TERA, TONIC and ECOSYS [55] [57] [56] [58]. A good
overview of the background, drivers and results of these projects has been presented by Olsen [59]. Financial analysis of the infrastructure for 3G and mobile
broadband has been presented by Björkdahl and Bohlin [60] [61]. Recent work on
techno-economic analysis network deployment of ﬁxed broadband was presented by
Verbrugge and colleges 2009 [62].
Projects like TONIC and ECOSYS use a quantitative approach with modeling
of technology rollout, cost structure, service classiﬁcation combined with demand,
pricing and revenue forecasts. Taking TONIC as an example, the project objective
was to demonstrate the business case (i.e. the revenue - cost performance) for a 3G
operator in a country for given user demand, deployment scenarios and economical
constraints. The modeling and analysis include a multitude of scenarios and parameters, e.g. many service classes, small/large country, fast/slow roll out, large/small
license fees, use of WLAN (WiFi). The typical output includes predictions of cash
ﬂow for a number of years and of costs for network deployment and operation.
Cost structure for heterogeneous networks has been analyzed by Johansson [63]
[142]. The general approach is similar to the one used in projects like TONIC.
However,the modeling of the infrastructure elements, the cost structure and the
demand is more detailed. The network costs are estimated as a function of the user
demand levels and geographical distribution. Hence, this study provides useful
insights about the general relations between demand, cost structure, deployment
strategy, capacity and production cost.

Business model design and theory
There is a multitude of deﬁnitions of business models and large number of papers
on this topic. Ballon [65] and Braccini [66] provide useful overviews of business
model contributions for telecom markets and services. In [66] the Business Model
Ontology (BMO)by Osterwalder et al [67] and the e3-Value Ontology by Gordijn
and Tan [68] are described. The BMO was
"introduced in order to systematize and summarize all deﬁnitions and the contributions related to Business model research available in literature".
According to the BMO a business model should express the business logic of a
speciﬁc ﬁrm describing
"the value a company oﬀers to one or several segments of customers and of the
architecture of the ﬁrm and its network of partners for creating, marketing, and
delivering this value and relationship capital, to generate proﬁtable and sustainable
revenue streams"
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The BMO is composed of four main elements or "pillars": Product, Customer
Interface, Infrastructure Management and Financial Aspects.
The e3value methodology [69] has been developed to model a value web consisting of actors who create, exchange, and consume things of economic value. The
e3-Value Ontology aims at identifying exchanges of value objects among actors in a
business case and supports proﬁtability analysis. The e3-Value Ontology includes
some base constructs (Actors, Value objects, Value interfaces, Value ports, Value
Interfaces and Value exchanges) and deﬁnes linkages among them. The constructs
and their linkages in the e3-Value Ontology can be used to model a Value Network.
In [65] the domain approach introduced by Faber et al [70] is used as starting
point for a classiﬁcation. Similar to the pillars used in the BMO the business modeling consist of four "domains" or "levels" representing: i) The value network, ii)the
functional model, iii)the ﬁnancial model and iv)the value proposition (an outline
of the future product or service). Ballon proposed a grouping of a the parameters
into control parameters (the value network and the functional model) and value
parameters (the ﬁnancial model and the value proposition).
Service innovation, service R&D and business models are the main themes in the
book by Bouwman (ed) where the STOF model is presented [71]. The STOF model
has four diﬀerent domains representing the service, the technology, the organization
and the ﬁnancial aspects. As pointed out in the beginning of the book business
models are not only for analysis but can also be used for service design.
The design process using the STOF method consists of four steps: 1) a quick
scan where a simple business model is developed including all four domains, 2) an
evaluation of the simple business model using critical success factors (CSFs), 3)
speciﬁcation of critical designs issues (CDIs) and 4) en overall evaluation.
The business model proposed by Chesbrough and Rosenbloom (2002) has been
used for the analysis of a large number of companies [73]. The deﬁnition contains
the following elements: i) The value proposition, ii)the market segment, iii)the cost
structure and proﬁt potential, iv)the ﬁrm organization and value chain, v) the competitive strategy and vi) the position of the ﬁrm in the value network.
Finally, the ﬁve forces of Porter will be mentioned [74]. The Porter model describes rivalry, entry barriers, the threat of substitutes and the bargaining power
of suppliers and buyers. Three of the forces comes from horizontal competition:
threat of substitute products, the threat of established rivals, and the threat of new
entrants. Two forces come from vertical competition: the bargaining power of suppliers and the bargaining power of customers. Hence, relations to and cooperation
with competitors, suppliers and customers are important. Porters strategic models
also include elements as the value chain and the generic strategies.
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There is no generally agreed deﬁnition of what to include in a business model
deﬁnition. Anyhow, as can be seen from the summaries of the referenced business
model deﬁnitions, they show many similarities. They include the same types of elements or domains in diﬀerent dimensions. This can be compared to some business
model deﬁnitions found at the web:
• The plan a company uses to generate revenue.
• A business model describes the rationale of how an organization creates, delivers, and captures value.
• The particular way in which a business organization ensures that it generates
income, one that includes the choice of oﬀerings, strategies, infrastructure,
organizational structures, trading practices, and operational processes and
policies.

Actors, relations and networks
Actor networks and interaction between market players have been studied by business and market researchers like Ford, Gadde, Hakansson, Johansson, Mattsson
and Snehota since the 1980´s [78] [84] [83]. This analysis to a large extent builds
on the so called ARA model with Actors, Resources and Activities [81] [82]
Many studies by report on the interaction within a network of suppliers and on
relationships between suppliers and customers in the manufacturing industry [77]
[79], [80] [88]
Networks of actors are also used by Normann & Ramirez and Peppard & Rylander. Their descriptions are bases on how actors create value in networks or
constellations rather that in a value chain [85] and [87]. The analysis mentioned
above focus on Business to Business (B2B) relations [78] [83] whereas the papers
by Normann & Ramirez and Peppard & Rylander focus on Business to Consumer
(B2C) relations. The paper by Peppard & Rylander also contain interesting ﬁndings on mobile operator business and behavior.
Research on markets as networks, networks and exchange and on business relationships connect to social networks and behavioral science. The importance of
mutual interests and to get time to know your customer or business partner is
highlighted by Bagozzi [89], Webster [91] and by Easton and Araujo [90].
Another branch of this research focuses on values and value creation. As identiﬁed by Payne and Holt [92] the early literature in the ﬁeld of exchange describes
the mechanisms of exchange but do not analyze why this happens? or how value is
created?
Value for customers and the relationship between customer value and proﬁtability are described in Payne and Holt [92], Ulaga [93] and in Möller and Törrönen [94].
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The overall analysis approach

In this section the chosen overall approach is described starting with the business
model elements. Next, a short motivation for the selection is provided. Finally,
some detailed descriptions of aspects related to three of the business model elements
are presented; modeling of networks and costs, linking of technical functionality to
activities and actors and the modeling and analysis of actors, roles and relations.

The elements in the analysis
The main requirement on the research approach is that it should cover technical,
user, service, business and regulatory aspects in a framework that illustrates the
interrelations. The selected analysis approach combines coverage of several aspects
with more detailed analysis. In the analysis the coverage of aspects is provided
by use of the elements of the business model deﬁnition proposed and used by
Chesbrough and Rosenbloom [73]. The general approach is straight forward:
• Make a ﬁrst high level analysis including all elements in order to make sure
that the approach is relevant for the problem or set of assumption.
• Identify the elements that require a more in-depth analysis.
• Make the more detailed analysis for the selected elements.
• Make a new high level analysis and identify the need for additional detailed
analysis or complementing analysis if the problem area is not covered.
This approach combines an overall understanding with a detailed modeling and
analysis that is deep enough but not too deep. The business model deﬁnition by
Chesbrough and Rosenbloom contains the following elements:
• Value proposition What can the service oﬀer that is new and unique compared to what’s available on the market today?
• Market segment For what market segment is the service useful or of interest?
• Firm organization and value chain What capabilities will the ﬁrm need
in order to provide the service?
• Cost structure and proﬁt potential Estimate the cost structure and proﬁt
potential of producing the service for the given the value constellation.
• Firm in the value network How is the ﬁrm positioned in the network of
other players?
• Competitive strategy How is the position in relation to other competing
ﬁrms?
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For the analysis of the technical performance, the user experience, cost and revenue potential numerical analysis and performance metrics are used. For the analysis of value networks, the company position and strategy a qualitative approach
is used. Here, the identiﬁcation diﬀerent cooperation patterns between actors are
key issues.

Motivation
The diﬀerent business model deﬁnitions mentioned in section 2.2 are similar in
many aspects. More or less the same types of elements or domains are used: the
value proposition and the technical, ﬁnancial and organizational design aspects.
The value proposition describes the service itself, what is oﬀered to the user and
the added value. The technical and organization design ensures that cooperation
can be described both in the network and business domain. The ﬁnancial domain
includes both costs and revenues.
The deﬁnition by Chesbrough and Rosenbloom lacks elements that explicitly
describe the technical design and functionality. This can be added as a separate
element or be included as linked to the value proposition, i.e. improvements in
technical performance will be reﬂected in the value proposition. This may be a
drawback but this business model deﬁnition by Chesbrough and Rosenbloom has
two advantages:
• Three of the elements give a good description of how companies act at the
market; the ﬁrm organization and value chain, the competitive strategy and
the ﬁrm in the value network. All of these elements support the analysis of
cooperation strategies, especially when the vertically integrated value chain
is opened up and can be conﬁgured in many ways.
• The business model deﬁnition itself focuses on the analysis of the business.
Some contributions on business models tend to focus on the modeling itself.
In addition, the business model has been applied and used in many cases.
These cases provide useful insights in what kind of analysis that can be done.
Porters ﬁve forces are important in order to understand how diﬀerent actors
can inﬂuence each other. But the description of the relations and the types of
interactions needs a modeling of how roles are distributed among these actors.
That is why the value network as described by Chesbrough and Rosenbloom and
the ARA model are important tools to make a more detailed modeling and analysis.
The characteristics of the cooperation are captured by the business model elements
ﬁrm organization and value chain and ﬁrm in the value network.
Finally a comment on the STOF model presented in [71]. In the general approach outlined above the idea of a quick scan is adopted from the STOF design
process. During the quick scan you get an initial idea of the business feasibility of
the solution to test.
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Cost modeling and analysis
For analysis of deployment strategies, cost and capacity the general approach proposed by Johansson [63] will be used. This includes network modeling and dimensioning, the cost structure and ﬁnancial analysis. All of these aspects are related
to the cost structure & proﬁt potential.
The analysis builds upon the approach by Johansson but with a less detailed
level of the modeling. For dimensioning of capacity the approach with average user
throughput is used. The diﬀerentiation is in the scenarios and assumptions rather
than in a detailed modeling of network elements, cost structure or distribution of
user demand, see [2] [5] [6]. The analysis is done using estimates of network costs
2010. The diﬀerent analysis scenarios are characterized by variations in:
• Population density and monthly data usage.
• Amount of available spectrum.
• Spectral eﬃciency of radio access technologies.
• Number of base stations that can re-used.
• Network sharing strategies.

Linking of functionality to activities, roles and actors
Technical systems are usually described in terms of a network architecture with
functional blocks and interfaces. The technical functionality is distributed among
these functional blocks. A UMTS radio access network can be used as an example.
The functionality is distributed between between network elements (NEs) like user
equipments(UE), base stations (NodeBs) and radio network control (RNC).
Within a company this approach can be extended to all types of functionality,
activities and roles. Also non-technical functionalities dealing with other types of
activities like marketing and customer relation management can be described this
way. For business modeling the functional split takes into account distribution of
functionality and responsibilities among diﬀerent market actors.
One way to link functionality and activities responsibilities of diﬀerent actors is
to use sequence diagrams. Activities can be described by events like decision making
and information exchange. These events are scheduled into sequences involving
diﬀerent functional blocks and/or actors.
This method is frequently used within 3GPP to describe signalling and data
exchange for diﬀerent types of functionality, see e.g. the 3GPP document [99],
page 13 -15. The same approach was used within the Ambient networks project
in order to structure the information exchange between actors. Sequence diagrams
were designed for a number of so called Commercial Use Cases, see [26].
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Figure 2.1: Example with two ways to distribute activities among actors

With this approach separate activities, responsibilities and use of speciﬁc resources could be identiﬁed. This type of analysis provided input to the design of
maps showing the distribution of activities among actors, see Figure 2.1. Large
variations in the distribution of activities can be observed for the same or similar
services depending on what actors that are involved. This will be most evident in
the cases to be analyzed in chapter 4 and 5.
Often the activities belong to certain groups of responsibility. One example
is activities like network planning, survey of site locations, site construction and
installation that is part of the activity group network deployment. Another activity
group is ticket management that includes ticket issue, ticket delivery and ticket
validation.
The actors perform certain activities using some type of resources. The control
of a resource and the responsibility for the related activities are often closely linked.
Actors that take this type of responsibility for an activity or a group of activities
is said to take a business role. This term will be used in this PhD thesis with the
following deﬁnition based on Håkansson [81] and Markendahl [39].
A business role controls a set of resources and performs certain activities in
order to implement certain functionalities and exchange operations
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Analysis of actors and relations
The business analysis is focused on the cooperation aspects and the relations between the actors in the network of actors that provide diﬀerent mobile services to
end-users. The analysis should provide information about:
• What activities that are included in the value network and how they are
conﬁgured.
• What activities, roles and actors that provide a certain type of value.
• The distribution of activities and responsibilities between actors.
• The interaction patterns between diﬀerent actors providing the service.
• The type of relation between end-users and diﬀerent providers.
• What actor(s) that seem to be dominant and possibly organizes the network.
As will seen one major activity in the analysis is to design descriptions, similar
to Figure 2.1, of how activities and roles are distributed. When relations between
diﬀerent activities are added to this kind of map we have a value network. Building
upon these types of maps and networks the relations between diﬀerent actors can
be described as illustrated in Figure 2.2. This type of map will be an important
part of the analysis in chapters 4 and 5.

Figure 2.2: Examples of maps with actors and relations

Chapter 3

Network sharing and dynamic
roaming
3.1

Chapter introduction

This chapter is about mobile network operator cooperation for deployment and
operation of wireless networks for mobile broadband services. Existing cooperation
strategies could be network sharing and national roaming. Network sharing means
that operators share some part of the radio access network, see [97] [98]. It may
be sharing of towers, sites, radio equipment, and in some cases also core network
elements, see section 3.4.
With national roaming cooperating operators can use the network of the partner
in areas where it does not have deployed any own network. This solution can be
used by market entrants in order to ensure coverage during build-out of its own
network. National roaming can also be used to implement network sharing in the
form of geographical split, i.e. operators agree to build coverage in diﬀerent regions.
For these solutions mobile operators share network resources but still compete
for customers. From the end-user perspective the service is delivered using the
network that is owned or controlled by its own operator.
The analysis also includes an alternative networking solution, Dynamic roaming,
based on the network composition concept proposed by the Ambient Networks
project [129]. With this approach network operators also provide access to users
besides their own subscribers. The visiting users need to provide some kind of user
identity or a relation with a trusted partner. The dynamic roaming concept is
commonly described as access for anyone to any network or in terms of users that
are always best connected [123]. The term dynamic means that a roaming agreement
is established when a visiting user requests to be connected to a network. No prenegotiated roaming agreement is needed.
One advantage of this open access strategy is that the service availability increases compared to the case where only the network of one operator can be ac31
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cessed. This is similar to when you are abroad and can access a multitude of
networks provided by diﬀerent operators. Operators can provide coverage without
being forced to build their own networks. On the other hand, the service quality
would be the same for all users. Hence, operators can to a less extent compete with
coverage and service quality. This is diﬀerent to the competitive strategy used by
mobile network operators, regardless if they share networks or not. Mobile operators usually market oﬀers where their customers are said to get the best service
coverage or fastest mobile broadband.
The main driver for network sharing is to reduce costs for network deployment
and operation. The network costs depend on a number of factors. The need to
deploy new base station sites and/or high speed transmission together with the
amount of allocated spectrum have a major impact on the network costs. The type
of cooperation strategy also has an impact on the network performance and capacity. If operators share networks and combine their spectrum bands the capacity
and peak data rates can be improved.
All of these aspects will be described and discussed in this chapter. The analysis
of network performance, cost and capacity is quantitative. A qualitative analysis
will be made based on interviews and the analysis of the distribution of roles and
responsibilities among actors.
Speciﬁc research questions
In this chapter the overall research questions "What are the main drivers for a speciﬁc type of cooperation?" and "In what ways can actors organize the cooperation?"
are complemented with the following speciﬁc questions:
• What is the impact of network or spectrum sharing?
• What features of dynamic roaming are most important to mobile operators?
Is it the dynamic establishment of agreements or the roaming itself ?
• What are the diﬀerences between network sharing and dynamic roaming?
• In what kind of business landscapes can dynamic roaming be used?
Chapter outline
Related work and the methodology are described in the next two sections. Existing
types of operator cooperation are outlined in section 3.4 including value network
descriptions of national roaming, network sharing and mobile virtual network operators. The dynamic roaming concept is described and analyzed in section 3.5. Cost
& capacity aspects of network deployment are discussed in section 3.6. Findings
from interviews and workshops are summarized in section 3.7. The impact of network sharing and dynamic roaming on mobile broadband services and the operator
business are discussed in the analysis section 3.8. Conclusions are made in the ﬁnal
section 3.9.
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Related work

In this section related work for the topics speciﬁcally discussed in this chapter is
described. This includes both technical and business aspects of network sharing,
multi-operator networks, spectrum sharing & aggregation and valuation of spectrum. The summary includes research contributions, market reports, standardization documents and project summaries.

Network sharing
When 3G systems were introduced in Europe after year 2000 cooperation between
2G and 3G networks were agreed between some operators and in some countries
operators started to deploy and operate shared networks. Network sharing concepts
are described in diﬀerent ways.
The mechanisms and architecture are described by the 3GPP standardization
organization including both the Radio Access Network [99] [100] [101] and the Core
Network [102]. Also scenarios for network sharing are outlined by 3GPP [101]
where national roaming is mentioned as one option. Interworking between cellular
systems and WLAN is standardized within 3GPP [103].
Descriptions of how the technical resources like sites, radio equipment, etc can
the shared have been presented by some researchers, Village et al [96], Beckman
& Smith [97] and Frisano et al [98]. The last paper also presents a method for
business model classiﬁcation and analysis.
Business opportunities and potential cost savings have been described in a number of white papers from the telecom vendors. The ﬁrst white papers did appear
year 2001. Ericsson presented a white paper September 20101 . The beneﬁts and
barriers of network sharing are discussed in an article in Ericsson Business review
2010 [104]. Ericsson also mentions network sharing in the investor reports2 .
Sharing solutions are mentioned at the Nokia Siemens Networks company web
site3 and press releases from sharing deals can also be found 4 . Huawei also publishes sharing agreement where Huawei equipment is used, e.g. examples from
Sweden5 and Canada6 These observations indicate that the telecom manufactures
have network sharing solution at the agenda.
1 http://www.ericsson.com/res/docs/whitepapers/network_sharing_%20rev_a.pdf
2 http://www.ericsson.com/thecompany/investors/ﬁnancial_reports/2009/annual09/marketand-operations-market-trends-operator-consolidation-and-network-sharing.html
3 http://www.nokiasiemensnetworks.com/insight/eﬃciency/recommended-solutions/networksharing-brings-huge-eﬃciency-gains-and-improved-end-user-experience
4 http://www.nokiasiemensnetworks.com/news-events/press-room/press-releases/t-mobileand-3-uk-build-europe-s-largest-shared-3g-network
5 http://www.huawei.com/broadband/lte/leading_the_track/net4mobility.doc
6 http://www.huawei.com/publications/view.do?id=5703&cid=10549&pid=61
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Market studies are often presented by consultancy and analysis companies, examples are [109] [108] [107]. Some reports address regulatory aspects of network
sharing [110] - [113], in some cases the analysis reports are prepared on behalf of
the national regulator, e.g. [114].
Radio performance and mechanisms are analyzed by some researchers. Radio resource management in shared networks with focus on the fair sharing and
management of users belonging to diﬀerent operators have been analyzed by Johansson [142], Hew & White [116] and Giupponi [117]. The same kind of analysis
but for users roaming between operator networks have been presented by Al-Jarbou
& Baroudi [119], Hultell & Johansson [120] and by Gaitan [121].

Multi-operator networks and mechanisms
Multi-operator cooperation in the form of open access and always best connected
[123] [124] [127] have been proposed and analyzed in a number of large research
projects like ANWIRE, Ambient Networks, Daidalos, SPICE and E2R (End-to-End
Reconﬁgurability)7 .
In the ANWIRE project8 the key assumption is that one or several services for a
speciﬁc user can be transmitted using one or more communication systems and/or
operators. The business model separates the business to control and manage the
users (authentication and accounting) from the business of providing the wireless
access service. The users are proposed to have the main contact with a 3rd party
AAA service provider. Then, content, access network and value added service
providers can establish business agreements with the AAA service provider [126]
[127]. Approach and parameters for evaluation of the concept has been presented
with focus on added value of simultaneous usage of diﬀerent services [128].
The integrated EU project Ambient Networks (AN)9 have proposed and analyzed several types of cooperation between networks as well as between diﬀerent
business entities. The open access to any network and dynamic cooperation between
networks is enabled by the proposed framework called network composition [129].
Composition includes a number of mechanisms as network advertisement, establishment of basic connectivity, technical and business related negotiation about
terms and conditions for attachment to a network. User terminals can search for
network oﬀers and choose among diﬀerent oﬀers. The composition concept has been
a study item within 3GPP [130]. One part of the project is focused on Multi Radio Architecture (MRA) with cooperation between diﬀerent types of Radio Access
Technology (RATs) [131]. This is described and analyzed in both single-operator
and multi-operator networking and business scenarios [132] [14] [15]. Both the technical and business feasibility have been evaluated, the overall systems evaluation
has been linked to economical and business aspect, see Bria et al [16].
7 http://e2r.motlabs.com
8 http://www.anwire.org/
9 The

oﬃcial web site http://www.ambient-networks.org/ is not available
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Ambient Networks is not the only project that focuses on cooperation and joint
use of network resources. The FP6 projects Everest and Aroma have proposed
strategies for eﬃcient radio resource management (RRM) in heterogeneous networks for support of end-to-end QoS10 . For both these project Common RRM
has been a key feature for management of radio access technologies in GERAN,
UTRAN (including HSPA) and WLAN and WIMAX. The Aroma project also included techno-economic evaluation of 3G micro-cell and WLAN usage.
In the projectDaidalos (Designing Advanced network Interfaces for the Delivery
and Administration of Location independent, Optimised personal Services) communications infrastructure is proposed for next-generation networks in order to enable
personalized, context-aware services to mobile users11 . Services will be created by
autonomous service providers and make cost-eﬃcient use of the application support
features provided by the operators’ infrastructure to add value to the services. A
key concept is cooperation between operators (a federation) that create a pervasive
environment for service provisioning with features supporting mobility, security, virtual identity for users and resource management. The concept also includes actors
that aggregate and provide service and access oﬀers from other providers [137].
The project SPICE (Service Platform for Innovative Communication Environment) did research on and evaluation of an overlay architecture to support communication and information services12 . The SPICE platform will support multiple
heterogeneous execution platforms allowing for services to be spread across diﬀerent
operator domains realizing a variety of business models. In addition to the more
technical aspects related to the service platform [133] also market and business design and analysis was included. The project made substantial contributions in the
areas of business models, e.g. [134] [135] and charging & payments [136].
An architecture and business model that can be used to divide and open up
the business of operators with vertically integrated value chains and oﬀer open
mobile markets are presented by Murata [138]. The idea is based on the layered model of TISPAN-NGN 13 . The layers are: terminal layer, network and access
layer, connection-service layer, platform layer with user authentication and charging, and contents and application layer for provisioning to end-users. TISPAN-NGN
is standardized14 based on the vertical integration model where the network operators control the entire network [139]. Because TISPAN-NGN was designed using
a layered model [140], and since it can support heterogeneous networks it can be
modiﬁed to become an Open Heterogeneous Mobile Network [141] .
10 http://www.everest-ist.upc.es/;

http://www.aroma-ist.upc.edu/

11 http://www.ist-daidalos.org/
12 http://www.ist-spice.org/nav/about.htm
13 TISPAN: Telecommunications and Internet converged Services and Protocols for Advanced
Networking - Next Generation Networks
14 Since 2003, ETSI TISPAN has been the key standardization body in creating the Next
Generation Networks speciﬁcations. Initially TISPAN worked on harmonizing the IMS core for
both wireless and wireline networks. 2008, the common IMS speciﬁcations were transferred back
to 3GPP so that one unique standards organization is responsible for providing a common IMS
ﬁtting any network
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A comment on the projects
Common to all or most of the research project mentioned above is that the business
models describe how it could be if an open network architecture is adopted. In the
projects speciﬁc tasks looked into business models for the networking concepts. All
the FP6 projects did exchange information about the business modeling and a joint
activity was deﬁned15
The presented work was still in the conceptual phase, with descriptions of actors,
roles, business interfaces etc. No research is presented within these projects on "if
and why" operators would change the mode of operation and start to cooperate in
a way that allows "open access". Very little was said about the consequences "if it
happens". This was also the case in the Ambient Network project where KTH did
participate.

Spectrum sharing and aggregation
Spectrum sharing in a multi-operator scenarios has been investigated by Pereirasamy
et al [146] and by Felegyhazi & Hubaux [147]. Eﬀects of spectrum aggregation limits
are analyzed by Leighton [148] based on case studies from Latin America.
The cognitive pilot channel (CPC) is regarded as an enabler for ﬂexible spectrum. The CPC is a concept which is not implemented and for which business
models need to be developed. Ballon and Delaere propose a business model with
operator deployed channels [149] [150].
Recently new FP7 projects are started on spectrum utilization where the cooperation, competition or aggregation key characteristics.
The objective of the project SAPHYRE 16 is to show how voluntary sharing of
physical and infrastructure resources enables a fundamental, order-of-magnitudegain in the eﬃciency of spectrum utilization.
The SAMURAI project17 will propose innovative techniques in the area of multiuser MIMO (MU-MIMO) and spectrum sggregation (SA). The main novelty of the
approach adopted in the SAMURAI project is to pay a particular attention to the
practical implementation and deployment aspects.
The QUASAR project18 has the aim to assess and quantify the real-world beneﬁts of secondary (opportunistic) access to primary (licensed) spectrum. The analysis is based on two key features of cognitive radio: the ability of the secondary users
to discover the opportunity to use the spectrum, and assessing the electromagnetic
impact of secondary user transmissions on primary system (receivers).

15 A business modeling workshop was organized June 2006 at the International Conference of
M-Business (ICMB) in Copenhagen, Denmark, see overview presentation at: http://www.wirelessworld-initiative.org/Innovation%20Day%202007/0711_WWIPhase2_CIBM.pdf
16 http://www.saphyre.eu/
17 http://www.ict-samurai.eu/
18 http://www.quasarspectrum.eu/
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Spectrum valuation
Based on Doyle [151] two approaches to valuate spectrum are listed in Mölleryd et
al [5]. The two strategies based on the engineering value and the strategic value of
spectrum are used later in this chapter.
The engineering value is determined by cost savings in the infrastructure of an
operator’s network obtained by having access to additional spectrum. It reﬂects
the less costly conﬁguration of the network infrastructure obtained when more
spectrum is available for an operator. The strategic value reﬂects the expected
position and competitive advantage an operator would achieve in the market as
a result of the assigned spectrum compared to another operator that would not
receive the equivalent amount of spectrum.
Bulow, Levin and Milgrom [152] examine prices for spectrum in auctions conducted by the FCC in the US. The authors present a theory that it is bidders’
budgets as opposed to their license values that determine prices in spectrum auctions. The paper raises the question why prices vary so widely over time. The
argument is that operators can often substitute for additional spectrum by using
existing spectrum more intensively, by building more cell sites or by using other
spectrum enhancing technologies.
The value of spectrum can also be calculated using other parameters, like earnings or cash ﬂows. Marks et al [156] developed a method to calculate the opportunity cost or the marginal value of spectrum. The value of spectrum is derived
from the additional cost or cost saving depending upon if operators are allocated
spectrum or not, and how much spectrum that are allocated. This is denoted the
engineering value of spectrum. This approach is suitable to apply a to a Net Present
Value (NPV) calculation [154].
Other contributions in the area of valuation of spectrum are models for estimating the commercial trading value of spectrum proposed by Marks [155]. The use of
LRIC models to calculate the value of spectrum is presented by Azcoitia et al [158]
and applied to the valuation of spectrum in four diﬀerent bands.
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Methodology

The results and conclusions presented in this chapter is based on a combination of
qualitative and quantitative analysis. This is described in the ﬁrst subsection, the
data collection is described in the second subsection.

The analysis
The speciﬁc models and assumptions are described in each of the sections in this
chapter together with the speciﬁc problems. The general approach for network
dimensioning & modeling and cost analysis is described in chapter 2. This quantitative analysis of cost and capacity describes the impact of cooperation including
in what situations the beneﬁts can be identiﬁed. By applying sensitivity analysis
the impact of diﬀerent parameters (e.g. user demand, network costs, re-use of base
station sites) on the operator business is illustrated.
Cost structure is one element in the business model deﬁnition by Chesbrough
and Rosenbloom. Another element is the value proposition to end-users. This can
be related to the technical performance of a mobile network and can be expressed in
terms of number of served users, service availability and quality. Both the number of
users that are served as well as not being served are used as a way to quantitatively
analyze the beneﬁts of cooperation.
Hence, a number of aspects are inter-related. The user experience depends
on the service quality which depends on the deployed capacity and the quality
of the mobile network. The network capacity and quality depend on the level of
investments but also on how much capital that is spent on maintenance.
Another parameter is the amount of spectrum that is used or acquired. In
many countries spectrum spectrum allocation are pursued through auctions. This
is of course a cost for operators, but more spectrum enable operators to reduce the
number of base station sites, i.e. lowered costs, and to oﬀer higher capacity and bit
rates, i.e. an improved value proposition.
Yet another aspect is cooperation between actors. The implementation of the
cooperation with distribution of roles and responsibilities for diﬀerent activities has
a direct impact on the organization of the value network. Network sharing and
diﬀerent forms of roaming means that an operator cooperates with a competitor.
This has also an impact on the company position within the value network and on
the competitive strategy.
The quantitative analysis describes how large beneﬁts or costs can be in a speciﬁc scenario. The qualitative analysis provide answers on questions on the actor
cooperation. Interviews also give information on drivers and obstacles and how
actors act and what works well and not.
In addition to the mentioned qualitative and quantitative research, there is also
analysis describing diﬀerent forms of cooperation. This includes the distribution of
activities, activity groups, business roles and responsibilities among actors. In this
chapter the description of relations is simple since few actors are involved.
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Data collection
Primary data has been collected in a number of interviews, meetings and discussion
sessions during workshops. This has been pursued in a number of projects with
interview rounds on diﬀerent topics which together with the involved interviewees
and workshop participants are described below.

Interviews and workshop in the Ambient Networks project 2005-06
A business modeling workshop was organized in the Ambient Networks project in
the year 200519 . Participants were representatives for operators in the Ambient
Networks project and invited experts from business schools and technical universities. The focus was on new business roles and relations including new ways of
operator cooperation and the role of new market actors that can emerge [22].
A set of interviews were conducted during the autumn 2006 with representatives
of Nordic operators, regulators, researchers and business development units. The
interviewee’s were asked about their opinion about the future business environment,
the business feasibility of and the potential impact of the business concepts proposed
in the Ambient Networks project.

Workshops in the Swedish spectrum allocation study 2008
In 2007 the Swedish government initiated a study (Frekvensutredningen) on the
political framework required for both radio spectrum management as well as accessibility to wireless communications services. One part of the study was to design
and analyze future scenarios for use of mobile communication services. The author
of the PhD thesis participated in the organization of scenario workshops and in the
subsequent analysis. Three full day scenario workshops with in total 20 participants
were organized by the consultancy company A-Focus in January 2008.
The participants represented mobile operators (Telenor, Tele2, Telia and Hi3G),
broadcasting companies (SVT, TV4 and Teracom), network manufacturers (Ericsson, Nokia-Siemens Networks and Transmode). Other participants were researchers
on service design (Ericsson Consumer Lab and MobiLife center) and business researchers and telecom analysts (Gartner Group, Handelsbanken capital markets,
Stockholm School of Economics and Wireless@KTH).
The discussions at the workshops revolved around the importance and predictability of diﬀerent factors with potential impact on the need for more bandwidth: new types of usage of mobile services, new life styles, new service, pricing,
substitution of ﬁxed networks, new network and deployment solutions, network cost
and capacity, need of special network solutions, development of user terminals, use
of cognitive radio, and machine to machine communication [166].
19 Ambient

Networks was a EU funded IST project running 2004-2007 with 40 partners
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Meetings on mobile broadband services 2009-10
A number of meetings were organized 2009-2010 within the project Aﬀordable Wireless Broadband Access 20 in order to discuss mobile broadband deployment, spectrum allocation and operator business.
Network deployment and spectrum allocation aspects have been discussed with
representatives for the operators Tele221 and Telia22 . The views of the manufacturers of network equipment, Ericsson23 , Nokia-Siemens Networks24 and Huawei25
have been discussed at a number of meetings. Deployment and network sharing
has been discussed with Ericsson Denmark26 .
Proﬁtability and deployment of mobile broadband has been discussed with representatives from mobile business and research & innovation (R&I) departments
at Telia27 and with representatives for Ericsson mobile broad band development28 .
The same aspects have been discussed with a representative for technology marketing at Nokia-Siemens Networks 29 . These meetings did focus operator proﬁtability
issues and to get feedback on the initial results presented in [2].
Input on pricing, usage and customer satisfaction of mobile broadband was collected by doing interviews with a pricing strategy expert at Telia, with the Swedish
Consumer Bureau for Telecom, TV & Internet (KTIB) and with the project leader
at PTS for survey of individuals. The objectives of these surveys are to provide information about the market from a consumer perspective including usage patterns,
pricing and customer satisfaction. Questions to KTIB and PTS included speciﬁc
features and trends for mobile broadband, and identiﬁed changes during the last
years after the introduction of Mobile Broadband. The questions to Telia were
about the principles of the used pricing strategies and lessons learned from the use
of ﬂat rate.
Interviews were made 2010 with representatives for Tele230 , Telia31 and Telenor32 in order to collect experiences of 10 years of network sharing in Sweden.
The questions were about drivers for sharing, how it started, what kinds of activities
that have been part of the cooperation and lessons learned.
20 Aﬀordable Wireless Broadband Access (AWBA) project 2007 - 2010 was funded by Vinnova
with KTH and Telia as partners
21 Meetings with network planning department at Tele2, June 26 and September 29 2009
22 Meetings with Telia Research & Innovation, June 10 and October 21 2009
23 Meeting with Mikael Halèn Director Government & Industry Relations, June 7, 2010
24 Meeting with Lauri Oksanen and Harri Holma at Network research September 10, 2009
25 Meeting with Mats Blumenberg, Sun Anmin and Jackie Zhang at Huawei January 22, 2010
26 Meeting in Copenhagen September 13, 2010, with Lars Nielsen, Chief technology Oﬃcer, and
René Skytte Christoﬀersen, Market unit Nordic & Baltics
27 Meeting October 21, 2009 at Telia in Farsta
28 Meeting September 25 2009 with Martin Ljungberg and Greger Blennerud
29 Meeting with Martin Kristensson October 2, 2009
30 Interview May 4, 2010 with Erik Lindkvist and Jesper Simons, network planning department
31 Interview May 17, 2010 with Kenneth Karlberg, former president of business area mobility
services
32 Interview October 21, 2010 with Malin Hjort, Legal Counsel, Telenor Sweden
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Existing types of operator cooperation

Diﬀerent forms of cooperation between operators have existed for many years, national and international roaming solutions are well known examples. When 3G
systems were introduced in Europe after year 2000 cooperation between 3G operators was discussed and considered by most operators in Western Europe. In
many countries sharing agreements were signed and operators started to deploy
and operate shared networks.
This section will provide an overview of solutions where operators share the
network resources in diﬀerent ways. The focus is on cooperative aspects between
actors with description of shared networks, national roaming and mobile virtual
operators (MVNOs). First, a market example is presented.

An example - shared networks in Sweden
Sweden is an interesting example of a market with several network sharing agreements in operation. In December 2000 four 3G licenses were awarded. Two operators had GSM services and networks, Tele2 and Europolitan (later Vodafone and Telenor). Two were entrants at the Swedish market, Orange and Hi3G(Hutchison)33 .
The largest mobile network operator, Telia (incumbent still state controlled), did
not get any license. Orange did not deploy any network. The 3G license was returned to the Swedish regulator PTS and the spectrum were later allocated to the
other licensees.
Europolitan and the 3G Greenﬁeld operator Hi3G formed a joint venture and
started the network company 3G Infrastructure (3GIS). Network sharing was allowed under the condition that the operators provided own dedicated networks for
at least 30% of the population. The results was that Hi3G and Europolitan did
build both an own network and a shared network, see Figure 3.1.

Figure 3.1: UMTS and GSM networks of Hi3G, Telenor and the joint venture 3GIS

33 Hi3G

will be used in the text meaning the Swedish operator "3", "Three" or Hi3G Access
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Figure 3.2: GSM networks of Telia and Tele2 and the UMTS network run by the
joint venture SUNAB

The operators also agreed that users of Hi3G could roam into the 2G networks of
Europolitan in areas were Hi3G did not provide any 3G coverage. This agreement
was ended 2008.
As mentioned Telia did not obtain any 3G license but the two competitors
Tele2 and Telia decided to build a common 3G network using the Tele2 license
and spectrum. They formed another joint venture called Svenska UMTS Nät AB
(SUNAB) for planning and building a 3G network. Both operators continued to
run their own GSM networks in the 900 MHz and 1800 MHz bands, see Figure 3.2.
In April 2009 Telenor and Tele2 announced an agreement to enter a joint venture
in Sweden Net4Mobility for deployment of "4G" in the 2,6 GHz frequency bands
using LTE technology. Telia had decided to build its own 4G network and not to
expand the cooperation with Tele2 for the deployment of LTE. After LTE trails
2009 Telia launched the ﬁrst commercial LTE network in Stockholm July 2010.

Figure 3.3: Mobile operators and joint ventures for 3G and 4G networks in Sweden
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National roaming
National roaming can be compared with the case of international roaming. When
a user is abroad the mobile phone can connect to networks in the country provided
that the home network operator has agreements with the visited network operators
and that the mobile phone is within coverage of the networks. The phone can
detect the other networks and the network selection can be made manually or
automatically based on priority lists provided by the home network operator, see
3GPP TS 22.011 [145].
In the users home country the other operator networks are also detected and
visible in the user terminal However, in the home country access to other operator
networks is not possible unless operators have agreements about national roaming.
Each operator network in every country has a unique network code called PLMN
code (Public Land Mobile Network). The PLMN code and the PLMN selection are
key concepts for all types of roaming and are also applied for shared networks and
for Mobile Virtual Network Operators (MVNOs) [145].
"National Roaming is a service whereby an UE of a given PLMN is able to obtain
service from another PLMN of the same country, anywhere, or on a regional basis.
The availability of National Roaming depends on the home PLMN of the requesting
UE and the visited PLMN; it does not depend on subscription arrangements"
Each operator has a two-digit mobile network code (MNC) to be used with the
Swedish country code (MCC=240) in order to identify the home network (HPLMN)
of the company when users are in Sweden. As an example the Swedish operators
Telia, Hi3G, Tele2 and Telenor have the PLMN codes 24001, 24002, 24007 and
24008 respectively 34 . The MNC shall also enable roaming with other national and
international mobile networks for the own end-users. The Home PLMN (HPLMN)
is the PLMN the customer belongs to and the Visitor PLMN (VPLMN) is the
PLMN the customer is roaming in.
National roaming is one way to implement network sharing, so called geographical split, where the sharing partners deploy network in speciﬁc areas and allow
roaming. This was proposed in both UK and Germany for the roll-out of 3G networks. National roaming is often discussed as way to lower the barriers for markets
entrants. After year 2000 EU presented directives for 2G operators to allow national roaming for 3G entrants in areas where the market entrant could not provide
3G coverage. In the UK it was a debate between the regulator and the incumbent
operators about national roaming. Finally, no directives were needed, O2 voluntarily signed an agreement with "3" in the UK. As mentioned earlier, Europolitan and
Hi3G in Sweden signed a similar agreement about national roaming. The roaming can be described in terms of conﬁguration of the business roles of the involved
operators, see Figure 3.4. A traditional mobile operator takes care of all types of
business roles when the own customers are served. In the case of roaming the operator of the visited network provide network resources. In order to allow the visiting
34 Plan

of Mobile Network Codes (MNC) according to ITU-T Recommendation E.212/
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Figure 3.4: Activity groups and business roles for Mobile Network Operators, active
business roles are colored. To the left - the red operator serves the own users; to
the right - national roaming where the blue operator serves one red roaming user

user access to the network mechanisms for authentication and authorization are
needed. In addition charging records needs to be collected and sent to the home
network operator.

Mobile Virtual Network Operators
A Mobile Virtual Network Operator (MVNO) does not have any own access network
and cooperates with a mobile operator that provides this resource, see Figure 3.5.
If you compare Figures 3.4 and 3.5 the MVNO operation can be seen as a type
of one-way constant national roaming. There are many types of MVNO´s where
diﬀerences can be found in both the technical and business domains. MVNO´s
have resources for marketing and sales, customer management and charging and
billing. Some MVNOs also have own core network elements, important is to have
networke nodes controlling the subscriber information.
The diﬀerences can be described by some examples from the Swedish market.
Ventelo is a MVNO that uses the network of operator Hi3G. Ventelo is a separate
company and has an own PLMN code, i.e. customers of Ventelo get SIM cards with
this PLMN. Djuice is a subsidy of Telenor Sweden and uses the Telenor networks.
Djuice has an own PLMN code. Halebop is a Telia brand. It uses the Telia network
but has no own PLMN code.
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Figure 3.5: Active Business roles for a Mobile Virtual Network Operator and a
Mobile Network operator that provide the network resources to the MVNO

Network sharing
Networks can be shared in many diﬀerent ways, both technically and business wise.
Diﬀerent solutions exist for how the core network nodes are connected to the radio
access network control. Using a Gateway Core Network (GWCN) conﬁguration
the mobile network operators share the core network nodes MSC/SGSN. With a
Multi-Operator Core Network (MOCN) conﬁguration the core network nodes are
operated by diﬀerent operators but connected to the same RNC in the radio access
network [99].
The shared networks in Sweden also have their own PLMN codes. There are
a number of issues related to network selection and handover in scenarios where
there is a mix of shared and non-shared networks. E.g. a moving user that has
been served by a shared network needs to be handed over to the correct network.
3GPP has described cell selection and re-selection for these cases [101].
The conﬁguration of business roles for the involved actors in the Swedish shared
3G networks are illustrated in Figures 3.6 and 3.7. Telenor and Hi3G both operate
their own 3G networks and use the shared network provided by 3GIS. Hence, there
are three separate networks. Telenor, Hi3G and 3GIS also have their own network
planning groups. 3GIS has no own end-users, these are the customers of Telenor
and Hi3G .
The cooperation between Telia and Tele2 is somewhat diﬀerent to the case of
Telenor and Hi3G . There is only one 3G license, the one awarded to Tele2, and
one 3G network. Tele2 and Telia are both owners and customers of SUNAB, but
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Figure 3.6: Business roles for the 3G networks provided by Hi3G and Telenor

they are also suppliers. SUNAB has no own network planning group, SUNAB uses
the resources of Tele2 and Telia. In each of four geographical areas one operator
is responsible for the network planning and deployment. Each operator also has it
own Network operation center (NOC) for monitoring and control of the network35 .

Figure 3.7: Business roles for 3G networks provided by Tele2 and Telia

35 Interview

May 4, 2010 with Jesper Simons and Erik Lindkvist at Tele2
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Dynamic roaming

In this section the network composition mechanisms used for dynamic roaming will
be explained. General beneﬁts will be outlined together with examples of improved
service availability.

Network Composition
Dynamic Roaming is based on the Network Composition concept developed in the
Ambient Networks project36 . Composition provides a uniﬁed framework to support
dynamic establishment of cooperation between networks, providers and end-user
equipments [129] [130].
This cooperation includes both business and technical aspects. Each relation is
described by a Composition Agreement (CA) between the networks or business entities. The composition framework target to support diﬀerent types of co-operation
between networks and/or devices. Examples are network attachment of user devices and joint resource control of operator networks. The composition framework
includes a set of well deﬁned procedures:
• Media Sense The medium over which cooperation is established is sensed
• Advertisement and Discovery Oﬀers and requests are exchanged during this
phase including resources and services. The received oﬀers are evaluated and
network candidates forwarded to the continued composition process.
• Basic Connectivity and Security Association When an entity is found a basic
connectivity and security association is established to ensure a secure connection over which further message exchange can be carried out.
• Negotiation of Composition Agreement (CA) includes the policies for a new
composition and e.g. how resources are shared between the composing entities.
• Composition Agreement Realization When a CA has been negotiated and
agreed, the involved entities should conﬁgure their networks or devices to
reﬂect the CA. Communication sessions can now start.
An example of sequence of actions when a user terminal is connected to one
of several Ambient Networks (AN1, AN2, AN3) is shown in Figure 3.8. The user
terminal listens and receives a number of access oﬀers from diﬀerent networks (and
providers). These oﬀers are evaluated and one network (in this case AN1) is selected. A basic connectivity link is established in order to negotiate a CA. When a
CA is agreed and in place the application session can start.
36 The Ambient Networks oﬃcial web site (www.ambient-networks.org) is no longer available.
Here all project deliverables from the project were available for download. Hence, references in
this section are made to journal and conference publications and to 3GPP documents
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Figure 3.8: Example of sequence of actions for Network composition

One potential problem with composition is the added signalling in the network.
An analysis made by Akhtar and Queseth shows that the relative signalling load
is 0.1 - 1.0 % of the transferred user data [17] [18] [19]. The signalling load for
multiple attachment and negotiation procedures was assessed by modeling signalling
sequences for a WLAN system enabled with AN technology. The load was computed
for varying numbers of users and for users with diﬀerent levels of willingness to
evaluate and negotiate oﬀers. The most important parameter is the number of
attachment attempts per time unit, which indicates the user activity level.

An example with dynamic roaming
Dynamic roaming enables users to access several networks and not only the one
or the ones of the home operator. From the end-user perspective this is similar to
emergency calls (112) or when traveling abroad (international roaming). In these
cases the user can usually access all networks in a country. The user needs to be
identiﬁed before access to the network is allowed. One solution is to use the identity
provided by an mobile operator (the home network operator). Dynamic roaming
consider cases where the home operator does not have any previous agreement with
the operator of the visited network. Therefore an agreement needs to be established
before the user is able to connect.
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Figure 3.9: Distribution of activities and roles for two examples of dynamic roaming.
Diﬀerent actors are involved doing diﬀerent types of activities

Two types of roaming are shown in Figure 3.9. In the ﬁrst case a subscriber
of the Red operator detects an oﬀer from the Blue operator and selects this network. In the second case the green user connects to a local access network without
any involvement of any mobile operator. The user may have a mobile operator
subscription but in this case the identity is provided by some other trusted third
party that has a business relation with the user. Typically this can be a credit card
company (VISA, Mastercard) or a payment provider (Paypal, PayEx). The green
user may detect oﬀers from other access providers, in this case the blue operator,
but chooses the local operator.
From a network composition perspective these two cases are identical. The
decision making can be made by the network (the operator) or by the user (terminal)
based on policies or user preferences. The home network operator identity is used
to authenticate and authorize the user.
Compared to the network sharing cases we can see diﬀerent actors performs
diﬀerent activities. In this example the diﬀerent actors take the responsibility for
diﬀerent activity groups. The user can chose what network to access and what
identity & payment solution to use. The business roles an actor will take and what
activities to perform depends on the decisions made for each user session. The
whole usage pattern is dynamic for users as well as for the diﬀerent providers.
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Potential beneﬁts of dynamic roaming
The Ambient Networks concepts challenge the traditional operator approach with
one subscriber - one operator - one network. As will be shown there are potential
performance beneﬁts, especially for the end-users, but at the same time the operators will be faced with a more complex business situation. The investments made
in both networks and customers may be more risky since the own user may use
networks of other network providers.
Dynamic roaming will enable access to many networks operated by diﬀerent
types of network providers. The ability for users to connect to any network is a
key element of the network composition. This will enable operators to co-operate
in new ways and allow users to connect to a multitude of visited networks although
the user is within coverage of the home network. This implies a number of potential
beneﬁts for diﬀerent types of actors:
• End-users can chose freely from many network and service providers and will
experience an improved service availability
• Mobile Operators will get access to a larger market which implies a potential
for increased revenues. The operators can oﬀer better service coverage and
availability to own customers and can also reduce investment costs and risks
for deployment of own networks
• Greenﬁeld operators will experience lower entry barriers, less investment and
can start operation without nation wide networks
• Local network operators can more easily build up a customer base and enter
the market
• Regulating authorities can more easily enforce national roaming in order to
support market entrants and to manage actors with a dominant market position
The discussion below is focused on the improved service availability due to the
ability for end-users to access networks of many network operators. The improved
service availability will increase the traﬃc, the potential for revenues and it will
also result in more satisﬁed users. A typical multi-operator multi-network scenario
is outlined in Figure 3.10 with three mobile operators, each with a number of
diﬀerent access networks (e.g. GSM at 900MHz, GSM at 1800 MHz and UMTS at
2100 MHz).
The end-users can access all networks and not only the networks of one operator.
The beneﬁts of dynamic roaming can be illustrated by comparing the performance
of cases where all networks can be accessed to the case where just one network can
be accessed. The performance will vary depending on the network load and the
location of users. At location 1 shown in Figure 3.10 in total ﬁve networks have
coverage. Users at location 2 are within coverage of two networks.
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Figure 3.10: Example of a multi-operator multi-network scenario. Wide cylinders
represent wide area coverage networks and "high" cylinders represent networks with
"high" average capacity

The question is how to evaluate the diﬀerences in performance and how to
express and interpret the value of the performance improvements.

Analysis of service availability
In the Ambient Networks project the impact of roaming was analyzed by comparing
cases where the users (and terminals) could connect to one or several networks with
partly overlapping coverage. A number of moving users were simulated in an area
with multiple networks. At some locations the ongoing session was ended due to
coverage problems or overload in the network. For the roaming case a handover to
the other networks was initiated. For the case of a single-operator user attempts
to connect to network was done at new locations.
Handovers are initiated when the signal strength to the serving base station is
below a certain threshold. The handover mechanisms for a traditional single network (legacy) case consider signal strength and roaming agreements. The Ambient
Network algorithms support multi-operator & multi-radio access operation and allow use of the cells of the other operators. Two types of multi-operator handover
strategies were analyzed, terminal centric and network centric algorithms. The algorithms were proposed, designed and tested by Pöyhönen and colleges at Nokia
Siemens Networks [8] [9] [10].
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Connectivity statistics
The evaluation of multi-operator and multi-radio handovers was done by simulations where statistics was collected for diﬀerent types of handover algorithms taking
into account the possibility to use other operator network. The results were typically in the form of connection statistics where one example is shown in Figure 3.11.
The possibility to use multiple networks not surprisingly results in an increase in
the overall time that terminals were connected, and in a corresponding decrease of
the total time intervals of disconnection.

Figure 3.11: Example of connection statistics for handover experiment in a multioperator multi-network scenario. Legacy case represent single-operator case (i.e.
no handover). Terminal and network centric algorithms means hand-over for the
multi-operator case, from [8]

Impact of traﬃc and load
The simulation experiments were repeated for diﬀerent levels of network load and
number users. More served mobile nodes (MNs) represents higher network utilization and total traﬃc. The performance in terms of number of connected MNs is
shown in Figure 3.12 for a scenario with 2 mobile operators with overlapping coverage areas. The speciﬁc numbers is a result of the working assumptions and the
simulation setup, but the general behavior and impact of cooperation is clear. The
network utilization increases and more mobile nodes can be served.
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Figure 3.12: Served mobile nodes (%) for diﬀerent levels of network load, with and
without operator cooperation (i.e. possibility to switch network or not), from [13]

Figure 3.12 shows the connectivity statistics (% served MNs) for diﬀerent levels
of network load (number of MNs). The network cooperation results in increases in
the number of served MNs. For 100 MNs the improvement is approximately 20%
and for 700 MNs the improvement is 73%.

User experience
With these these results on improved network utilization and traﬃc it was discussed
how these kinds of results could be interpreted from an user perspective. The
connection and disconnection numbers are linearly related to the connection time.
But will this reﬂect the user experience in a correct way?
Users that are disconnected will probably be disappointed which will result in
a negative user experience. The connectivity statistics alone does not reﬂect this
potential disappointment. A user that not is connected contributes with a "zero"
to the statistics but the user experience is probably not zero. These thoughts were
the starting point for development of a user oriented performance metrics called
the User Satisfaction Index (USI). The USI is based on behavioral economics and
takes into account users expectation [179] [180] [181].
This has implications for how users value service availability and quality, i.e. it
is related to the value proposition. Such an analysis provides input to modeling of
customer satisfaction. This type of modeling and analysis is described in a number
of papers by Pöyhönen, Markendahl and Strandberg, see [11] [13] [14] [15].
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3.6

Cost and capacity

The discussion on cost and capacity aspects in this section is focused on solutions
where two mobile operators share the radio access network and base station sites.
For dynamic roaming the sharing of costs will depend on the level of utilization
by customers of other operators. Also, network investments and deployment is a
single-operator issue. This is in contrast to the agreed network sharing between
two operators to be discussed below.
A major driver for entering a network sharing agreement is the possibility to
reduce network costs. However, the potential cost savings show large variations
depending on a number of aspects, e.g. the cost structure, the number of existing
sites, allocated spectrum and the level of user demand. Rather than trying to
estimate a speciﬁc number of the cost savings the analysis in this section will focus
on: i) the factors that have an impact on cost reductions and ii) what impact the
cost reductions have on the operator business.

Cost structure
The cost structure of radio access networks and the impact on network costs have
been thoroughly investigated by Johansson [63]. The cost structure reveals many
of the key aspects of a speciﬁc networking scenario. When diﬀerent deployment
strategies and solutions are investigated the output depends on the assumptions.
This is also the case for the analysis in this thesis and for the diﬀerent types of
deployment scenarios presented in [2] and [5]. Hence, this description will focus on
the main cost drivers and the key characteristics of diﬀerent scenarios.
The major component of the operator capital expenditure (capex) is the investments in networks. Telia reports that capacity and coverage represents 44% for
2008 and 61 % ﬁrst half of 2009 of the overall capex37 . Other cost components are
new services, IT platforms and licences.
The cost structure of the radio access network include costs for radio equipment,
the base station sites and transmission. Both investments (capex) and operational
expenditure (opex) are considered. Usually, the deployment of sites represents the
major component of the capex. Typically the deployment of a base station site
costs 50 - 200 k€, in the illustration below the value 100 k€ is used.
The development of capacity and costs for radio equipment is illustrated in
Figure 3.13. On one hand the cost for capacity (i.e. radio transceivers) was quite
large until a few years from now. Based on discussions with Blennerud on cost
assumptions used in [162], the cost for upgrading a 3 sector site to HSPA year 2008
was in the range 20 - 40k€. If more carriers are needed the costs increases, see
Figure 3.13. On the other hand the demand for capacity was lower compared to
today. In Sweden the capacity demand until 2007-2008 could usually be met by
deployment of one WCDMA carrier.
37 www.teliasonera.com/Global/Reports/2009/presentations/Investor_Day_2009.pdf
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Figure 3.13: Examples of site capacity and deployment costs

The cost of radio equipment has decreased dramatically during the last years38 .
Radio equipment for a three sector site supporting 20 MHz of LTE year 2010 costs
less than 10k€39 . The capacity to cost ratio has improved substantially compared
to the ﬁrst HSPA releases. For a radio access technology with spectral eﬃciency 0.7
bps per Hz the capacity of a three sector site is roughly 10 Mbps. Until recently the
related cost was 20 - 40k€. The same site using current LTE technology with an
assumed spectral eﬃciency of 1.7 bps oﬀers a capacity of around 100 Mbps. This
implies that the capacity to cost ratio has improved 20 - 40 times.
The large increase in radio capacity require additional transmission capacity to
the base station sites. Telenor has presented cost estimates for the upgrading of
the transmission to their sites in the range 15 - 20k€ per site40 .
If new sites need to be deployed the cost is slightly above 100k€ per site. If
existing sites can be re-used the upgrade cost would be around 30k€ per site.
Regardless if network sharing is used or not, the possibility to re-use existing sites
has a signiﬁcant impact on the overall costs. This is also one key diﬀerence between
the deployment of UMTS networks that started after year 2000 and the current
deployment of LTE networks in Sweden, see below.
38 http://www.ericsson.com/thecompany/investors/ﬁnancial_reports/2009/annual09/resultsrisk-factors-market-technolgy-and-business-risks.html
39 Private communication with Martin Nilsson, Handelsbanken Capital Markets
40 www.telenor.com/en/resources/images/cmd10-02-2-rolv-erik-spilling-modernisation-of-themobile-network_tcm28-56164.pdf
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Investments
The network costs do not only depend on if the networks are shared or not. As indicated above, the possibility to re-use existing base station sites is very important.
For the operator proﬁtability it is essential that the deployed network capacity is
used. These aspects will be illustrated using a country case.
A country case - assumptions
The operators. The market is assumed to consist of four operators, three established operators and one greenﬁeld operator. Two of the established operators build
a common network where sites and spectrum are shared. The other operators build
their own networks. The greenﬁeld operator is forced to deploy a new network. The
other operators have existing networks (GSM/EDGE or UMTS) with a number of
existing sites that can be re-used.
Users and demand. The diﬀerent levels of user demand is modeled both by
considering diﬀerent population densities as well as use of diﬀerent demand levels.
Each operator is assumed to have a market share of 25 % for mobile broadband
access services. The modeling and analysis of network capacity and cost is made
for rural, suburban, urban and super-urban areas.
Two levels of demand are considered. The low demand level is represented by a
total penetration of 10% of the population and a monthly usage of 5.4 GB per user.
For the high level we assume 40% penetration and a monthly usage of 10.8 GB per
user. Assuming that the data is transferred during 8 hours per day, all days on the
month, 5.4 GB and 10.8 GB per user correspond to 50 kbps and 100 kbps per user
during the busy hours.
Radio access network and technology. The existing base station sites are used
as the starting point for the deployment. 2000, 1000 and 2000 sites are supposed
to already be deployed in rural, suburban and urban areas respectively.
All operators are assumed to have 10 MHz of spectrum in the 800 - 900 MHz
band and 40 MHz in the 2.1 - 2.6 GHz bands. In each type of area the deployment
starts with deployment of LTE type of technology in the 800 - 900 MHz band. At
least half of the available 800 - 900 MHz spectrum is assumed to be allocated to
GSM voice services. When the 800 - 900 MHz band is fully utilized higher frequency
bands are applied re-using existing sites. New sites will be added when the available
spectrum in all bands no longer is suﬃcient.
Network costs. The assumed cost for deploying a macro base station in rural
areas is 100 k€. New sites in urban and suburban areas are estimated to cost 50
k€ per installation. For the radio equipment and transmission the cost per site in
the previous section are used, i.e. 10 k€ for the radio equipment and 20 k€ for
transmission.
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A country case - results
The required network investments for the diﬀerent operators are presented in Table
3.1. In this example the user demand can be met by upgrading the existing sites.
The greenﬁeld operator of course needs to deploy new sites which is visible in the
high values of the capex.
In many cases the estimated cost (per operator) for the shared network is half
compared to a single operator network. However, in the suburban area the sharing
operators need to use the 2.6 GHz band in order to meet the high demand level.
Hence, additional radio equipment is needed.
Operator
Greenﬁeld operator
Low demand
High Demand
Incumbent operator
Low demand
High Demand
Sharing operators
Low demand
High Demand

Rural

Suburban

Urban

Superurban

Total

259
259

80
129

157
157

1
4

497
550

60
60

30
30

59
59

1
1

150
150

30
30

15
30

29
29

1
1

75
90

Table 3.1: Network investments in diﬀerent areas (Million €) for diﬀerent deployment strategies in the example country case

Sharing of networks of course reduce investments but the major cost driver is to
build new sites. Greenﬁeld operators will be faced with a large market barrier when
entering a market. This is also evident from Table 3.2 showing the large amount of
investments that Hi3G has made in Sweden during the last decade.
Operator
Telia
Tele2
SUNAB
Telenor
Hi3G access
3GIS

Investments
10334
4006
5797
2945
13384
8786

Table 3.2: Investments in mobile networks (Million SEK) in Sweden year 2000 2009, data compiled by Bengt G. Mölleryd based on annual reports
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Impact of production costs on the operator business
If two partners share network the cost savings can be at most 50%, usually the
savings are in the order of 20 - 40 %. However, the lower capital expenditure and
running costs must be related to the production costs and revenues. You need to
know if an assumed 50% reduction of production costs means from 20€ to 10€ or
from 0.2€ to 0.1€ per GB.
Hence the analysis of costs savings resulting from network sharing need to be
put into an overall context with a high level model of the operator business. In order
to analyze the entire cost base on the mobile broadband business the production
cost of mobile data does not only include the annualized capex per GB but also
the running costs, i.e. opex. The approach described by Mölleryd in [2] is used to
calculate the production cost per GB.
The estimated capex for sites, radio and transmission is based on assumptions
in the example above. The historical investments in existing sites are considered
to be sunk costs. The capex for sites and radio equipment are depreciated over 20
and 5 years respectively, with an applied cost of capital of 12.5%.
This adds up to an annualized capex included as a cost item in the result. The
revenues are derived from the assumed ARPU of 20€ per user and month, multiplied
by the number of users. The overall opex for the mobile operator is estimated to
45%, including networks operations, marketing sales and admin, cost of goods sold
and customer care. This translates into an EBITDA41 margin of 55%.
This provides a basis to charge for the annualized capex per GB. The ratios
of GB per annualized capex and production cost are based on the utilized traﬃc
volumes, i.e. the consumed data. The annualized capex per GB is calculated by
dividing the total annualized capex with actual demanded traﬃc volume.

Assumed level
of user demand
Annualized
Capex (M€)
Annualized
Capex per GB(€)
Production
cost per GB(€)
EBIT margin

Greenﬁeld
operator
low
high

Incumbent
operator
low
high

Sharing
operators
low
high

90

97

42

42

21

25

4,28

0,58

2,00

0,25

1,00

0,15

5,94

1,41

3,67

1,08

2,67

0,98

-60%

24%

+1%

41%

28%

47%

Table 3.3: Production costs per GB for operators in the country case
As seen from Table 3.3 the production costs are highly dependent upon the need
to deploy new sites and the level of usage.
41 EBITDA

= Earnings Before Interest, Taxes, Depreciations and Amortization
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The production costs can be related to the revenues per GB. In the analysis it
is assumed that the production cost is related to the amount of data that actually
is consumed. Typically the price of a mobile broadband subscription is around
20€ per month. If the user consumes 1 GB per month the revenue is 20€ per GB.
If the user consumes 5 GB the revenue is 4€ per GB. If we compare these numbers
with the production costs shown in Table 3.3, i.e. 1 - 6 €, we get a rough idea
about the proﬁtability.

A note on spectrum allocation and number of sites
As seen above, it is essential for mobile operator to re-use existing base station
sites. The cost-eﬃciency increases the more capacity that can deployed at each site
[165]. Hence, both improved spectrum eﬃciency and allocation of more spectrum
is beneﬁcial for the operators in a capacity limited scenario. This will be illustrated
by another deployment example.

Users and demand. Consider an urban area of 10 km2 with a user demand of
10 Gbps. This corresponds to 5000 users per km2 , each using 10 GB per month
assuming that the data is consumed during 4 busy hours per day all days of a
month.

Radio access network and technology. The analysis in the example is made
assuming two types of radio access technology with average spectral eﬃciency of
0.67 and 1.67 bps per Hz respectively. These numbers can represent currently deployed HSPA evolution technology [168] and future releases of LTE [167]. Assuming
three-sector sites these values of spectrum eﬃciency implies a site capacity of 40
Mbps and 100 Mbps for a bandwidth of 20 MHz.

Example results. With the site capacity numbers described above the number
of sites required to satisfy the user demand can be estimated for diﬀerent amounts
of bandwidth, see Figure 3.14. Use of the technology with lower spectral eﬃciency
and 10 MHz of bandwidth will result in a higher density of base stations sites. More
spectrum results in less number of sites.
If operators share networks and spectrum resources the sites can be re-used
even more. The so called engineering value of spectrum can be estimated based
on a comparison of deployment costs for diﬀerent amounts of allocated spectrum.
This kind of analysis is presented for rural and urban deployment in [5] and [6]
respectively.
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Figure 3.14: Number of base station sites as function of spectral eﬃciency of radio
access technologies and amount of used spectrum for a capacity limited scenario

3.7

Opinions about cooperation

In this section results from interviews and workshops are summarized. The data
has been collected in three diﬀerent project during the period 2006 - 201042 . The
common theme is cooperation between actors for deployment and operation of
mobile networks and for provisioning of mobile services.

Interviews in the Ambient Networks project
In the Ambient Networks project one task was to analyze the business feasibility of
network composition and dynamic roaming. Interviews were conducted with industry and university researchers. The objective with the interviews was to get input
on e.g. drivers and obstacles for the adoption of the Ambient Network concepts.
42 Ambient Networks interviews were done 2006, the scenario workshops were organized 2008
and the interviews about network sharing were conducted 2010, see more section 3.3
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Drivers and Beneﬁts.
When more then one network can be accessed end-users can beneﬁt from improved
service availability. The situation is the same as for national roaming when networks
of multiple operators can be used.
The identiﬁed business opportunities and beneﬁts with dynamic roaming are
mostly related to other actors than existing mobile operators.
Service providers and MVNO’s can allow their customers to use any network.
These actors have to pay roaming fees but do not need to make long term agreements with operators on sharing of network investments. Mobile operators that
enter a market were also believed to beneﬁt from dynamic roaming.
Local network operators is another type of actor that may beneﬁt from dynamic
roaming. This type of actor may have few or no own customers using the local
network. The dynamic roaming would enable customers of other operators to use
the local network and hence generate revenues.
Issues and obstacles
Free riders and investments. The problem is that some actors invest in networks undertaking the risk while other actors, the so called free-riders, may use
the network resources without any long term commitment. This means that a introduction of dynamic roaming lower the incentives to invest in networks. Some
interviewed persons thought that this would be the main obstacle for the introduction of dynamic roaming.
The market complexity A market with a large number of networks, operators
and service providers, would lead to problems for end-users to identify, evaluate
and manage all oﬀers. This market complexity is diﬀerent to today’s situation with
only one selected provider, i.e. the mobile operator. The complexity in terms of
providers and oﬀers need to be hidden to end-users or managed.
This problem can be be handled by software agents in the user terminals that
evaluate oﬀers and make decisions based on polices speciﬁed by the user. Another approach is that some other actor, undertaking the role as service broker or
aggregator will handle this complexity on behalf of the end-user, see [24] and [21].
The position of established operators Almost all interviewees mentioned the
issue of the role and position of established operators if dynamic roaming is used.
One issue was what kinds of beneﬁts that could be identiﬁed for the operators at
the market. Almost all interviewees did question if the established operators would
leave the traditional walled garden approach. This means that operators lock in
customers in the sense that users only can use networks and service provided by
the operator. It was in general believed that operators would accept that their
customers used networks of another operator. However, operators would hardly
agree to give away the close relation to their customers.
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Regulation and spectrum licenses. The role of the regulator and the spectrum licensing was mentioned in many interviews. The current market is based on
licensing of spectrum to a few operators in each country. With a long term agreement to use a allocated spectrum band a mobile network operator will invest in
networks, services and customers. Introduction of dynamic roaming would change
this situation and the value of spectrum.
Dynamic roaming would be beneﬁcial for MVNO’s, service providers and local
operators as mentioned above. The competition would increase, which would be
beneﬁcial for end-users. However, regulators can ensure competition and a market
with many service providers without any dynamic roaming. Agreements as those
that exist today between operators and service providers/MVNO’s can be used.
Another frequent comment at the interviews was that the possibility for operators to exploit allocated spectrum and network investments would be lower compared to the current way of doing business. Hence the role and value of spectrum
licensing was believed to be changed. As an example, an option for operators with
allocated spectrum could be to sell or lend the spectrum resources to other actors.
These actors can build networks at diﬀerent locations, towns or regions and then
sell network coverage and capacity.

Scenario workshops in the spectrum allocation study
The objective of the workshops was to identify market scenarios that could be used
for analysis of future spectrum allocation strategies. The scenarios were based on
the analysis of the importance and predictability of diﬀerent market factors with
potential impact on the demand for more bandwidth. The factors that were ranked
with both the highest importance and the largest uncertainty were used to design
a scenario cross to be used for further analysis.
The analysis of importance and uncertainty of factors was made both for the
near future (up to 5 years) and for the medium to long term perspective (10 - 15
years). The main results for the investigation were the 4 scenarios formed and the
implications for spectrum allocation.
For this PhD thesis the important aspect is the factors that were selected. For
both the near future and the medium to long term time frame new services and
applications was selected as one of the two most important factors. For the near
future network costs and capacity was selected as the other most important factor.
The production cost was the factor that was identiﬁed as having the largest impact
on the scenario design.
For the medium to long term time frame the use of new network solutions
and deployment strategies was identiﬁed as being the other most important factor. "New" here means strategies other than single-operator networks using more
bandwidth and/or more dense deployment of base stations as the main strategy
to increase capacity. Network sharing (discussed in this chapter) and oﬄoading to
local networks (to be discussed in the next chapter), were seen as key strategies to
reduce cost.
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Interviews about Network sharing in Sweden
Interviews were done in 2010 in order to collect experiences from 10 years of network
sharing in Sweden43 . The questions focused on drivers and beneﬁts of network
sharing and problems that could be identiﬁed.
It turned out to be a very common view on network sharing from the interviewed
persons although the input is collected from three diﬀerent operators and diﬀerent
parts of the organizations.
Cooperation besides sharing of 3G networks
Besides the network sharing agreements for 3G and 4G networks the operators in
Sweden have developed a practise of cooperation and sharing of sites.
In the ﬁrst half of the 1990’s the operators did not cooperate, and in some cases
not even discussed, about sharing base station sites. Especially the locations of
the base station sites were considered as company conﬁdential information. The
operators did all apply for building permits for sites in the same area. The local
authorities objected and requested the operators to cooperate and co-locate sites.
From 1995 there were agreements about placement of equipment in each other
sites and to share towers, masts, shelters. In the ﬁrst place no fees were used, the
sharing was based on mutual utilization of each other sites. From 1998 the sharing
of sites has been made on a commercial basis generating rents.
It seems like the Swedish operators work with site deployment in a cooperative
spirit. This is illustrated by the fact that applications for building permit for new
sites often include a second shelter for equipment, in case some other operator want
to use the same base stations site. In the same way there is an established process
for deployment of indoor wireless networks, see more next chapter.
Implementation of sharing agreements
In order to cooperate with a competitor there need to be a common short term and
long term strategy. This includes common deployment plans, investment plans,
speciﬁcation of network features and how to manage existing sites. It is seen as
diﬃcult to exit a sharing agreement, even if conditions for an exit is included in the
agreement. The sharing partners have to agree on several aspects, examples are:
• How much of the network should be shared?
• How to share costs for investments and utilization of the network?
• How to make decisions for network expansion and upgrades?
The operators have to handle situations where one partner want to build out
network capacity or coverage and the other partner do not wish.
43 This was part of the research in the Wireless@KTH project Aﬀordable Wireless Broadband
Access funded by Vinnova
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One strategy may be that one of the partners deploys a network in an area. The
other partner would be allowed to use the network but at the same time it may be
prohibited from using the network upgrade in the marketing.
In the case of SUNAB, the operators Telia and Tele2 each have three distinct
roles. Besides being owners and customers of the networks services Telia and Tele2
are also suppliers to SUNAB for the planning, building and deployment of the
network. The SUNAB network is divided in 4 geographical areas, where Telia and
Tele2 are responsible for planning and deployment in each of the two areas. The
agreement includes incentives for the operators to build at low cost.
Motivations for network sharing
Reduced network costs are of course an obvious driver. At the interviews a number
of other aspects related to network sharing were mentioned:
• The market position of the sharing partners
• The number of new sites that needs to be deployed
• The cost structure of the network
• The availability or lack of spectrum
For a small operator or a market entrant it can be valuable to have a big sharing partner. The new partner can get access to the brand, network competence,
existing sites and transmission of an established operator. There are a number of
observations of network sharing that can be made on a strategic level.
• Sharing was the only feasible solution to enable a cost eﬃcient deployment to
fulﬁll the coverage requirements stated in the 3G licenses in Sweden.
• For Telia network sharing was the only way to enter the 3G business at all
since they did not get any 3G license.
• The motivation for sharing was not entirely related to the 3G networks and
3G services. From the interviews it is clear that all operators wanted to
protect some part or all of the existing business. Hence, the key question was
if the operator would apply for a license and enter the 3G business at all. The
network sharing was one way to do this in a cost eﬃcient way.
However, it was not obvious that the existing mobile operators should enter the
3G business and build 3G networks. A representative for one of the operators said:
" One option for us was to focus on voice services and continue with GSM
networks only".

3.7. OPINIONS ABOUT COOPERATION
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Lessons learned
At all interviews the lower degree of independence was mentioned as a key concern.
The operators do not have full control over the network strategy and investments.
The decision making on investments is slowed down, it takes more time and eﬀorts.
The savings in network CAPEX is easy to estimate while it is more diﬃcult to
estimate the "cost" for the loss of independence when it comes to network strategies.
"hence, you should not believe that network sharing is an easy way to save costs"
At the same time many beneﬁts of the sharing can be identiﬁed. In the SUNAB
case the cooperation did work very well during the ﬁrst six years when the network
was deployed. SUNAB seems to have worked well as a neutral actor that can
balance diﬀerent interests. The conditions in the sharing agreement are explicit,
more traﬃc by one operator leads to higher fees. SUNAB has strict control of the
traﬃc and usage and generates data for the charging of the operators.
One risk with outsourcing of network deployment, operation and maintenance
to a third party is that the own organization will loose competence. In the long
term this may lead to a lower ability to make strategic network decisions.
The cooperation between Telia and Tele2 was reported to have been beneﬁcial
when it comes to network competence and experience. Both companies have learned
from each other. The cooperation at the technical level works ﬁne as long as the
market and strategic issues are handled at a higher level.
Network sharing in the future
Network sharing is considered as very important for the future. One operator
claimed that network sharing will be necessary in Sweden in order to deploy and
operate multiple 4G network outside Stockholm if current price levels are to be
maintained. Without sharing in Sweden it may be that just one operator can
operate multi-radio networks outside the major cities.
This will have a substantial impact on competition and end-user prices. Hence,
regulators should consider network sharing in order to ensure competition for mobile
broadband access services.
When it comes to competition the view among the interviewees was that network
sharing in Sweden has not had any negative impact. The competition for end-users
and pricing has not been inﬂuenced by any agreement among sharing partners. On
the other hand, mobile broadband prices are low in Sweden44 .
It was also mentioned that in a country like Sweden, the incentives for future
sharing agreements may be lower than before. Costs of radio equipment has decreased and there exists a large number of sites.

44 Sweden is the European country with the lowest mobile broadband prices compared to ﬁxed
broadband [105]
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3.8

Analysis

In this section network sharing and dynamic roaming will be analyzed and compared. The comparison will be made for a market with a number of competing
operators oﬀering mobile broadband access services.
In order to establish an understanding of how operators competes the ﬁrst step is
to describe service oﬀers for mobile broadband access. This description includes the
structure and the components e.g. price, oﬀered data rates, limits of usage. Similarities and diﬀerences between operators are illustrated by data from the Swedish
market in December 2010. This provides input to the descriptions of the value
proposition and competitive strategy.
The second step is to describe how mobile broadband access services are provided in terms of the elements of the business model deﬁnition made by Chesbrough
and Rosenbloom. This provides an understanding of the value propositions, company strategy and position within the value network for the mobile operators.
The third step is to look into the impact of the network sharing as has been
observed at the Swedish market. The impact of cooperation including predictions
will be an input for the elements in the business model deﬁnition.
The last step is to analyze how dynamic roaming can ﬁt into a market as described in the previous steps. Both the roaming itself and dynamic establishment
of agreements are analyzed. The analysis is structured according to the business
model elements.

Service oﬀers for mobile broadband services
Mobile broad band services are oﬀered using a number of price plans, usually with
data rates up to a speciﬁc value and in many cases with a limit on the monthly
usage. First, some examples from the Swedish market are presented.
Examples from Sweden
In the tables below price plans from Swedish operators valid December 2010 are
summarized. The service oﬀers varies in terms of monthly price 45 , data rates46
and usage caps(amount of data per month). The operators also apply diﬀerent
strategies when the usage cap is exceeded.
The tables exhibit data for postpaid monthly subscriptions for consumers. The
same structure of oﬀers with diﬀerent data rates and amounts of monthly usage
can be found for business users, Price plans with voices minutes, a number of
SMS/MMS’s and mobile broadband (Mobile Surf) are oﬀered to users of smart
phones. The operators also have prepaid schemes where prices typically are 3€ per
day, 9€ per week and 25 - 30€ per month.
45 Prices
46 In

are expressed in Euros assuming 1 € = 10 SEK
these tables only down link data rates are shown
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Service
package
"6 Mbps"
"16 Mbps"
"4G"
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Price per
month (€)
20
24
55

Data rate
(Mbps)
-6
- 16
- 80

Usage limit
(GB/month)
-

If data limit
is exceeded
-

Table 3.4: Mobile Broadband subscriptions, from Telenor web page 2010-12-27
Service
package
"Bas"
"Plus"
"Max"

Price per
month (€)
10
20
25

Data rate
(Mbps)
-2
- 16
- 16

Usage limit
(GB/month)
1
20
-

If data limit
is exceeded
Extra fee of 0,15€/MB
Rate reduced to 200 kbps
-

Table 3.5: Mobile Broadband subscriptions, from Hi3G web page 2010-12-27
Service
package
"Small"
"Medium"
"Large"
"4G"

Price per
month (€)
9
17
23
50

Data rate
(Mbps)
-2
-6
- 16
- 80

Usage limit
(GB/month)
1
5
-

If data limit
is exceeded
Rate reduced to 64 kbps
Rate reduced to 200 kbps
-

Table 3.6: Mobile Broadband subscriptions, from Tele2 web page 2010-12-27
Service
package
"Start"
"Medium"
"Large"
"Total 4G"

Price per
month (€)
4
20
27
60

Data rate
(Mbps)
-6
-6
- 16
- 80

Usage limit
(GB/month)
3
10
20
30

If data limit
is exceeded
Rate reduced
Rate reduced
Rate reduced
Rate reduced

to
to
to
to

120
120
120
120

kbps
kbps
kbps
kbps

Table 3.7: Mobile Broadband subscriptions, from Telia web page 2010-12-27

From the data in the tables above it can be observed that the service oﬀers
have a similar structure when it comes to data rates and prices. However, there
are diﬀerences related to other costs. Moreover, the total price also depends on if
special opening fees are used and if a modem (dongle) is included or not. Tele2
and Telia use opening fees of 25€. For contracts with lengths 18 or 24 months the
modem is included in the subscription. As an example, Tele2 oﬀers subscriptions
with contracts of zero or 18 months. In the latter case the modems are for free,
otherwise Tele2 charges 10 or 20 € for a 3G modem and 200 € for a 4G (LTE)
modem.
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Price. The monthly fee is in the range of 4 - 27 € for 3G data services and
50 - 60 € for 4G data services. At the start of the subscription an opening fees
can be included together with the cost of a modem (dongle). For subscriptions
with duration larger than 18 months the modem cost is usually included. Pre-paid
subscriptions are available for 3 € for one day and 30 € for a month.
Length of contract. The duration of post-paid mobile broadband subscriptions
are in the range of 12 - 24 months. There are subscriptions with no binding, i.e.
zero month of contract time.
Limits on data usage. When ﬂat rate fees were introduced the data traﬃc
increased substantially. Operators have diﬀerent strategies to handle users that
consume large amounts of data.
• The strategies for limits on data usage are diﬀerent. Telenor has no limits for
any subscription while Tele2 and Hi3G have a mix where no limits are used
for the most costly subscriptions. Telia has limits for all subscriptions, even
for the recently introduced 4G subscription.
• The operators apply diﬀerent strategies when the usage caps are exceeded.
Tele2 and Telia reduce the bit rate. Hi3G charges for additional data (per
MB) for one subscription and reduces the bit rates for another one. In the
Telia case the customers can buy more data, e.g. 3€ for 1 GB or 10€ for 5GB.
• The availability of the information about usage caps are diﬀerent. For Hi3G
and Telenor the conditions are easy to ﬁnd since it is part of the descriptions
of the subscriptions. For the Tele2 and Telia oﬀers it is more challenging to
ﬁnd the information since it is available as a footnote in the price list.
This is in large contrast to the operator "3" in the UK where the information
on data limits is part of the service description and is visible at the subscription front page at the web site47 . The mobile broad band subscriptions allow
usage of 1 - 15 GB with prices in the range of 7.87 to 20.99£.
Data rate. The mobile broadband services are marketed and described with bit
rates up to a speciﬁc value. Taking Telia in Sweden as an example diﬀerent service
packages using HSPA (Turbo 3G and Turbo 3G+) and LTE (4G) oﬀers data rates
up to 6, 16 and 80 Mbps respectively. This value is often very close to the theoretical
maximum value, or even above, see Table 3.8. Hence, it it interesting to note that
operators try to educate the customer by also providing estimates on normal or
expected data rates. This is illustrated by Table 3.8 derived from data at the Telia
web site where this kind of clariﬁcation on data rates is found48 .
47 http://threestore.three.co.uk/broadband/?ID=1184
48 www.tewss.telia.se/privat/produkter_tjanster/mobiltbredband/abonnemang/
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package
"Medium"
"Large"
"Total 4G"
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Marketed
data rate
6 Mbps
16 Mbps
80 Mbps

Theoretical
data rate
7,2 Mbps
14,4 Mbps
100 Mbps

Data rate
to expect
1 - 4 Mbps
2 - 6 Mbps
20-40 Mbps

Table 3.8: Additional information about data rates for mobile broadband subscriptions, from the Telia web page 2010-12-27

Marketing messages
The network performance in terms of data rates and coverage are considered to be
very important by the operators. This can be observed by the information at the
operator web sites. All operators claim to oﬀer the best broadband access services,
see examples below from the web sites December 2010 (translated from Swedish).
"The fastest Mobile broadband in Sweden - according to information retrieved
from Bredbandskollen.se, November 25, 2010" (Telenor)49
"Today the best Mobile broadband in Sweden was nominated and the winner is
Tele2. This means that you can do web surﬁng at higher speeds with Tele2 compared
to any other operator." 50 "We have the fastest 4G network in Stockholm."(Tele2)51
"For the fourth year in a row the magazine "Mobil" did nominate our mobile
broad band to be the best in Sweden" 52 (HI3G)
"4G. The fastest mobile broadband in the world for just 15€ per month until the
Easter holiday, ordinary price 60€ per month." (Telia)
"We are the operator with the best 3G coverage. Today 9,1 million Swedes can
use our mobile broadband where they live". "3 oﬀers 98,5% coverage"(HI3G)
"Tele2 has the best mobile broadband in Sweden - according to the annual coverage test made by the magazine Mobil"
"The network, that we share with Telia, covers 99,8% of Sweden" (Tele2)53
"Today 8 million of Sweden populations have coverage with Turbo3G+" (Telia)
49 The Bredbandskollen service measures the connection speed with which a user’s web
browser can send and receive data, as an indication of real connection speed, see also
www.netnod.se/other/valueadd/bbk
50 http://www.tele2.se/mobilt-bredband/bast-i-test.html
51 http://www.tele2.se/mobilt-bredband/4g.html
52 http://www.tre.se/Privat/Mobilt-bredband/DataSubscriptionListPage/
53 http://www.tele2.se/foretag/mobilt-bredband/large-pro
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Coverage is also important for marketing of the mobile service. The mobile
operators provide coverage maps and tools where data rates are estimated at any
given location54 . Many operators refer to diﬀerent tests on coverage and data rates.
The importance of good service availability for customer satisfaction were also
stressed at interviews with KTIB55 (the Swedish Consumer Bureau for Telecom,
TV & Internet) and the PTS project on survey of individuals 56 . The objectives
of the PTS surveys are to provide information about the market from a consumer
perspective including usage patterns, pricing and customer satisfaction
The same type of consumer research is done by Ofcom in the UK [187] [188].
Ofcom annually present research reports on e.g. "the consumer experience" and "the
consumer decision making in the telecoms/ broadcast markets". When it comes to
reasons for switching or considering switching of operator the three major components are: pricing, quality of services and customer services.
Implications for the future
The network performance in terms of data rates and coverage are considered to be
very important by the operators. The marketing objective is to acquire customers
that will use thier mobile network. Operators with networks with better coverage
and data rates have a stronger position in the market. This has been underscored
at many meetings with representative for the operators, see section 3.7.
All operators also highlight the signiﬁcance of having access to spectrum. Until
now operators have been able to provide the same bit rates provided that they have
radio equipment supporting the same 3GPP release. No matter if an operator has
one or more 5 MHz WCDMA carriers, the system bandwidth is the same (5 MHz)
and the bit rates depend on the radio access technology.
This situation will be changed for both WCDMA and LTE systems. Multiple
WCDMA carriers that are aggregated (merged) will result in larger bandwidths
and higher bit rates. For LTE the system bandwidth can vary between 1.4 MHz
and 20 MHz. Hence, operators that have (or use) diﬀerent amounts of bandwidths
for a speciﬁc service will be able to oﬀer diﬀerent peak data rates, see more next
section.

54 see the Telenor web site www.telenor.se/privat/mobiltbredband/tackningskarta/index.html
or the Tele2 web site www.tele2.se/kundservice/tackningskarta.html
55 Phone conference April 22, 2009 with Andreas Evestedt Mattias Grafström
56 Meeting July 2, 2009 with project leader Camilla Jönsson at PTS
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Provisioning of mobile broadband services today
Market segments
The market include a broad range of customers that use mobile broadband access
services in both the consumer and the business user segment. A diﬀerentiation can
be identiﬁed depending on if hand held devices or laptops with dongles are used.
At the European market estimates of average monthly usage are around 100 MB
for smartphone users and 1 - 2 GB for laptop users [105] page 70.
For laptop users two main groups can be identiﬁed depending on if the mobile
broadband access is used as complement to or as a substitute users for ﬁxed broadband access, see [105] pages 57-60. No data is available on average monthly usage
but substitute would use more data. According to the telecom market report for
2009 published by the Swedish regulator large diﬀerences in usage can be identiﬁed
at the Swedish market, see [189] pages 25-26.
In the year 2009 around 90% of the mobile broadband customers used less than
1 GB per month. These low amount of data users consume around 12 % of all
mobile broadband traﬃc in Sweden. The remaining 88% was consumed by 10%
of the users that use more than 1 GB per month. This unbalance in usage is
underscored by the fact that 3 percent of the subscriptions use more than 5 GB per
month and these users account for 68% of the overall the traﬃc.
As illustrated by the overview of mobile broadband subscriptions in the previous
section the mobile operators in the Swedish market have diﬀerentiated their oﬀers,
targeting users with diﬀerent types of demand.

Value proposition
The value proposition is to oﬀer mobile broadband access service with "good" area
coverage, service availability and quality (e.g. data rate). Diﬀerent service packages
have diﬀerent bit rate performance and allowed data volumes per month.
The operators in Sweden have similar structure for service oﬀers and prices are
more or less the same. Diﬀerences between operators can be identiﬁed when it
comes to limits on data usage. One operator does not use caps for any subscription. Another operator have limits for all subscriptions, but additional data can be
purchased if the limit is exceeded. Two of the operators have limits for the least
expensive subscriptions.
The marketing messages seem to focus on network performance in terms of coverage and bit rates. Local diﬀerences in coverage and oﬀered data rates is reported
by diﬀerent market tests. The same network performance would be expected in the
areas where operators share networks.
All operators market 3G/HSPA based data services with similar bit rate oﬀers.
During 2010 three of the operators started to oﬀer commercial 4G data services in
the major cities with bit rates "up to" 80 Mbps.
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Cost and revenue potential
In a comparison of the demand for data services and network deployment in Sweden
the years 2000 and 2010 a number of diﬀerences can be identiﬁed.
User demand. In the year 2000 there was no demand for mobile broadband
services. It was unclear to operators what kind of "3G services" that would be
oﬀered. In Sweden, the operator Hi3G initially focused on video calls.
Year 2010, when the ﬁrst 4G networks were deployed the situation was diﬀerent.
There is a clear demand for mobile broadband access for both smart phones and
laptop modems (dongles). Customers are familiar to mobile broadband services
and use of Internet services in handsets.
Radio equipment and transmission. The cost for radio equipment has decreased dramatically in the period between 2000 to 2010. The capacity to cost
ratio has improved more than an order of magnitude within a few years.
The transmission capacity was not a bottleneck in the year 2000, the capacity
could e.g. be provided by 2 Mbps leased lines. In order to meet the capacity
demand in the year 2010 the transmission to sites need to be upgraded, in many
cases with optical ﬁber connections.
Deployment of base station sites. Year 2000 a new 3G network was to be
deployed with a large number of new base station sites. In Sweden more than
99,9% of the population had to be covered. Due to the higher carrier frequencies at
2.1 GHz denser networks than the existing GSM networks at 900 MHz were needed.
Large investments have been done in network investments.
The deployment of LTE year 2010 can be based on existing base station sites.
The density of sites in the 1800 MHz and 2.1 GHz bands are in many cases suitable
for deployment in the 2.6 GHz band. The same is valid for deployment of LTE in
the 800 MHz band where the 900 MHz sites can be re-used.

Value networks, company position and strategy
The value networks can be described as vertically integrated value chains where
the mobile operator fully controls most of the business roles. Some networks are
jointly deployed and operated but the operators monitor the own traﬃc57 .
Operators perform their own business where they compete for customers using
diﬀerent price and service oﬀers. The operators manage their own payment and
service platforms, their own customers and end-user billing, see section 3.4.

57 In this chapter wide only area networks are discussed. Shared networks are also used for
indoor environments, this will be discussed in the next chapter
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The impact of network sharing
Value proposition
In Sweden network sharing has strongly contributed to that operators could deploy
a large number of sites and meet the licence requirements. This has resulted in good
coverage for the 3G networks. Since many sites with UMTS had been deployed these
could easily be upgraded to HSPA with data rates higher than the 100 - 200 kbps
initially oﬀered by UMTS.
The oﬀered data rates are vital for the competition between operators. Carrier
aggregation will result in larger bandwidths and higher data rates. Future released
of LTE will support aggregation of diﬀerent bands, e.g. 1.8 GHz and 2.6 GHz.
Hence, network sharing where operators combine their spectrum bands into larger
blocks will have an advantage at the market [6]. The impact of spectrum aggregation on peak data rates is illustrated in Figure 3.15. The cases represents four
spectrum allocation alternatives and if operators cooperate or not58 . Spectrum is
assumed to be allocated in one or two bands, e.g. the 1.8 GHz and 2.6 GHz bands.
• One operator using 10 MHz in one band
• One operator using 10 MHz in two bands, i.e. in total 20 MHz
• One operator using 20 MHz in two bands, i.e. in total 40 MHz
• Two cooperating operators each using 20 MHz in two bands, in total 80 MHz

Figure 3.15: Examples of peak data rates with and without spectrum aggregation
(assuming spectral eﬃciency of 4 bps per Hz, e.g. 80 Mbps for 20 MHz)

58 FDD spectrum is allocated for both downlink and uplink transmission, i.e. 2*X MHz. In
Figure 3.15 the bandwidth for one-way, i.e. X MHz, is shown
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Cost and revenue potential
Network sharing has had a signiﬁcant impact on network costs for the deployment
of 3G networks in Sweden. According to the analysis in section 3.6 the network
sharing is important when new sites are deployed. The same is valid in areas where
the demand is low, e.g. in rural areas.
For the future, network sharing is still important but to a lower extent for
established operators. The costs for radio equipment has decreased and in Sweden
a large number of sites has been deployed and can be re-used. But operators
choose diﬀerent strategies. Telia is building a 4G network on its own while Tele2
and Telenor have entered into a networks sharing agreement.
Value networks
Operators control the majority of the business roles in the value networks. Network
deployment and operation are shared responsibilities, see Figures 3.6 and 3.7. But
all networks are not shared, all operators have GSM and/or 3G networks that they
operate on their own. The operators also have their own network competence,
although network operation can be managed by an external partner.
The network sharing agreements have an impact on how networks are deployed
and operated. From the interviews, it is clear that the sharing operators are equal
partners. However, the cooperation leads to less ﬂexibility in the decision making
on network investments, see section 3.7.
Competitive strategy
The operators compete for customers with both the sharing partner, other operators
and MVNO´s, that may use the same network. The operators run their business
as independent companies. The network sharing may not have a direct impact on
the daily operations but on a strategic level some observation can be made, see also
section 3.7.
From the interviews, we know that network sharing was a way to enable the
deployment of the large number of new sites needed in order to fulﬁll the coverage
requirements stated in the 3G licenses. For Telia network sharing was a way to
enter the 3G business. A driver for all operators to deploy 3G networks was to
protect the existing voice business. Hence, the network sharing did support this
strategy.
For the future the possibilities to aggregate spectrum and oﬀer higher data rates
are vital. Another possible sharing scenario in Sweden is if an operator does not
obtain any spectrum in the 800 MHz band59 . Compare with the Telia case year
2000. For an operator without any 800 MHz band national roaming or sharing of
a common network is one option.
59 PTS announced an auction for the 800 MHz band December 13, 2010, the auction will start
February 28 2011.
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Dynamic roaming
In this section dynamic roaming and access to any network will be discussed. The
questions to answer are:
Can dynamic roaming be used for provisioning of mobile broadband services?
Does dynamic roaming ﬁt into the existing business landscape?
Will dynamic roaming provide any beneﬁts for mobile operators?
Value proposition
One beneﬁt with dynamic roaming is the possibility to access multiple networks.
Compared to the traditional operator subscription, this ﬂexibility to choose network
and provider/operator is an added value to end-users. The service availability and
data rate will depend on the performance of the visited network and not on the
home network. The increased complexity in the number of providers and oﬀers
may be a problem unless agents in the user terminal take care of the evaluation
and selection of access oﬀers.
The mobile operators can provide added value to their customers if the operator
subscription and the user identity can be used for identiﬁcation and payments when
another network is used. Today, this possibility is most evident for access of hot
spot networks. Also for international roaming, where all or most of the networks
in a foreign country country can be accessed, the automatic selection of the "best"
network is an added value to end-users.
Market segment
Assuming that dynamic roaming is implemented, the major market segments are
outlined by the value proposition above, i.e. users on the move that frequently use
hot spots networks or travel abroad. These two situations have in common that
access is not provided by a competing mobile network operator.
Cost and revenue potential
For established mobile operators there will be an uncertainty in the usage of their
own networks, both by their customers and of customers of other operators. This
will make it unclear where and when to invest in networks.
The other side of coin is that there will be an uncertainty about revenues as
well, there is a possibility that the their subscribers may choose other networks.
For mobile broadband services there is a challenge related to ﬂat rate subscriptions and to roaming solutions. The ﬂat fees result in a ﬁxed revenue per user which
makes it complex to design roaming fees. For voice services with charging based
on voice minutes more traﬃc leads to more revenues from roaming users. For ﬂat
rate subscriptions this is not the case. The roaming fees can be volume based, but
the charging used for international roaming can not be used. In this case operators
charge 2 - 12€ per MB, i.e. more or less the same price as a monthly subscription.
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Value networks and company position
With dynamic roaming there will a major change compared to a situation with
single-operator networks or with shared networks. Both the composition of the
value networks and how diﬀerent actors are positioned would change if dynamic
roaming and access to any network is used. The control of customer relations, payment streams and network usage will be de-coupled, see Figure 3.9. The customers
of an operator may not only use other networks they may also use other actors for
identiﬁcation and payments.
It is dynamic access to networks that makes the big diﬀerence, not the roaming
itself. Compare with the cases with national roaming and virtual operators, Figures
3.4 and 3.5. In these cases the operator has the main customer relation and handles
end-user billing although other networks are used.
Competitive strategy
For an established mobile operator the introduction of dynamic roaming value
would result in a major change of the market structure and the conditions for
doing business at that market. It is the dynamic access for any user to any network
that change the conditions. The operators will have less control of their subscribers.
Investments in customers, networks and brand would be of less value if one of the
main motivations to use a speciﬁc operator disappears, i.e.
"chose us because we can oﬀer good service quality in our networks".
However, other types of actors may ﬁnd dynamic roaming useful, e.g. a market
entrant that want to address a national market, or a local operators. A mobile
operator entering the market can invest in marketing and customers, and possibly
in networks in densely populated areas. With an own customer base the market
entrant can make use of the networks of others, similar to a MVNO. The local
network operator can deploy a network in hot spots, e.g. airports or shopping
malls, and oﬀer the network resources to other operators. The users of the local
network are customers of others, see more next chapter.
In both these cases it is the roaming feature that is most important. The
possibility to dynamically access another network would be of low value since the
number of mobile operators are limited. Hence, a market entrant or a local operator
can agree with operators on the roaming.
Summary
For existing mobile operators the introduction of dynamic roaming and access to
any network would change the business landscape and the way operators do business. The lower degree of control of both customers, payments and network usage
does not provide any beneﬁts for operators at the market. For market entrants and
local operators national roaming would be beneﬁcial. There is no identiﬁed added
value of the dynamic access, i.e. roaming without any pre-negotiated agreement.
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Conclusions

The chapter will be concluded by answering the general research questions and the
ones related to network sharing and dynamic roaming as deﬁned in section 3.1.
Included is also input to discussion on future work.

The research questions
What is the impact of network or spectrum sharing?
Network sharing leads to cost reduction for both network deployment and operation. The network sharing has a big impact when new base station sites need to
be deployed. According to a industry representative 60 the largest savings will be
for the Opex, including maintenance and upgrades. Capex is a one-time investment
and typically represents about 30% of the cost.
For small operators or market entrants sharing with an established operator can
be beneﬁcial. The small or new actor will get access to existing sites and expertise
in network deployment and operation. For any operator with limited amount of
spectrum it is beneﬁcial to cooperate with a partner that holds a spectrum license.
Joint utilization of spectrum leads to a number of beneﬁts. More spectrum
means that fewer sites are needed for a given level of capacity demand, i.e. lower
costs. With aggregation or carriers and bands higher peak data rates can be
achieved which enable more competitive oﬀers.
Network sharing leads to less independence for the partners when it comes to
network strategy and investments. In addition, more time and eﬀort are needed for
the joint decision making on network deployment and investments.
What features of dynamic roaming are most important to mobile operators?
The improved service availability is a result of the possibility to access networks
of more than one mobile operator. This beneﬁt is evident for market entrants,
local operators and MVNO’s that provide coverage for the own users. It is the
roaming capability that is of importance. The value of the possibility to dynamically
negotiate roaming agreements is considered to be low in the analyzed cases. Within
a country the number of network operators is low and roaming agreements can be
negotiated between diﬀerent actors.
For mobile network operators no beneﬁts with dynamic roaming can be identiﬁed for operation at markets like the one in Sweden. The incentives to invest in
networks will be lower if any user can use any network. However, there may be
some business opportunities for mobile operators for certain services or at other
markets, see answers to the last question at the next page.

60 Lars

Nielsen, Ericsson Denmark
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What are the main diﬀerences between network sharing and dynamic roaming?

For the cases where mobile operators agree to cooperate, network sharing is
more common than national roaming, at least in Sweden. Both national roaming
and network sharing are long term agreements. The agreements are negotiated with
a speciﬁc partner and for a speciﬁc purpose. With network sharing and national
roaming the mobile operators will have the same type of relation with its subscribers
as for non-shared networks.
A mobile operator using dynamic roaming will have a less tight control of the
users and the usage of its own network resources. This is due to the fact that the
users can make use of multiple business relations and subscriptions for identiﬁcation and payment when any network is used. Dynamic roaming is also a step away
from competition based on network coverage and data rates.
In what kind of business landscapes can dynamic roaming be used?
For markets where operators compete for the same customers there seem to
be no incentive for traditional mobile operators to introduce dynamic roaming.
However, there are a number of other possible business scenarios where mobile
operators can exploit their customer and billing relations with its subscribers.
For use of WLAN hot spot networks one kind of dynamic access is already
in place. The customers do not need (but can have) a pre-negotiated agreement
with the hot spot operator. The customers can use another business relation for
user identiﬁcation and payments. Examples are a credit card account, an account
with some payment provider like Paypal or Boingo or a mobile phone subscription.
Hence, a mobile operator can act as a trusted partner managing the user identity
and/or possibly payments.
Another possible scenario where dynamic roaming can be used is if a large
number of private (local) networks are opened up for public access. Examples are
company networks or networks provided by facility owners. This has implications
for indoor wireless solutions that will be discussed in the next chapter.

Drivers for cooperation. Besides saving costs the motivations to cooperate
with a competitor can be a consequence of a strategy to enter a new business or to
strengthen or protect an existing business. In Sweden operators claim that network
sharing was the only economically feasible solution to provide the high level of 3G
coverage according to the license requirements year 2000. In the case of Telia the
cooperation with Tele2 was a way to get access to a 3G license.
The incentive to share networks may be lower today (2010) when a large number
of sites exist and can be re-used. Contributing to lower costs for deployment of LTE
networks is also the substantial reduction of cost for radio capacity. This situation
is illustrated by the decision by Telia to not use network sharing for deployment of
the LTE network that was commercially launched during the summer 2010.
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The analysis show that mobile operators have no or low incentives to use dynamic roaming. This concept characterized by access for any user to any network challenges the traditional way that established operators competes and invest
in marketing, customers and networks. For market entrants and MVNO’s prenegotiated agreements can be used for access to networks of mobile operators.
Organization of cooperation. For MVNO’s and for national roaming the cooperation can be organized using long term agreements describing terms and conditions for usage, fees and sharing of costs. The mobile operator providing the
network capacity can act independently when it comes to network strategy and
investments.
Operators sharing networks will be less independent when it comes to decisions about networks strategy. The sharing partners need to agree on networks
investments but otherwise they compete for the end-users.
Operators using network sharing still control their own business. The sharing partners manages networks, usage, customers, interconnection, payments and
billing. If dynamic roaming is used this is totally diﬀerent. In this case the management of customers, networks, usage and payments are decoupled and can be
managed by diﬀerent actors.

Chapter 4

Indoor wireless systems and
femtocell networks
4.1

Chapter introduction

In this chapter actor cooperation and business models for deployment and operation
of indoor wireless solutions will be analyzed.
Bad indoor coverage is often mentioned as the main reason deploying speciﬁc inbuilding systems. The wall attenuation may reduce the signal strength from outdoor
base stations for users inside buildings. Diﬀerent types of technical solutions can
be used in order to improve the indoor coverage and capacity [171].
Distribution of radio signals by use of distributed antenna systems (DAS) or
repeaters are commonly used strategies to improve the indoor coverage for voice
services [172]. Repeaters forward the radio signal from a outdoor base station
to extend the coverage within a building. A DAS is a separate infrastructure with
transmission and antenna elements where the capacity is provided by a base station
dedicated for indoor users. Sometimes the capacity of a DAS system is provided
by a base station that is shared between indoor and outdoor users.
Alternatively, indoor cellular base stations can be used. Usually so called pico
base stations are used for indoor deployment. Pico base stations represent one
layer in a hierarchal structure with micro and macro base stations covering a larger
area [174]. Cellular systems can be deployed using a hierarchical cell structure
(HCS) with macro, micro and pico base stations [175] [176].
Now also even smaller base stations so called femtocell base stations are introduced. A femtocell is a low power base station using cellular technology and
licensed frequency bands. In this chapter femtocell technology and networks is the
solution-to-test that will be analyzed and compared to existing indoor solutions for
provisioning of wireless access services.
Indoor systems based on repeaters and DAS are usually motivated by coverage
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requirements. However, indoor systems may also be deployed for capacity reasons,
e.g. to ensure capacity within a building with many oﬃces. This may be the case
when the radio coverage is good but capacity may be too low during some parts of
the day, e.g. for oﬃces located at major roads.
Another reason for deployment of an indoor system is that operators want to
oﬀ-load traﬃc from outdoor macro base stations. In some cases it is more cost
eﬃcient for operators to deploy an indoor network instead of an expensive outdoor
system. This is especially the case if the mobile operator needs to deploy new base
station sites, see section 3.6.
The oﬀ-loading is motivated by the fact that most of the traﬃc is generated from
indoor locations. For several years 60 - 70 % of the mobile voice traﬃc is reported to
come from indoor locations like oﬃces, homes and public transportation stations1,2 .
At the same time estimates for mobile broadband indicate that over 80% of global
wireless data traﬃc will be generated indoors [106]. The consultancy company
Analysys claims that it is critical for the mobile operator business to oﬄoad indoor
traﬃc from the wireless macro network3 :
"Today, much indoor usage, particularly that of PC-based mobile broadband, is
already oﬄoaded and MNOs must ensure that this trend continues"
As mentioned above indoor wireless solutions can be deployed for a number of
reasons: to provide indoor coverage, to ensure capacity for indoor users or in order
to oﬄoad traﬃc from (outdoor) macro base stations. Besides the user and operator
interests in coverage, capacity and cost there are a number of other reasons why a
indoor system is used.
• For provisioning of high speed wireless Internet access at WiFi4 hot spot
locations, e.g. Internet at trains oﬀered by the train operator SJ.
• To use operator speciﬁc indoor solutions to increase customers loyalty for
consumers, e.g. the Telia Homefree in Denmark5 and many of the Femtoforum
business cases for femtocells.
• To use operator speciﬁc indoor solutions to increase loyalty for business customers, e.g. by investing in an indoor infrastructure.
• To take market shares from ﬁxed line operators by moving consumers from
ﬁxed phones to mobile phones, this was one objectives for Telia Homefree.
• When ﬁxed phones at e.g. an oﬃce or warehouse are replaced by mobile
phones, this solution is oﬀered by the Swedish GSM operator SpringMobil.
1 http://www.mobilein.com/reports/VG/IndoorWireless.php
2 http://www.marketresearch.com/product/display.asp?productid=2153478
3 http://www.analysysmason.com/About-Us/News/Insight/The-message-from-MWC-2010/
4 WiFi
5A

is a common name for the IEEE802.11 wireless standards used in e.g. Laptop’s
UMA solution with a WiFi base station in the home, see more section 4.4
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Diﬀerent market segments
In chapter 3 the relation between mobile operators and users was quite straight
forward. The customers can have diﬀerent types of subscriptions but from the
mobile operator perspective they have the same basic need, to use connectivity
services. The resources in the mobile network can be used by all customers of an
operator. However, for the indoor wireless solutions the situation is diﬀerent. The
indoor access may be associated with investments or additional fees for users and
the access may be public or closed, i.e. restricted to speciﬁc user groups. The
following diﬀerent cases will be used as a starting point for the analysis.
Voice services in homes or small oﬃces. In this case the operator oﬀer a base
station to put in the home or oﬃce in order to improve the indoor coverage for voice
services. The only users that can access the base station are the family members
or the employees at the company. This case is often described by Femtoforum as
the key application area for femtocells. A number of mobile operators provide this
service, e.g. Vodafone in the UK that oﬀers the Sure signal box. Another example
is the Telia Homefree service in Denmark.
Communication services for a company. In this case mobile operators provide services to users that are employees of a company. The services are usually a
bundle including handsets, voice minutes, data usage and guaranteed indoor coverage at the company oﬃce etc. In case the outdoor wide area network, usually
macrocell base stations, cannot provide the required service quality the operator
need to deploy a dedicated solution. This can be based on micro or pico base
stations, on repeaters or on a DAS. The possibility for other users to access the
system depends on the type of solution. SpringMobil deploys base stations that can
be accessed by the company employees only. The same would happen if femtocells
conﬁgured for closed access are used.
Public access operator networks at hotels, shopping malls, etc. At public
indoor locations like hotels, shopping malls, airports or railway stations all customers of an operator should be able to access the mobile operator network. The
indoor infrastructure is deployed by operators and facility owners in cooperation.
Access to local networks at hotels, airports, etc. This type of access is
typically found at WiFi hot spots. The service is oﬀered to guests and visitors
using restricted access and often for a usage fee. The local networks are deployed
in order to oﬀer added value to customers at the hotel, passengers at a train, etc.
Operator deployed local networks for oﬀ-loading. In this case the indoor
or local network is deployed by mobile operators in order to optimize cost and
capacity. No special user group, customer or facility owner drive this initiative.
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Focus of the analysis
Although the wall attenuation is a basic problem driving the design of indoor solutions it is not the key issue in this analysis. The analysis will focus on what kind of
solutions that are feasible for diﬀerent usage and business scenarios. The elements
in the business model deﬁnition in section 2.3 provide an overview of the analysis
to be made.
The value proposition is clear, the oﬀered service is the ensured indoor radio
coverage and capacity. The performance will depend on the speciﬁc design for each
building. The performance for users connected to macrocells will be degraded when
femtocells use the same frequency band as the macrocell systems. Diﬀerent types of
network need to be compared for cost and capacity characteristics, the cost analysis
is similar to the one in chapter 3. However, it turns out that the indoor solutions
can target diﬀerent types of markets or segments in terms of customers and the
type of access. This is illustrated at the previous page. Hence, the value network
and the position of actors as well as the competitive strategy need to analyzed for
each of these diﬀerent markets. The description and mapping of activities, roles
and relations are key tools in this analysis.

Research questions
The discussion above indicate that the deployment of indoor solutions involve not
only the mobile operators. Business customers, facility owners, hotels and transportation companies can be involved in the network deployment. The overall research questions, about why and how diﬀerent actors cooperate, can be divided into
a number of sub questions related to wireless indoor solutions and femtocells.
• What is the motivation for the use of existing indoor solutions?
• What business scenarios exist today for indoor solutions?
• What types of actor networks and relations can be identiﬁed?
• Can femtocell networks ﬁt into the existing business models for provisioning
of wireless indoor access?
• Are femtocell networks always the most cost-eﬃcient solution?
• How can spectrum allocation or operator cooperation help to decrease coverage hole problems caused by femtocell interference?
The ﬁrst of the following sub questions provides input to research question
"What are the main drivers for a speciﬁc type of cooperation?"
and the next three other sub questions address the second overall research question
"In what ways can the actors organize the cooperation?".
The last two sub questions are related to femtocell deployment.
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The outline of the chapter is as follows: Related work is discussed in section
4.2. Methodology, data collection, models and assumptions are described in section
4.3. The femtocell concept is outlined in section 4.4. Next, diﬀerent technical
indoor solutions are described together with the related business models as found
in the Swedish market. In section 4.6 cost and capacity aspects of femtocells are
discussed and compared to the deployment of macro base stations. The impact of
femtocell interference to user terminals connected to macro base stations is analyzed
in section 4.7. An analysis of the diﬀerent solutions leading to answers to the sub
questions is presented in section 4.8. the last section contains conclusions.
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4.2

Related work and activities

Business analysis of local and indoor networks
Analysis of local and networks and business scenarios has been presented for WiFi
hot spots and private networks [215] [216] [217] [218]. Country studies for WiFi
services have been presented for Switzerland [219], Sweden [42] and the United
States [220]. The focus in these studies is on business models for the local operator,
cost and deployment aspects are not covered.
These papers deal with business concepts including a multitude of actors but
the focus is not on cooperation involving mobile network operators. WiFi with
open access represents another form of operator cooperation where multiple service
providers use the same infrastructure provided by a network provider [222] [223].
The WiFi Alliance introduced IEEE 802.x technologies for public access in the
early 2000’s. WiFi business concepts like Boingo6 , Wayport7 and theCloud8 have focused on providing nomadic wireless Internet access to professional users at selected
hot spots were a convenient temporary working environment was available [216].
This approach facilitated high prices. Later on owners of such hot-spots have
started to provide the service as a complement to their main business.
In the early 2000’s a number of municipalities, in particular in the US, launched
or supported the launch of public city WiFi networks and WiFi zones9 . Almost
all of the US eﬀorts did not reach the number of users necessary to support the
business models. Detailed reports of commercial performance are not available.
A classiﬁcation scheme of business models for public WiFi networks with interesting implications for multi-actor network operation was presented in [220]. The
study describes diﬀerent types of business models depending on what actor or actors that own and/or control the local network. The actors can be the city, one
private company or multiple cooperating companies.
The Femtoforum business oriented white papers mainly focus on small oﬃce and
home environments and always in a single-operator context. However, oﬄoading is
described as one business case for femtocells10 .
An interesting discussion where the femtocell deployment is put into a wider
context discussing LTE and mobile broadband is presented by Rækken [224]. The
use of femtocells for public access driven by operators is proposed:
"Femtocells will play a more important role in LTE than in 2G and 3G. Even
though the initial LTE deployment strategy would be to build coverage outside-in, as
the usage increases a wiser coverage strategy could be to build capacity inside-out"

6 http://www.boingo.com/
7 http://www.wayport.com/Home.aspx
8 http://www.thecloud.net
9 http://w2i.com/resource_center/the_w2i_report_weekly_newsletter/news/p/newsletterId_178/id_219
10 Femtocell

cusiness case white papers, June 2009, February 2010, www.femtoforum.org
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Cost and capacity analysis
A large number of papers have been published in the area of joint macrocell and
femtocell networks. However, most papers deal with mechanisms and technical
performance rather than deployment strategies and capacity - cost performance.
Throughput for diﬀerent network scenarios has been presented in [195] and [196].
A comparison between open and closed access is presented in [196]. Data rates for
indoor users served by macrocells and femtocells are compared in [198] and capacity
and coverage statistics is presented in [199].
Analysis of cost structure and business cases for deployment of mobile broadband services, based on 3G evolution (HSPA) and 4G (LTE), have been presented
by Johansson [63] and Blennerud [162]. Femtocell cases are not discussed but an
analysis of wide area networks complemented with local WLAN access points is
presented in [63].
Analysis of femtocell deployment has been presented by Clausson, Ho & Samuel
[192], by Markendahl, Mäkitalo & Werding [43], and in the business case white
papers by Femtoforum [193]. The conclusions about the proﬁtability of mobile
broadband business diﬀers in these papers but they have aspect in common. The
assumptions regarding deployed capacity, amount of used spectrum and network
costs are similar: use of HSPA type of technology, use of 5 MHz of spectrum and
estimates of cost of radio equipment.
If we compare the resulting cost to capacity ratio used in these papers with
estimates from LTE contracts late 2009 in the Nordic countries large diﬀerences
can be identiﬁed11 . The cost for radio equipment for a three sector site supporting
20 MHz is well below 10 k€. The cost-capacity ratio for macro base station radio
equipment is 20 - 40 times lower than assumed in the papers from 2007 and 2008.
This has a large impact on the trade-oﬀs between femtocell and macrocell networks
[44], see section 4.6.

Femtocell performance and interference analysis
Performance in joint macrocell and femtocell networks has been analyzed in a number of papers mentioned above [198], [196] and [195]. The last paper provides a
overview of the diﬀerent spectrum arrangements between macrocells and femtocells,
and studies the performance in terms of the achievable throughput.
Interference management based on power control and performance in terms
of capacity and coverage statistics is presented in [199]. Analysis of interference
between macrocells and femtocells is presented in [191] for the case of open access.
In [201] an analysis including open and closed access shows that in co-channel and
in adjacent channel operation an adaptive power adjustment is required to manage
the femto-to-macro interference in the downlink.
11 http://www.telenor.com/en/news-and-media/press-releases/2009/telenor-to-replace-itsinfrastructure-for-mobile-services-in-norway
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A 3GPP technical report [203] provides an analysis of diﬀerent macrocell femtocell interference scenarios considering open and closed access for WCDMA
systems. It also provides guidance to handle interference such as power adjustment
and inter-frequency handover in partial-co-channel scenarios. In 3GPP there is still
ongoing work on interference management in LTE. Macro-to-femto interference is
described in [204]. The proposed method is based on the coverage area of the
femtocell, when it becomes too small, i.e. when it is close the macro BS, it changes
to another carrier. Hence, and it is the femtocell users that are protected.
In [205] the authors compare open and closed access for WiMAX femtocells
identifying a tradeoﬀ between coverage and capacity gains, for instance when using
closed access the capacity gain is higher but the coverage can be severely reduced
in dense deployments. The higher ﬂexibility in the spectrum domain provided by
OFDMA allows more possibilities to avoid interference.
In [206] a joint power and subcarrier allocation scheme is proposed using a
centralized radio resource management node that controls a group of Femtocells.
In [207] subcarrier selection is proposed and evaluated by channel measurements and
from reports from the core network. An autonomous carrier selection and frequency
reuse mechanism for LTE advanced that allow femtocell deployment without prior
network planning is described in [208].

Industry activities
Standardization is ongoing in 3GPP. WCDMA/HSPA femtocell are speciﬁed in
release 9 and standardization of LTE femtocells is ongoing.
The Femto Forum organization (www.femtoforum.org) was founded in 2007 to
promote femtocell deployment worldwide. The organization is said to be independent, technology agnostic and inclusive of all relevant stake holders. The Forum
now has more than 120 members where more than 50 are operators. Other members are telecom hardware and software vendors, content providers and start-ups.
Three main types of manufacturers can be identiﬁed 12 :
• Independent Femtocell specialists like Ubiquisys, ip.access and Airvana.
• Traditional cellular equipment manufacturers such as Alcatel-Lucent and Huawei.
• Manufacturers of set top boxes and broadband modems (e.g. Netgear, Thomson, Motorola) that may integrate femtocells in these types of products.
• Chip set manufacturers like Picochip and Octasic.

12 http://www.thinkfemtocell.com/FAQs/manufacturers.html
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Methodology

The research on wireless access in indoor and local networks reported in this chapter is based on work from 2003 until 2010 in a number of research projects. The
research can be grouped into a number of phases or types, each with a diﬀerent
scope and objective. The problems to solve were diﬀerent (in these cases e.g. to
propose, to analyze, or to understand drivers) which resulted in totally diﬀerent research approaches. In this section the diﬀerent types of research work are described
together with the related collection of the empirical data. The methods for analysis
of network cost & capacity, actors and value networks are based on the approaches
outlined in chapter 2 and used in chapter 3.

Diﬀerent types of research and collection of empirical data
Proposal of network concepts 2003-2005
The research on local access networks started in the research project Low Cost
Infrastructure (LCI) within the Aﬀordable Wireless Services and Infrastructure
(AWSI)program13 . The focus was on low cost using new types of network architectures. Similar activities were initiated in the projects Ambient Networks (AN)14
phase 1 and Novel Access Provisioning (NAP)15 .
The objectives in these projects were to propose, describe and analyze new
mobile network concepts [30] [32]. The results included diﬀerent types of functionalities, interfaces, network architectures and to some extent cost structure analysis.
In most cases no empirical data or real world requirements were collected. The
results were based on research by and on discussions between the members in the
project teams. Cost structure aspects were addressed by Johansson [142]. Value
networks started to be described in both the LCI and AN project but no business
feasibility analysis was conducted in this early phase.
The research was to a large extent focused on network elements located between
a traditional base station and the user terminal. Examples are ﬁxed relays, local
access points and/or terminals with relaying capability. These strategies and use
of smaller network elements could be used to reduce the amount of conventional
and more expensive base stations.
In the LCI project these ideas were compiled into a common framework called
the generic local access point (GLAP) [29]. It is interesting to note that the ideas
about the access point with relaying capabilities now can be found at the market16 .
13 AWSI

was a Swedish SSF project with KTH, Telia and Ericsson
was an EU IST project with 40 partners in the telecom sector
15 NAP was funded by Vinnova with KTH, Stockholm School of Economics and PTS as partners
16 A number of mobile operators oﬀer mobile broadband modems with a wireless WiFi router
enabling local Internet access for a number of users. In the Nordic countries the operator Net1
(www.net1.se) oﬀers this service for the CDMA 450 MHz network. In the UK both Vodafone and Three oﬀer the MiFI access point (www.shop.vodafone.co.uk/shop/mobilebroadbanddevices/mobilewiﬁ and www.3mobilestore.co.uk/mobilebroadband/miﬁ/)
14 AN
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Analysis of concepts for local access services, 2005-2007
Around year 2005 WiFi services started to be oﬀered also for free or at a low cost.
At the same time a number of new technical and business concepts with focus on
access services in the local area or region were introduced. Both wireless and ﬁxed
broadband services were of interest for the NAP project. Interviews were conducted
with many of these new players that presented new services. Many of these services
included new business concepts for ownership, usage and payments.
• Telia Denmark oﬀering mobile phone as ﬁxed phone at home
• Spring Mobil oﬀering enterprise telephony with mobile phones
• The train operator SJ oﬀering Internet on train
• The hot spot operator theCloud oﬀering WiFi services
• Glocalnet oﬀering the public WiFi access service Glocalzone
• Fon oﬀering public access to private WiFi networks
• Accelerate Wireless oﬀering ﬁxed broadband wireless access
In addition, broadband access to homes was oﬀered by many local power companies and municipality network operators. Another example is Uppsala university
acting as an ISP for students which could use the university broadband account in
the student rooms provided by the local landlord.
Interviews were also done with three real estate companies and three Swedish
banks. The questions here were if these actors were interested to enter the market
for local access service. The underlying question was if these actors did indentify
a business opportunity to exploit existing company assets in the form of buildings,
customer relations and payment mechanisms, the answer was in all cases "no".
Interviews were conducted with providers of diﬀerent access services, see table
4.1. The interview questions did focus on the service oﬀer, the customer segment
and the current situation for the company. The questions were organized in the
following groups:
• Why did you start to develop and oﬀer this service?
• How did you do when you launched the service?
• What partners or suppliers did you need?
• What experiences do you have so far? Pros and Cons?
All the interviews provided input for analysis of business drivers and obstacles.
In addition, the growing understanding of relations, roles and responsibilities among
actors formed the basis for the mapping of business roles and creation of actor
network maps. This analysis was based on real world data and not on our own
assumptions as was done in the previous projects.
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Company
Accelerated Wireless
FON Sweden
Glocalnet
Municipality network in Gävle
Municipality network in Linköping
Municipality network in Nyköping
Municipality network in Umeå
Mälarenergi (Västerås)
Spring Mobil
SJ
The Cloud Nordic
Telia Networks (Denmark)
Uppsala University

Position or Unit
CEO
Business development
Project Manager New Business
Managing Director
Managing Director
Managing Director
Managing Director
Managing Director
Managing Director
Project manager Internet onboard
Country Manager
President
Manager IT Strategy dep.

Table 4.1: Companies interviewed for local access services

Analysis of the femtocell concept, 2008-2010
When the femtocell concepts was introduced during 2007 the ﬁrst impression was
that the concept to a large extent already was familiar within my the research
community at Wireless@KTH. Since a femtocell make use of cellular bands and is
controlled by a mobile operator, another conclusion that was made was that the
business case for operators was clear. A potential problem with competition from
WiFi based services was identiﬁed.
However, it soon was evident that there were a number of problems and challenges (potential show stoppers) associated with the femtocell concept, see section
4.4. In order to better understand these challenges discussions were initiated with
telecom manufacturers and telecom operators, see table 4.2.
Company
Ericsson
Ericsson
Huawei
KDDI (Japan)
Nokia Siemens Networks
Ofcom
PTS
Tele2
TeliaSonera
TeliaSonera

Department or Unit
Research
Business development
Research
Industry Research &and Standards
Technology Marketing
Spectrum management
Spectrum management
Network planning
Research
Network planning

Table 4.2: Discussion partners on femtocell deployment and spectrum allocation
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In the early stage questions to the vendors were about identiﬁed technical problems, possible solutions and what type of functionality that was proposed in the
3GPP standardization. Questions about femtocell business cases and deployment
strategies were directed to both vendors and operators. Later, the vendors and
operators have been asked to provide feedback on the results and conclusions of the
research. There has also been discussions with the national regulating agencies in
Sweden and the UK about spectrum allocation.
Another result of the discussions with the industry was that the femtocell research was organized in a number of connected research areas, each represented
by diﬀerent types of competencies. Hence, research in the AWBA project17 was
initiated within three diﬀerent areas, these can also be recognized in the structure
of this chapter: 1) Network deployment, cost and capacity analysis; 2) Interference
analysis and spectrum allocation strategies; and 3) Business modeling and analysis.
Analysis of indoor solutions and deployment, 2009-2010
In order to analyze the technical and business feasibility of femtocell networks it
was essential to develop some level of understanding about current indoor solutions,
deployment strategies and business models. Hence, a number of actors have been
interviewed about requirements, problems and diﬀerent solutions, see Table 4.3.
A number of actors of diﬀerent types have described their needs and solutions:
Customers to operators, both facility owners and business customers, manufacturers, operators and system integrators have provided answers on questions and
feedback on initial results.
Company
Jernhusen
The Swedish Parliament
Uppsala University
Clue
SpringMobil
Tele2
Telia
The Cloud Nordic
Ericsson
Huawei
Powerwave
Absolute Mobile
MIC Nordic

Position or Unit
Project manager
IT manager
IT manager
Business Development
Marketing Manager
Network planning
Network planning
Country Manager
R&D
R&D
Marketing
Marketing
Marketing

Table 4.3: Companies interviewed about indoor solutions and deployment

17 The Aﬀordable Broadband Access (AWBA) project funded by Vinnova run 2007 - 2010 with
KTH and Telia as partners
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Related solutions
Home base station of the 1990’s
Hierarchical cell structures were seen in the 1990’s as a major remedy to solve the
performance and cost issues of spatially uneven traﬃc distribution [176]. Vendors
competed to develop increasingly small GSM micro base stations for street and
hot-spot locations. Pico base stations for even smaller coverage in-door purposes
were developed in the late 1990’s.
Ericsson’s RBS240118 and Nokia’s InSite19 were launched in 1999. They were
introduced as in-door oﬃce solutions, but the term Home Base Station (HBS) was
used in the literature, see e.g. [213]. A few operators launched the service GSM in
the oﬃce, but with limited commercial success. Large operators did not ﬁnd any
viable business model for HBS at the time.
Unlicensed Mobile Access (UMA)
In 2004 a group of mobile operators and vendors ﬁnalized speciﬁcation for Unlicensed Mobile Access (UMA). UMA is a standard for extension of GSM/GPRS
mobile services using an unlicensed radio link and access point in the customer’s
premises. When a mobile device, with both cellular and WiFi radio interface, is
within coverage of the local access point the call or session is transferred from the
wide area network to the local network.
BT was ﬁrst to launch UMA based service in 2005. A few operators followed.
The business concept has been to oﬀer cheaper mobile calls in the home or SME
oﬃce and at the same time lock in the customers with specialized equipment. No
public access is intended. There are not many reports about usage. But it seems
that the lower price oﬀer alone has not attracted enough users.
Telia in Denmark did look into the UMA concept as a part of a Fixed Mobile
Convergence strategy in order to get new customers. UMA trials were done with
some households. Then the Telia HomeFree mobile voice over IP telephony service
was introduced 2006. The focus was on cost savings for families. From January
2008 Telia Denmark does not market or sell Telia HomeFree.
Generic Access Network (GAN)
The UMA technology was further developed within 3GPP into Generic Access Network (GAN) standard, which extends mobile voice, data and IMS/SIP applications
over IP access networks. GAN has been used as one basis of a 3GPP standard
interface from femtocells to the mobile core network.
18 Ericsson

world ﬁrst GSM pico base station, Press release: February 22, 1999
press release: February 23, 1999. New Nokia InSite Base Station - breaking the barriers
for mobile communications in the oﬃce
19 Nokia
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Femtocell base stations
A complete 3GPP standard for femtocell base stations (FBS) or Home Node B’s
(HNB) was ﬁnalized during the ﬁrst half of 2009. According to the Femtoforum
industry organization a femtocell base station is deﬁned as
" a low-power wireless access points that operate in licensed spectrum to connect
standard mobile devices to a mobile operator’s network using residential DSL or
cable broadband connections"
Femtocells have a couple of generic properties. It is a low power radio designed
for use in indoor locations. The devices could be deployed by users without operator
intervention. They are self- organizing, meaning they determine their environment
and adjust the capabilities accordingly.
The term femtocell is radio technology agnostic. It could be applied to an
air interface with licensed as well as unlicensed spectrum. Technical diﬀerences
between GAN and the Home Node B relate e.g. to the self organizing properties
of the HNB. The GAN home base station is a type of distributed radio interface.
The radio interface has only local management capabilities. The HNB however,
contains the functionality of an ordinary Node B and some of the radio resource
management abilities of the RNC to support self organizing nodes.
For femtocells there is a large interest in mechanisms for self- organizing networks (SON). The FP7 project Socrates target SON methods to enhance the operations of wireless access networks. A good overview of scenarios and application
areas for SON can be found at the project web site20 .
HSPA femtocell (3G) base stations was introduced 2007 and have been at the
market for some years. LTE femtocells, called Home eNodeB, are currently being
standardized in 3GPP.
The 3G femtocell are single 5 MHz carrier systems and are available for operation
in the 800 MHz, 1800/1900 MHz and 2100 MHz bands. The supported bit rates are
increasing as new releases of 3GPP are deﬁned. One example is 3G femtocells from
Picochip that supports data rates up to 42 Mbps. The number of simultaneous
users also varies, initially 4 or 8 could be supported. New types of femtocells with
up to 64 users have recently been announced21 .
Femtocells are connected to the operators network via broadband internet [214].
A gateway (HNB-GW)22 , installed in an operator’s network, aggregates traﬃc from
a large number of HNBs back into an existing core service network through standard
interfaces (Iu-cs and Iu-ps).
Diﬀerent types of access control schemes have been presented for femtocells:
open access for public use, closed access for speciﬁc users or user groups and hybrid
access where users can get temporary access [197].

20

http://www.fp7-socrates.org/?q=node/1
september 2010: Enterprise, rural and metro femtocells
22 http://www.intellinet-tech.com/Media/PagePDF/Femtocell%20Gateway.pdf
21 Picohip
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Business cases and femtocell services
Femtoforum business cases
A number of business cases can be found in the femtoforum white papers: the
technology savvy family, the socially networked family, the mobile executive (a
one person family), the communication enabled ﬁrm, a family with teenagers that
like to talk, a voice-oriented small business. The business model analysis is based
on what is denoted as household life time value. The femtocell cost contributes
negatively to this value while network savings, increased voice usage and reduced
churn increase the household lifetime value for the operator.
Some diﬀerences can be identiﬁed if you compare the Femtoforum white papers
from 2009 and 2010. In the white papers from June 2009 the family and small
business business cases are complemented with the business cases for provisioning
of "deep in-building broadband wireless services", "macro network oﬄoad" and "coverage in homes in rural areas". In the updated white paper from February 2010
these latter business are removed. However, a separate white paper was published
June 2010 with the title "Femtocells - Natural Solution for Oﬄoad".
To conclude, the femtoforum business cases seem to focus on consumer and
SME services with oﬄoading as an additional feature.
The view of Telecom vendors
The possibilities with femtocell deployment in a multitude of scenarios has recently
been presented by Alcatel-Lucent and NEC. At a femtocell panel session at the
IEEE PIMRC conference in Istanbul september 2010 both of these companies described femtocells for use in homes, small and large oﬃce buildings and also in
public environments.
At the web site of Nokia Siemens Networks a white paper can be found with
focus on services in homes23 . NSN also presents a case with a US operator where
femtocells are used to promote 3G in rural areas.
Ericsson has the last years been very quite about the use of femtocells. The
latest press release where femtocell are mentioned is from February 2007
"Ericsson launches world’s smallest GSM radio base station for home coverage".
The position of Ericsson of femtocells has been commented March 201024 .
"Ericsson has been stoically refusing the technical and commercial advantages
promoted by the femtocell industry for quite some time. They previously oﬀered a
2G GSM femtocell, but couldn’t see the business case for 3G femtos. But this month
a femtocell was spotted on their stand at CTIA"
"In May 2009, they said they had no plans for a 3G femtocell because they didn’t
see the business case. They think Wi-Fi would meet demand instead"
"February 2010, they’ve restated this position" 25
23 "Reaching

the mass market with 3G Femto Home access"

24 www.thinkfemtocell.com/Opinion/isericssonrethinkingits3gfemtocellstrategy.html
25 http://www.ﬁercebroadbandwireless.com/story/ericssonnoplans3gfemtocell/20090510
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Launch of femtocell services
Femtocells have been commercially launched in diﬀerent parts of the world: by
Sprint in the US, by NTT Docomo in Japan and by Vodafone in the UK. Vodafone
oﬀers their sure signal box for £50 to customers with bad indoor coverage at home,
so called not spots 26 . 2010 it was announced that two mobile operators in Turkey,
Turkcell and AVEA oﬀer or will oﬀer femtocells27

Challenges and issues
From a FemtoForum perspective
According to the chairman the Femtoforum previous years has focused the activities
to remove barriers for femtocell adoption28 , including "to prepare the business case".
He stated that the scope is no longer limited to femtocells for domestic use. Other
business cases include enterprise applications, deployment in rural areas and in
developing markets. Next generation business cases and deployment models were
also mentioned and the need to support a wider eco-system.
Other issues
The following technical areas and challenges have been identiﬁed:
• Interference between the macrocell and femtocell layers.
• The need for self-conﬁguration of femtocells.
• The need for dedicated femtocell bands in order to avoid interference with
the macrocell layer.
• Handover between macro base stations and femtocell base stations.
Another aspects is how, and if, the femtocell concept is promoted and marketed.
As mentioned above Ericsson, the leading vendor of mobile broadband networks,
does not push femtocells. A related comment about femtocell manufacturers and
mobile operators is the following29 :
" the last two years I have noticed a pattern of frustration from executives at
these companies [femtocell manufacturers] who vent their frustration having to sell
their femtocells through the carrier channels [i.e. the mobile operators]."
"It is obvious that the carriers have very little ﬁnancial incentive to push femtocells to their customers for fear of cannibalizing their existing businesses"
26 http://www.telegraph.co.uk/technology/mobilephones/7019873/Vodafoneguaranteeshomecoveragewith50femtocell.html
27 http://lteworld.org/news/argela-selects-picochip-femtocell-push
28 www.thinkfemtocell.com/FemtocellInterview/interviewwithprofsimonsaunderschairmanfemtoforumfeb2010.html
29 www.deadzones.com/2009/12/list-of-femtocell-manufacturers.html
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Existing indoor solutions and related business models

In this section examples of existing indoor solutions will be described and discussed:
GSM picocell base stations, WiFi hot spot networks and Distributed Antenna Systems (DAS). It turns out that these diﬀerent solutions are implemented in a way
that results in totally diﬀerent business cases and business models. For the analysis
of the femtocell concept this is important since femtocell can be used for all these
business cases. The description of the value networks will use the same type of
illustrations that are used in chapter 4.

Company networks using GSM Picocell base stations
The picocell concept was developed by the GSM community to enable the design
of a low cost indoor service based on a slightly relaxed technical speciﬁcation. The
picocell oﬀers coverage in the range of a medium sized oﬃce ﬂoor. The picocells are
often targeting small and medium size enterprizes (SME’s). In addition picocells
have been widely used for mobile telephone service on board ships. Due to higher
output power than Femtocells and DAS nodes fewer picocells are needed to create
coverage. On the other hand sparsely located picocells result in low traﬃc capacity.
The speciﬁc case that is studied is the company SpringMobil that oﬀers mobile
phone solutions to the business segment. The SpringMobil enterprise telephony
solution is often marketed as a one person - one number - one phone concept. The
ﬁxed line company phones and the company switchboard are replaced by a solution
using mobile phones.
SpringMobil was awarded the 4th Swedish GSM license in the 900 MHz band,
but, as far as is known, the indoor base stations all operate in the 1800 MHz band.
Indoor SpringMobil GSM base stations provide indoor coverage for voice services
at the company premises. Nationwide outdoor coverage is provided by the partner
Tele2 (that recently acquired SpringMobil) through a roaming agreement. This is
a kind of one sided national roaming where SpringMobil customers can access the
Tele2 network. Tele2 customers can not access the SpringMobil network. Moreover,
SpringMobil customers of one business customer cannot access the SpringMobil
network at the location of other business customers of SpringMobil. The access is
for a closed user group only, this is similar to the closed access scheme for femtocells.
The distribution of activity groups and the business roles taken by diﬀerent
actors are shown in Figure 4.1. SpringMobil is the main actor and take all business
roles like a traditional mobile operator. Tele2 is a roaming partner and provides
nationwide coverage. In addition to the mobile phone services a number of added
value services are oﬀered. Examples are call management, switchboard operator,
call & contact center, integration of IT systems and oﬃce access control systems.
Speciﬁc service packages are oﬀered to diﬀerent types of sectors e.g. industry,
warehouses, retail and health care.
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Figure 4.1: Business roles for the SpringMobil solution for enterprise telephony.

WiFi hot spot networks
The WiFi services are spreading where homes, oﬃces, hotels, airports and railways
are adopting these in a high speed. The WiFi service can be oﬀered by mobile
operators or by special hot spot operators like Telia Homerun, theCloud or Clue.
In all cases the WiFi service is oﬀered by some local actor (a hotel, coﬀee shop, etc)
that has the main customer relation with the user.
The WiFi access service can be for free at many locations (coﬀee shops, some
hotels and transportation companies). The present trend is to oﬀer these for free,
in other words included in an other service such as lodging, fast food, broadband or
travels30 . At other locations, business hot spots, e.g. at airports, railways stations,
trains and at some hotels the access service is oﬀered for a usage fee. These fees
are often in the range 10 € for one hour and 20 - 30 € for one day.
The distribution of business roles among diﬀerent types of actors are shown in
Figure 4.2. Whereas a company WiFi network or the SpringMobil approach targets company speciﬁc solutions with private access, the WiFi hot spots oﬀer public
access for any authorized user. No matter if a usage fee is used or not, some kind of
access control is used. The operator of the WiFi network is responsible for deployment and operation of the network but usually does not have any own customers.
The users are usually customers of another business like a hotel, an airport or a
railway company, hence the customer acquisition is automatically handled by other
companies. In the same way charging and payments can be managed by other
actors like a hotel, credit card companies, payment providers or mobile operators
(using the mobile phone subscription).
30 e.g.

free wireless Internet access is oﬀered at the commuter trains (S-tog) in Copenhagen
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Figure 4.2: Business roles for a WiFi hot spot operator cooperating with a facility
owner (site manager) and payment providers.

Distributed antenna systems
Distributed Antenna Systems, commonly referred to as "DAS", are typically deployed in oﬃce buildings, shopping malls, sport arenas etc. The DAS systems are
divided into two main types, active and passive. The passive DAS is based on
building a distribution network based on coaxial cables and antennas. This type
does not require any active electronics and is still favored for smaller installations.
A typical layout for a passive DAS system is shown in Figure 4.3.

Figure 4.3: Illustration of a passive distributed antenna system.
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In most cases active networks are now installed to match requirements on availability and performance. In a majority of the installations there is a base station
room,a base station hotel, in the cellar of the premises where operators put their
base station equipment. The signals from the base stations are distributed through
ﬁbers or cables to repeater sites. Here, in the case of ﬁber, the optical signal is
converted to a Rf signal and distributed to a set antenna of antenna elements.
In order to be a meaningful business case the premises covered needs a certain
size and traﬃc volume. DAS is not a solution for the home or SME’s. A properly
installed DAS gives a 100% coverage user experience. One advantage of the DAS
is that each antenna port delivers higher capacity at the respective coverage spot
compared to cellular solutions were the capacity is limited to the portion delivered
by each cell. This makes the DAS system more suitable to handle large ﬂuctuations
in traﬃc, e.g. at premises were the users shift locations during the day.
The distribution of business roles using distributed antenna systems (DAS) are
shown in Figure 4.4. In Sweden the deployment of the DAS system in many cases
is a cooperative eﬀort between the mobile operator and the facility owner as the
main actors. The maintenance of the indoor infrastructure may be handled by the
facility owner or by a third party. As will be seen in the analysis section a number
of actors can be involved in the deployment of a DAS system. The control of both
the mobile network resources and customers are handled by each operator.
A DAS network is operator and often system independent which maintains the
value of the deployment since it is can be use for future standards. However, the
value depends on what actors that control the DAS infrastructure. The value may
be lowered if an operator deploys a DAS system for a business customer in a building
and the business customer then moves or switches operator. Then, a new tenant
may choose another technical solution or operator.

Figure 4.4: Business roles for operators sharing an indoor DAS infrastructure.
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Cost and capacity analysis

In this section the cost, capacity and coverage characteristics of three deployment
strategies will be compared for a scenario with indoor mobile broadband users. The
strategies are outdoor macro base stations, indoor femtocell base stations and an
indoor macro base station using a distributed antenna system (DAS).
The analysis includes a network dimensioning part and a cost structure modeling
and analysis part. Included are also analysis of macrocell deployment strategies to
compensate for wall penetration losses and comments about data rates guarantees.

General coverage, capacity and cost aspects
Outdoor macro base stations. In this case the indoor demand will be satisﬁed
from outdoor base stations. The data rates and overall capacity depends on the
amount of spectrum, the spectral eﬃciency and the path loss including wall attenuation. In the examples the wall penetration losses are assumed to be in the range
20 dB - 32 dB. For higher wall penetration losses a more dense macrocell network
need to be deployed for the same users demand. The cost depends on the number
of base station sites and the amount of base station equipment.

Distributed antenna system. The distribution network with a multitude of
antenna elements provides the indoor coverage and the connected base ststion provides the capacity. The base station capacity can be dedicated to indoor users
or be shared between indoor and outdoor cells. The cost for the DAS includes
antenna elements, distribution networks with coaxial and/or ﬁber, ampliﬁers and
converters between rf and optical signals. For the DAS part the cost is assumed to
be proportional to the covered indoor area31 .

Indoor femtocell base stations. The number of deployed Femtocells mainly
depends on the coverage area and the number of simultaneous users that can be
served, typically in the range 8 - 32. Of course, the capacity need to be considered. However, existing femtocell solutions can provide much higher capacity than
is motivated by the demand within the coverage area, Figure 4.5. The total capacity can not be shared among users as in the cases with DAS and macrocell solutions.
For the macro base station solution it is important to note that the major cost
components are related to the non-telecom equipment, e.g. towers, planning and
deployment, etc. The major aspect to consider is if new base station sites need to
be deployed or not, see Figure 4.5 for an illustration.
31 Discussions

with Kamyar Yabandeh at Powerwave November - December 2010
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Figure 4.5: Capacity and generic cost structure for macro sites and femtocells

Demand aspects and number of served users
For macro cellular deployment large diﬀerences can be seen for the achievable bit
rates. User data rates depend on the amount of spectrum and the spectral eﬃciency
of the used radio access technologies (RAT) and also on the number of users and
their distribution. The 3GPP and ITU target values for the spectral eﬃciency are
listed in [167]. Although very high values are mentioned for the target peak data
rate, corresponding to 30 bps per Hz, the cell average is below 2.0 bps per Hz and
at the cell border it is less than 0.10 bps per Hz. In an indoor environment the
spectral eﬃciency will be well above 1 bps per Hz.
Examples of system capacity and number of served users for diﬀerent bandwidth
and spectral eﬃciency are shown in Table 4.4. The monthly usage is assumed to be
10 GB or 50 GB per user. For values in the range 2 - 10 bps per Hz the numbers
in Table 4.4 indicate that the capacity per node theoretically is suﬃcient to serve
a large number of users. A macro base station cell with 20 MHz bandwidth can
serve several hundreds of the assumed 10 GB per month users depending on how
the users are distributed over the cell area. When the base station is connected to
a DAS system the capacity can be shared by all users in the building.
However, the capacity for the 5 MHz femtocell is large compared to the number
of expected users in the vicinity of a femtocell base station. Keeping in mind that
the spectral eﬃciency for an indoor deployment most likely will exceed the average
value for a macro cell, then also the femtocell capacity is enough to serve several
hundred users. Hence, there seems to be a potential (or a risk) for over-provisioning
of femtocell capacity. Or, the femtocell users get an unproportionately large share
of the spectrum compared to macrocell users. These number of users that can
be handled indicate that the number of femtocell base stations will be determined
by coverage not capacity. In capacity limited scenarios, a DAS system can use
sectoring, e.g. by deploying one sector per ﬂoor.
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Bandwidth
(MHz)
5
5
5
20
20
20

Spectral eﬃciency
(bps per Hz)
10,0
2,0
0,10
10,0
2,0
0,10

Capacity
(Mbps)
50
10
0,5
200
40
2
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No served
"10GB users"
500
100
5
2000
400
20

No served
"50GB users"
100
20
1
400
80
4

Table 4.4: Examples of theoretical number of served users

Comparison DAS, Macro and femtocell solutions
Assumptions for the network dimensioning
Overall scenario in the example. In the dimensioning example a new business
park is to be built. There are ten 10 ﬂoor oﬃce buildings, each with 1000 persons,
in a 2 km2 area. The indoor area to cover is 50 000 m2 in each building.
The facility owner wants to investigate the options for provisioning of cellular
wireless data services inside the buildings. The analysis includes to compare the
costs for deployment and operation of networks according to the three strategies.
The analysis includes both the cases that all macro base station sites need to be
deployed from start and that there are sites that can be re-used. In the base case
up to 20 MHz in the 2.6 GHz band can be used. In the analysis on strategies to
compensate for wall penetration losses we include both building a denser 2.6 GHz
network as well as the use of the 800 MHz band.
User demand. The user demand is described by the number of users per area
unit and the data usage (GB) per user and month. This is converted to a required
capacity per area unit (Mbps per km2 ) computed for a number of working hours.
The total demand is assumed to be 14,4 GB per user and month 32 . For the
dimensioning two levels of wireless usage are considered, 10% and 50 % of the total
monthly usage. The corresponding average user data rates of 20 and 100 kbps
assuming 8 working hours are used for the dimensioning33 .
In the area in our example we have 10 000 oﬃce workers. The assumed 14.4
GByte per month and professional user equals 720 MB per day and 90 MB per
busy hour. The total data demand for all the 10000 workers is 2.0 Gbits per second
(Gbps). For network dimensioning we need to consider the share that is assumed to
be carried over the wireless connections. The low and high level estimates of 10%
and 50% correspond to 200 Mbps and 1 Gbps respectively for the total wireless
usage in the area.
32 For

operators in Sweden the mobile broad band usage 2009 was 2 - 5 GB per user and month
data rates are used for dimensioning and have little to do with the actual data rates
during data sessions when users are receiving data
33 These
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Macrocell deployment. The radio access technology used for the macro base
stations is assumed to have a spectral eﬃciency of 1.67 bps per Hz respectively. Assuming three-sector sites these values of spectrum eﬃciency implies a site capacity
of 25 Mbps for each chunk of 5 MHz bandwidth. This leads to site capacity of 100
Mbps for a 20 MHz bandwidth.
Each macro base stations is assumed to cover an area of 1 km2 . A check is
needed to make sure that the coverage is suﬃcient for the data rates of interest. In
Holma and Toskala [169], pages 480-483, the radio range is estimated for diﬀerent
frequency bands for a 1 Mbps data service using a LTE type of system and 10 MHz
of bandwidth. With the assumptions in [169] on power, antenna gain and heights,
wall propagation losses (20 dB) and on antenna diversity the ranges for indoor
coverage are 1.5 km at 900 MHz and 0.7 km at 2.5 GHz for urban deployment.
Since the assumed cell area of 1 km2 corresponds to a cell radius of 0,57 km the
requirement on average user data rates is satisﬁed even at the cell borders34 .
The macro base station network is dimensioned to meet the user demand in
terms of average busy hour data rate over the whole area. Users are assumed to
share all of the oﬀered capacity, e.g. 10 users can get on average 1 Mbps when
sharing a 10 Mbps base station assuming best eﬀort type of usage.
Distributed antenna system For the DAS solution also a 20 MHz LTE base
station is assumed. Due to the shorter ranges from antenna elements to users a
higher spectral eﬃciency is assumed corresponding to a 67 Mbps capacity for an
one sector deployment. If sectorisation is used the capacity will be higher. DAS
is deployed in each building. For the base station deployment two strategies are
investigated
• Sharing of base station capacity between buildings.
• One base station per building.
Femtocell deployment For the femtocell deployment 5 MHz per FBS is used.
A higher spectral eﬃciency, 3 - 4 bps per Hz, than for the macrocell solution is
assumed. This corresponds to a FBS capacity up to 20 Mbps.
As mentioned before, with the levels of user demand assumed in this study
(< 0.1 Mbps) the femtocell capacity will not be the limiting factor. However, the
average busy hour data rate per user does not reﬂect any requirements of guaranteed
availability or data rate. In the discussion section some examples will be provided
where the dimensioning takes into account the data rate guarantees.
For the dimensioning of the femtocell networks the approach with sharing of
the overall capacity can not be used. Instead, the analysis will be done for diﬀerent
number of end-users connected to each FBS.
34 This is a simpliﬁed model since the data traﬃc is bursty, during the bursts the data rates
are higher than the average values. The link budget assumes 1 Mbps service
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Assumptions for the cost structure analysis
In this example only investments (CAPEX) are included. A comparison of macrocell and femtocell solutions including running costs (OPEX) and a Net Present
Value (NPV) calculation is presented in [44]. The main elements in the cost structure model are: Radio equipment, transmission, base station sites, DAS equipment,
installation and deployment costs.
Macrocell deployment. The cost for deploying a new macro base station site
in the urban area including transmission is estimated to 100 k€. The cost for radio
equipment supporting three sectors and up to 20 MHz is estimated to be 10 k€.
The cost for upgrading a site with ﬁber transmission is estimated to 20 k€35 .
Distributed antenna system. One DAS installation is assumed per building.
The cost for the distribution network is estimated to be 1€ per square meter36 .
The cost for radio equipment supporting up to 200 Mbps is estimated to 10 k€. The
deployment of the equipment room, installation of the base station and transmission
is assumed to be 20 k€ per base station installation.
Femtocell deployment. For the femtocell solutions cost data from large scale
deployment with several hundred WLAN access points is used37 . On average the
deployment of one access point is around 1 000 € with roughly equal shares (20-30%)
for the following cost components: Access point equipment, planning & installation,
transmission and the share of the AP controller and management system.
Results
With the assumed capacity and cost ﬁgures it is straightforward to estimate the
number of base stations sites and the overall CAPEX for the diﬀerent approaches
outlined above. The required number of base stations and the related CAPEX are
presented in tables 4.5, 4.6 and 4.7 below.
Macrocell deployment. With a site capacity of 0.1 Gbps the low and high
demand levels (0.2 and 1.0 Gbps) are satisﬁed with 2 and 10 macro base stations
respectively. The cost is substantially higher when new sites need to be deployed,
see Table 4.5.
Distributed antenna system. In the example the cost for DAS is dominated by
the installation of the distribution network. This is evident for the two deployment
strategies that are analyzed according to Table 4.6.
35 http://www.telenor.com/en/news-and-media/press-releases/2009/telenor-to-replace-itsinfrastructure-for-mobile-services-in-norway
36 Estimates by Powerwave, December 2010
37 Interview with Per Lindgren, David Lundberg, Uppsala University, July 2008
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• Satisfy the demanded user capacity with the minimum number of base stations. This means that the capacity of a base stations is shared among several
buildings. This requires transmission between buildings. For the low demand
level in the example the capacity of one base station can be shared among all
the 10 buildings.
• Deploy one base station per building no matter if the capacity is fully utilized
or not. In the example 10 base stations are deployed.
Femtocell deployment. In Table 4.7 the CAPEX and total deployed capacity
are described for diﬀerent levels of femtocell base station densities. The high level
demand level is satisﬁed even with the most sparse deployment. As can be observed
from Table 4.7 high density imply high network costs. Coverage is the main cost
driver. The large number of femtocell base stations leads to the deployment of a
high capacity. In many of the cases the deployed capacity is at least one order of
magnitude larger than the user demand.
Number of
sites

Capacity
(Mbps)

CAPEX
(M€)

2
10

200
1000

0,22
1,10

2
10

200
1000

0,06
0,30

Deploying new sites
Low level demand
High level demand
Reuse of existing sites
Low level demand
High level demand

Table 4.5: Investments and deployed Macrocell capacity

Deployment strategy
Minimum number of base stations
One base station per building

Number of
base stations
1
10

Capacity
(Mbps)
200
2000

CAPEX
(M€)
0,53
0,80

Table 4.6: Investments and deployed capacity using DAS

Comparison
It turns out that the macrocell solution is most cost eﬃcient for the deﬁned usage
levels and assuming that the capacity can be used indoors. This is especially the
case when existing base station sites can be re-used. Medium cost performance can
be observed for sparse deployment of femtocells and using DAS. The highest cost
will result for a dense femtocell deployment.
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Number of users
per FBS
4
8
16
32

Area per FBS
(m2 )
200
400
800
1600

Number of
FBS’s
2500
1250
625
313
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Capacity
(Mbps)
50000
25000
12500
6250

CAPEX
(M€)
2,50
1,25
0,625
0,313

Table 4.7: Investments and deployed Femtocell capacity

However, this situation is drastically changed if the wall attenuation is so large
that it needs to be compensated for by a denser macro base station network.

Compensation of wall penetration losses
Here a sensitivity analysis is presented for the case where the wall penetration
losses exceed the assumed 20 dB used in the case above. The complete analysis by
Mäkitalo including assumptions and path loss models is presented in [44].
The outer wall attenuation varies very much and can be up to 25 dB or more
for concrete or brick walls in urban areas. The walls between rooms in a building
normally have a few dB of attenuation. So inside a building the total attenuation
is the sum of the outer wall attenuation and a number of inner walls attenuation
and possibly also from ﬂoors. Let assume that we need to compensate for another
12 dB of attenuation. Two compensation strategies will be considered:
• To build a denser network in the 2.6 GHz band.
• Deployment using the 800 MHz band, i.e. better indoor coverage.
Deployment in the 2.6 GHz band
If no 800 MHz band is available the operator needs to decrease the cell size for the
2.6 GHz network. For each value of wall penetration loss W a corresponding (lower)
value for the cell range R, that compensates for the loss W, can be calculated [44].
This new cell range results in a denser network. Hence, each value of the wall
penetration loss W corresponds to a network with N times more base stations, see
Table 4.8. In this table we can see that W = 12 dB roughly corresponds to N = 5,
this value will be used for the estimation of costs for a denser network.
Deployment in the 800 MHz band
The diﬀerence in path loss between operation in the 800 and the 2.6 GHz band
is around 12 dB [170]. Hence, deployment in the 800 MHz band using the same
base station density as for the 2.6 GHz example above would result in the same
signal strength at indoor locations. This assumes that larger antennas are used
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Wall penetration
losses (dB)
0
5
10
12
20

Change of
site density (N)
1
2
3,7
5
14

Table 4.8: Base station density (N) required to compensate for wall attenuation

for 800 MHz in order to get the same antenna gain. For the dimensioning cases
to be similar the same bandwidth would be needed. However, less spectrum per
operator can be assumed to be available in the 800 (and 900) MHz band. Hence,
the deployment in the 800 MHz band is done assuming that 10 MHz is available.
Since the bandwidth is less than in 2.6 GHz band the number of sites needs to be
increased for capacity reasons, see Table 4.9.

Deploying new sites - 800 MHz
Low level demand
High level demand
Reuse of existing sites - 800 MHz
Low level demand
High level demand
Deploying 5 times more sites - 2,6 GHz
Low level demand
High level demand
Reuse of 5 times more sites- 2,6 GHz
Low level demand
High level demand

Number of
sites

Capacity
(Mbps)

CAPEX
(M€)

4
20

200
1000

0,44
2,20

4
20

200
1000

0,12
0,60

10
50

1000
5000

1,10
5,50

10
50

1000
5000

0,30
1,50

Table 4.9: Investments and deployed Macrocell capacity

Results
For both the 800MHz and the 2.6 GHz deployment cases the costs are calculated
assuming both deployment of new sites and re-use of existing sites. In the summary
in Table 4.9 we can see that the deployment of a large number of new sites is very
costly. On the other hand, re-use of sites leads to less costly deployment, even when
many many sites need to be equipped with new radio transceivers.
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Discussion
Density of macro base station sites
In the analysis of our example cases we have seen both low numbers for the required
base station densities, 2 - 4 per 1 km2 , as well as large numbers, 20 - 50 per 1 km2 .
The latter ﬁgure is for the high demand level in combination with denser deployment
in order to compensate for additional wall penetration losses.
Are these site densities realistic in existing deployment scenarios? A small
survey of the locations of existing base station sites in the Stockholm area was
done December 2009 using the PTS transmitter map web page service, see Figure
4.6. The resulting base station densities are shown in Table 4.10. These results
indicate high site densities in industry and downtown areas, in total 50 - 130 sites
per km2 and 8 - 40 sites per km2 for each operator. The high density of base station
sites implies small cells with cell radiuses in the order of 100 - 200 m. Hence, the
link budget would be good enough in order to ensure reasonable high data rates
even at indoor locations at the cell borders.
Hence, in areas with existing sites the strategy to meet the demand for mobile
broadband services should be based on site re-use and deployment of macro base
stations using as much bandwidth as possible in the bands available for the operator.
However, in areas without any existing infrastructure the situation is diﬀerent.

Figure 4.6: Site locations downtown Stockholm, blue circles indicate GSM and
green squares indicate 3G sites
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Location and type of area
Residential area in Uppsala
Residential area in Akalla
Central part of Uppsala
Oﬃce area in Kista
Central part of Stockholm

Density of sites
(No sites per km2 )
6 per km2
14 per km2
20 per km2
50 per km2
130 per km2

Density per operator
(No sites per km2 )
1 - 3 per km2
3 - 5 per km2
4 - 8 per km2
8 - 20 per km2
20 - 40 per km2

Table 4.10: Site densities

About over-provisioning of femtocell capacity
In all the femtocell deployment examples above the resulting capacity is well above
the user demand levels. The reason for this is the used dimensioning approach based
on limited number of users per femtocell base station or the number of base stations
per ﬂoor. According to the analysis in [44] this over-provisioning of capacity can
be exploited in two ways:
• To provide guaranteed data rates, see below.
• To reduce the bandwidth for femtocells, see next section.
The real oﬃce traﬃc may be of a diﬀerent nature with a number of transmissions of varying length at a higher data rate suitable for the actual service. Many
applications require 1 Mbps or more. Using tele-traﬃc theory and the Erlang B
loss formula, Mäkitalo estimates the probability of users getting service with certain
data rate (e.g. 1 Mbps) for various cell capacities [44].
For the case of an average data rate of 0.1 Mbps the usage would be 10% of
the time corresponding to a traﬃc load of 0.10 E (Erlang). Table 4.11 shows the
diﬀerence in number of served users between the two approaches average throughout
and guaranteed bit rate. It illustrates how the non - used femtocell capacity can be
exploited when only few users are connected to a femtocell base station. Femtocells
that can serve more users (16 - 32) have recently been announced.
Cell capacity
(Mbps)
2
3
7

No served users with
average troughput
0,10 Mbps
20
30
70

No users with 95%
probability of being
served with 1,0 Mbps
4
9
37

Table 4.11: Example of number of served users with the two approaches average
throughput and guaranteed bit rate
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Conclusions about cost and capacity
Network costs for diﬀerent deployment strategies are compared in Figure 4.7 as
function of user demand. The macrocell solutions show linear increase with demand
since the deployed capacity can be shared by users in the covered area. The slope
of the curve depends on the number of sites that are needed and especially if new
sites need to be deployed.
The characteristics for femtocell and DAS networks are diﬀerent. For these
solutions coverage is the main driver. Large scale deployment of femtocells in order
to cover an area results in a number of FBS’s no matter the capacity demand.
The femtocell cost depends on the density of FBS’es. As illustrated in Figure
4.7 deployment of a dense network, e.g. supporting 4 - 8 users per FBS, is not
competitive unless the user demand is very high. Femtocell deployment is costeﬃcient when each FBS can support a large number of users (32 - 64).
An indoor network using DAS shows a step-wise change of costs. In the example
the ﬁrst step occurs when one base station is no longer enough and base stations
are deployed in each building. The second step occurs when another base station,
for capacity reasons, is needed in each building.
The example illustrates the impact on costs of building new sites. For deployment of mobile broadband with high capacity demand this highlights the importance of existing sites and allocated spectrum. A market entrant would have large
problems to compete with existing operators.

Figure 4.7: Comparison of deployment costs
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Co-existence of macrocells and femtocells

A number of interference problems can be identiﬁed for co-existing macro and
femtocell base stations. In this section one of the interference problems will be
analyzed - how femtocell base stations (FBS) cause interference in the receivers of
user terminals connected to macro base stations (MBS). In the vicinity of a FBS, the
interference coming from the FBS prevents macrocell users to receive the desired
service from the macro network. The radius of the area around the FBS where
macro terminals are not able to properly receive the service due to interference
coming from FBS is called a dead zone or coverage hole.
The size of a coverage hole depends on the relative power levels of the MBS
and FBS signals, the receiver characteristics and the spectral overlap between the
macrocell and femtocell frequency bands. Coverage holes may be a problem at the
MBS cell edges especially for scenarios with large wall penetration losses.
There are three types of policies for access to a FBS: open access where any user
of the operator network can connect to the FBS, closed access where only a group
of authorized users can connect to the FBS, hybrid access where non-authorized
users are allowed to temporarily access the FBS [199] [200]. Coverage holes appear
for users that are not allowed to access the FBS, i.e. for closed and hybrid access.
The analysis is made for a WCDMA system and complemented with a similar analysis for an OFDMA system. Implications for spectrum allocation will be
discussed in the end of the section. There are two reasons to analyze this speciﬁc
interference problem:
• It provides a good illustration of a multidimensional issue including business
related aspects (access rights), regulatory aspects (spectrum allocation) and
technical performance and algorithms (radio resource management).
• The dead zone problem itself is a potential showstopper for femtocell deployment and gets some attention both in the research community and within
3GPP standardization.

Figure 4.8: Dead zones or coverage holes for macrocell users around femtocells
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WCDMA
Spectrum allocation
In Figure 4.9 the problem of interference entering the receiver bands is illustrated
in the spectrum domain using "carriers" in a WCDMA system. For co-channel
operation the macro and femtocell frequecny bands are fully overlapping. The user
terminals connected to the macrocells receive the signals transmitted from femtocell
over the full bandwidth.
For femtocells operating in the channel adjacent to the macrocell carrier a share
of the transmitted femtocell power enters the receiver of the macrocell terminals.
The receiver ﬁlters in the terminals are not perfect and hence some femtocell power
leaks into the receiver. Due to the close distance the level of this leaked signal may
be high enough to cause problems.
Even when the separation of the WCDMA carriers are separated more than the
common carrier bandwidth of 5 MHz some part of the femtocell signals leaks into
the receiver of the macro terminal, see Figure 4.9.

Figure 4.9: Allocation of WCDMA bands for femtocell deployment

Size of coverage holes
The radius of the coverage hole, RCH , is deﬁned as the minimum distance from a
FBS where a macro UE can still be in an active call, experiencing a minimum signal
to interference ratio (SINR) threshold. Due to FBS interference the SINR of the
terminal connected to the MBS will drop under this threshold if closer than this
distance RCH from the FBS. The assumptions and models used for the calculations
are described by Espino [46] [47]. Below the main results and conclusions of these
papers are summarized as basis for the analysis of spectrum allocation.
The size of the coverage holes as a function of received signal strength from the
MBS is shown in Figure 4.11. The corresponding distances between FBS and MBS
are from 100 m to 550 m. There is a large diﬀerence between coverage hole size for
co-channel and adjacent channel deployments.
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Figure 4.10: Dead zones or coverage holes for macrocell users around femtocells

When FBS is deployed at the macrocell edge, the coverage hole radius rises up
to 20 meters in the co-channel case. For the adjacent channel case the radius is
around 2 meter for a MBS to FBS distance of 450 meters. These results show how
severe the interference can be in the co-channel. It it also shown that even when
the femtocell carrier is adjacent to the macrocell carrier coverage holes exist.
20
18

Adjacent channel, CS=5 MHz
Co−channel, CS=0 MHz

Coverage hole radius (m)

16
14
12
10
8
6
4
2
0
−45

−50

−55
−60
−65
−70
Received signal from serving macro BS (dBm)

−75

Figure 4.11: The size of coverage holes as a function of received signal strength
from the MBS for co-channel and adjacent channel operation
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Impact of frequency separation
The big diﬀerence between the coverage hole size in the co-channel and adjacent
channel cases leads to the question of how much the interference levels can be
changed by increasing or decreasing the spacing between carrier frequencies of the
FBS and the MBS.
By reducing carrier spacing the adjacent channel interference will increase and
larger coverage holes will be produced. On the other hand it is expected that
greater carrier spacing will lead to smaller coverage holes. Figure 4.12 shows how
the coverage hole size decreases with the carrier separation. The radius is reduced
around half a meter for every additional 0.2 MHz of separation between the frequency carriers. On the other hand, when decreasing the carrier separation the
size of the coverage hole increases considerably. This can be explained by the fact
that the FBS is assumed to transmit with a power spectral density equal to the
spectrum mask according to [202]. With a better mask this interference can be
substantially reduced.

12

Coverage hole radius (m)

10

CS=6.0 MHz
CS=5.4 MHz
CS=5.2 MHz
CS=5.0 MHz
CS=4.8 MHz
CS=4.6 MHz

8

6

4

2

0
−45

−50

−55
−60
−65
−70
Received signal from serving macro BS (dBm)

−75

Figure 4.12: Deadzones for WCDMA - diﬀerent carrier separation

OFDMA
Allocation of sub carriers
The spectrum ﬂexibility of OFDMA gives other possibilities for spectrum allocation
some of which are not available for WCDMA. Figure 4.13 shows the strategies for
spectrum allocation used for the performance evaluation.
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Co-channel allocation is the worst case scenario in terms of interference, where
both macrocells and femtocells have access to the whole bandwidth.
Partial co-channel allocation where the macrocell has access to the whole bandwidth while femtocells only have access to a part of it.
Orthogonal frequency split where the bandwidth for macrocell and femtocell
usage is orthogonally partitioned in two non-overlapping frequency blocks.

Figure 4.13: Allocation of sub carriers, Macrocell: Black, Femtocell: Red

Size of coverage holes
If femtocells and macrocells use all frequency blocks the coverage hole can be up to
30 m and when femtocells share some of the frequency blocks with the macrocell
coverage hole can be almost 25 m at the cell edge, Figure 4.14. However, by using
orthogonal frequency split the coverage hole can be reduced to nearly 0 m, with
the disadvantage of reducing the bandwidth for the macrocell.

Conclusions about coverage holes
As illustrated above coverage holes will appear when macrocell and femtocell bands
overlap. For co-channel operation the size of the coverage hole will be so large at
the cell borders that they will cause problems for users. In order to fully avoid this
problem separate femtocell bands are required. This can be achieved in two ways:
• Regulators can allocate dedicated femtocell bands. These could be shared for
all operators or unlicensed.
• Operators can also agree to dedicate part of the already allocated spectrum
for femtocell usage and that this band is shared.
When co-channel operation is the only solution, trade-oﬀs between macrocell
and femtocell users are needed in terms of allocated spectrum and power levels.
As proposed by Mäkitalo use of diﬀerent spreading factors and codes should be
investigated. For WCDMA systems the size of the dead zones can be reduced
by implementing power control in the femtocell base stations. This will lead to
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Figure 4.14: Deadzones for OFDMA

reduced throughput for femtocell users [47]. This may be acceptable since the
oﬀered femtocell capacity is much larger than current demand. For example, a
WCDMA femtocell with 5 MHz bandwidth can oﬀer a capacity that is suﬃcient to
satisfy the busy hour demand of several hundreds of 10 GB per month users.
Use of escape carriers, dynamic spectrum re-use and use of OFDMA with orthogonal split between macro- and femtocell subcarriers have been proposed [211]
[210] [212]. For OFDMA systems an orthogonal split of sub carriers between macro
and femtocell users will eliminate coverage holes. Since, a large share of the femtocell capacity is not used there would be room for allocation of less spectrum,
i.e. few sub carriers, to femtocells. This hypothesis about spectrum allocation is
supported by the cost and capacity analysis in the previous section.
Consider the following example. Current 3G femtocells using 5 MHz are said to
provide data rates up to 40 Mbps, i.e. a spectral eﬃciency of 8bps per Hz. Assuming
a lower average spectral eﬃency of 2 - 4 bps per Hz the femtocell capacity is in the
range 10 - 20 Mbps. User demand of 10 - 20 GB per month corresponds to average
user data rates of 0.1 - 0.2 Mbps during 8 working hours per day. If each femtocell
can support e.g. 20 users, then the total demand would be 1 - 4 Mbps.
Using the approach with average usage during busy hours it turns out that only
10-20% of the femtocell capacity is used. Hence, there is a possibility to use less
spectrum for femtocells, capacity wise 0.5 - 1 MHz should be suﬃcient compared
to the usually allocated 5 MHz for WCDMA femtocells. Use of technologies that
allows allocation of limited frequency bands, e.g. OFDMA, should be investigated
further.
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Analysis

In this section the diﬀerent solutions and business models will be analyzed by
answering the chapter speciﬁc research questions.

What business scenarios exist today for indoor solutions?
There are diﬀerent business scenarios for provisioning of the indoor coverage depending on the needs of the company that represents the indoor users.
• For an enterprise or organization with the mobile phone as the company
phone it is business critical that phones works everywhere for all employees.
From the company perspective it is OK with indoor coverage provided by one
operator only. No cooperation with other operators is needed, the operator
can use the traditional business model.
• For cases where multiple operators have business customers within the same
building a shared indoor infrastructure may be of interest. The cooperation
mainly involves the mobile operators and facility owner.
• In public places like hotels, conference centers, fairs it is business critical
that the customers, guests and visitors can use their mobile phones. Indoor
coverage for all operators is required which is a strong incentive to share an
indoor infrastructure. Partners are the mobile operators, the facility owner
and/or the companies with the customers that also are subscribers of the
mobile operators.
• There are also other types of public places like shopping malls, sport and music
arenas, subways and road tunnels where the users expect to have coverage.
It is not business critical to the same extent as in the hotel case. However,
operators want to provide good coverage also in these types of locations and
use shared infrastructure that is deployed in cooperation with the facility
owner.
• Wireless Internet access is also business critical for actors like hotels, conference centers, fairs, coﬀee shops etc. The solution is usually based on WLAN
networks where a number of diﬀerent types of actors are involved in the provisioning of the access services. Typically this includes the company running
the core business (e.g. a hotel, a fast food restaurant, and a railway company), a hot spot network operator and providers of payment solutions (e.g.
credit card companies).
• From a mobile operator perspective deployment of an indoor system will lead
to an oﬄoading of traﬃc from the macro cellular sites. This is especially
important at locations close to the cell boarder since also this will help to
increase the overall capacity [171]
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What is the motivation for the use of existing indoor solutions?
The value oﬀered to end-users is to ensure high service availability and quality for
mobile access services at indoor locations. But other types of added value can also
be identiﬁed.
For WLAN hot spots the Internet access for users on the move is an added
value, no matter if it for free or not. For the provider of the access service the
driver and value is the ability to attract customers to the core business, see [38].
Before the introduction of mobile broadband and dongles for laptops these WiFi hot
spot services were the only solution for high speed wireless Internet access. Today,
the added value and attractiveness of these hot spot services have decreased. This
is especially true for cases where the price for access for one hour or one day is 10
- 20 € , i.e. similar to the price for a one month mobile broadband subscription.
For companies some other types of added value can be found that are linked to
a wireless communication solution. Companies can reduce costs by replacing ﬁxed
company phones, ﬁxed installations and switchboard. In addition the employees
will have one phone-one number-one phone book. Often it is the mobility of the
phone usage itself that is the motivation. For companies with a mobile workforce,
e.g. salesmen or the staﬀ at a warehouse, ﬁxed phones are not feasible. Indoor
coverage is then pre-requisite for the use of mobile company phones.
The focus of the analysis will be on mobile phone users connected to public
mobile operator networks. From the interviews it can be concluded that the mobile
operators view the dedicated indoor solutions as complements to the outdoor wide
area systems. The indoor solutions are used at locations motivated by traﬃc and
revenue considerations. The operators do a revenue estimate for each customer
case based on the customer needs, typically an enterprize with a business critical
communication need. Some operators oﬀer quality zones for an extra fee, where the
coverage is improved by use of repeater solutions. However, there are cases where
bad radio coverage is compensated by deployment of a dedicated system without
business reasons, typically this can be motivated by public safety reasons.
The deployment of a dedicated indoor system is hence part of an agreement
between an operator and a business customer. For the operator the main driver
to deploy a dedicated company networks is to get a new or to keep a business
customer.
At the same time, an increasing interest for indoor solutions can be observed
from real estate owners, facility managers and private companies. The main driver
for these actors is to own infrastructure located inside the own buildings. Other
drivers are to not be dependent upon a speciﬁc operator and to be able to make
short term agreements, typically 12 - 24 months.
The willingness of operators to invest in dedicated indoor solutions depends both
upon the potential revenues and the deployment costs. The interviews indicate a
clear pattern among actors when it comes to willingness to pay for a dedicated
indoor system. A number of cases have been identiﬁed where diﬀerent actors value
the indoor coverage diﬀerently, see Figure 4.15
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Figure 4.15: Relative willingness to pay in order to ensure indoor coverage

The highest willingness to pay, i.e to invest, is found where the users are employees of a business customer of an operator. The service availability and capacity
are in many cases very critical for the daily operation of a company, especially
when a mobile oﬃce solution with mobile phones only is used. For case where an
enterprize rents an oﬃce from a real-estate owner this actor need to ﬁnd technical
and ﬁnancial solutions so that the business customer is satisﬁed.
Other locations with relatively high willingness to pay include hotels, conference
centers, fairs etc with a large share of public users. In these types of locations the
access to reliable mobile communication services are also highly business critical.
Bad radio coverage or service availability is risky for the core business of the hotel
etc.
Other cases with requirements for public access to mobile communications can
be found in shopping malls. The interviews reveal that there exists a large variety
in willingness to pay among retails chains, shopping malls and real-estate owners.
Some actors clearly identify the indoor solutions as a opportunity to make operators
pay for the right to install indoor networks. Other actors see indoor coverage as an
added value to its own customers and are prepared to pay for deployment of indoor
solutions. One commonly used approach is that the real-estate owner shares the
costs for the antenna distribution systems and other equipment with one or several
operators. In addition, the operators in these cases pay reasonable site leases.
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Finally, there are case like road tunnels and locations under bridges etc where
the facility owner is some public or local authority. In these cases the willingness
to pay is low since there is no core business that can generate revenues (or suﬀer
from lost revenues) for the owner of the tunnel or bridge. Users will most likely not
choose another road or highway due to known bad radio coverage. Users are often
used to coverage holes and accept some degree of bad or lost connection when in
the car.

What types of actor networks and relations can be identiﬁed?
An analysis of the diﬀerent business scenarios shows that there exist large diﬀerences
in the structure of the actor networks. The main issues are what actors that have
relations with the end-users and if the public access is oﬀered through a singleoperator or multi-operator network. For the operators these aspects are of vital
importance since it determine if direct relations with the end-users are established
which is closely related to the willingness to pay and the revenue potential.
Business to Business scenarios
The simplest form of actor network is the one between a mobile operator and a
business customer. The end-users are employees of the business customer, see left
part of Figure 4.16. This type of network exists no matter the type of technical
solution: indoor base stations, repeaters or a single company DAS system.
Usually DAS systems are used to cover an entire building or campus area. Hence,
several companies (users) and mobile operators are involved. The operators have
business agreements with the facility owner about the investments and operation of
the indoor infrastructure, see the right part of Figure 4.16. The business customers
of the operators (i.e. the tenants of the facility owner) can also be part of this kind
of agreement. The end-users are mainly the employees the business customers of
the operators but can also be visitors in the building.

Figure 4.16: Actors and relations for mobile operators with enterprize customers
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Business to Business to Consumer scenarios
Another case is when the enterprise is a hotel or conference center, etc. All endusers are visitors or guests at the hotel and they are also customers of the mobile
operators. A technical solution is needed that ensures customers of all operators
to get a good service availability. Hence, a multi-operator solution and related
business agreements are needed, see Figure 4.17 The hotel can not charge the end
users for "the service" of indoor coverage and hence needs to agree with the mobile
operators about the costs for an indoor infrastructure.

Figure 4.17: Actors and relations for public access at a hotel
The case above can also be compared to hotels with WiFi access services. Here,
a hot spot operator deploys and operates the local network on behalf of a facility
owner and/or a hotel. The usage can be based on a usage fee or be for free,
i.e. included in the price of the room. It is the hotel (or conference center) that
has the main customer relation with the end-users, see Figure 4.18. Payments
can be handled by the hotel but also by others like payment providers, credit
card companies, mobile operators [39]. All of these actors have existing customer
relations with potential users [36].
The roles and responsibilities between actors can be made distributed in many
diﬀerent ways for WiFi hot spot services. The example shown in Figure 4.18 is just
one way, a number of diﬀerent actor networks are presented in [42] and [40].

Figure 4.18: Actors and relations for a WiFi hot spot at a hotel
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Figure 4.19: Actors and relations for a shopping mall scenario

Yet another actor network exist for locations like shopping malls, railway stations and airports. The potential phone or Internet users are customers of the
mobile operators and at the same time they are (short term) customers of the
shops, restaurant etc that are located in the shopping mall or in the railway station. But the shops or restaurants do not have any direct agreements with the
operators, it is the facility owner that has that kind of agreement, see Figure 4.19.
Finally an observation can be made about the multitude of actor that can involved in the deployment of DAS system. Actors like system and network manufacturers, system integrators and construction companies can form diﬀerent types
of constellations together facility owners and mobile operators.

Figure 4.20: Actors and relations for deployment of DAS
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Can femtocell solutions ﬁt into existing business models?
Technically, femtocells can be used for any of the business scenarios described above.
However, depending on if the scenarios include private or public access (or both)
the business feasibility of femtocells will vary.
Dedicated femtocell networks can be deployed by a mobile operator for single
company use . The femtocell access service can be conﬁgured to be for a closed
user group, i.e. the company employees only, or for public access. This solution
can be implemented no matter if there are coverage problems or not. Anyway the
company will get dedicated and ensured capacity.
This would probably be the best way for operators to start to implement oﬀloading strategies in order to reduce investments in macro base stations capacity.
For public access in public environments like sport arenas, shopping malls, railway stations, hotels and conference centers customers of all operators need to be
served. A multi-operator solution is required which implies a shared common infrastructure. DAS solutions are commonly used, most often as multi-operator systems.
Hence, femtocells solutions in the form of multiple separate networks would most
likely not be an option. Especially if a DAS system is already deployed in a building
the incentives to deploy a new femtocell network would be low.
Since new types of femtocells with up to 64 users recently are announced the
combination of DAS and femtocells need to be investigated. For the case that a
multi-operator femtocell network is to be deployed the multi-operator access feature
can be based on national (indoor only) roaming. A number of technical issues like
handover and cell selection and re-selection need to be resolved. It is not known if
any multi-operator femtocells base stations are discussed by vendors.
Femtocell deployment in hot spots implies access control for a closed user group
with temporary members. The access can be controlled by a local operator (or
facility owner) that needs to cooperate with one or several mobile operators. The
cooperation concerns both the access for customers of the mobile operator as well
as the potential use of spectrum licensed to the operator. For end-users, the use
of special login procedures and passwords or additional fees, typical for hot spot
services, would result in a strange user situation. In summary, use of femtocells for
hot spot services seems to be associated with a number of open issues.

Are femtocell networks always the most cost-eﬃcient option?
For a speciﬁc cost femtocell solutions oﬀer higher capacity than the combination of
DAS systems and base station hotels. DAS systems require a long term commitment
and high willingness to pay in order to provide return of the investments. On the
other hand, femtocells have the advantage to be scalable and more ﬂexible since
they can be deployed one at the time.
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Comparing macro and femtocell solution the outcome will vary depending on a
number of factors. For given values of the user demand and wall penetration losses
femtocell networks can be compared to deployment of a denser macro base station
network. The number and cost of additional macro base stations depends on the
density of existing macro base station sites, if sharing is used or not and on the
amount of spectrum that is available for the wide area networks.
For demand levels similar to the current mobile broad band usage in Sweden the
most cost eﬃcient strategy is to add capacity to existing sites. This can be done
by adding more spectrum and/or by upgrading to radio access technology with
higher spectral eﬃciency. The cost driver for femtocell solutions is the coverage
since a large number of femtocell access points need to be deployed. For higher
capacity demand levels, say 5-10 times higher than the current demand, femtocell
deployment is more cost-eﬃcient.

How to avoid or decrease the impact of coverage holes?
To conclude it has been shown in this chapter that there are a number of answers
to the full question How can spectrum allocation or operator cooperation help to
decrease coverage hole problems caused by femtocell interference?
The coverage holes appear for closed access only. In these cases there will be
an area around the femtocell base station where terminals cannot connect to the
macro base station. Hence, the problem is less severe for scenarios where all or
most users belong to the same closed user group, e.g. at an oﬃce.
The coverage hole problem is most evident for co-channel operation, When
femtocells are deployed in adjacent channels to the macrocell network the size of
the coverage holes are reduced but they still exist.
Mobile operators say that they can not aﬀord to allocate a WCDMA carrier for
femtocell use. In countries where operators have 5 - 10 MHz of spectrum this is not
feasible at all. In other countries where operators may have up to 20 MHz in both
the 2.1 and 2.6 GHz bands you may argue that there would be room for separate
femtocell carriers and even for guard bands.
In order to fully avoid this problem separate femtocell bands would be required.
One option for operators is to share a common femtocell band and use the "own"
bands for macrocells only. This can be facilitated by regulators by allocating dedicated femtocell bands. Operators can also cooperate when allocating carriers and
agree to dedicate part of the spectrum (of one operator) for shared femtocell usage.
In this local network national roaming could be used to enable access.
If separation in frequency is not an option, diﬀerent dynamic strategies can
be used. For both OFDMA and WCDMA systems in co-channel operation the
investigated power control schemes result in protection of macro users at the expense of FBS throughput. Another way to reduce the FBS throughput is to reduce
the amount of spectrum allocated to femtocells. From a capacity point of view
this would be acceptable since the capacity of the femtocells with current 5 MHz
bandwidth is much larger than current demand levels.
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Summary of analysis
The ﬁndings of the chapter can be summarized in terms of the elements of the
business model deﬁnition. The feasibility for use of femtocell solutions are diﬀerent
for the diﬀerent business scenarios which will be summarized in the next section.

The market segments
The market includes both consumers and business users in B2B as well as B2C and
B2B2C settings. A number of diﬀerent business scenarios can be identiﬁed with
diﬀerent types of relations and value networks. The feasibility for use of femtocell
solutions are diﬀerent for the diﬀerent business scenarios which will be summarized
below.

The company position
For shared indoor infrastructure the position of mobile operators are the same as
for general mobile network sharing. The infrastructure is shared but the operators
keep the control of the own subscribers, the billing relations and the payments.
For WLAN hot services the contacts with the end-users are usually handled by the
actor providing the core business, e.g. transportation, lodging, food etc. However,
the control of the networks, customer relations and management of payments can
be handled by diﬀerent actors in many diﬀerent settings.

Competitive strategy
Operators that share the same indoor infrastructure will be able to oﬀer the same
service availability and hence no competitive advantage can be identiﬁed. On the
other hand, an operator that does not oﬀer ensured service availability within a
building will run into problems when new business customers are to be acquired.

The value proposition
The value proposition is characterized by the added value oﬀered to end-users and
businesses. In most cases it is to ensure high service availability for mobile access
services at indoor locations. But other types of added value can also be identiﬁed.
For WiFi hot spots the Internet access for users on the move is an added value. For
the provider of the hot spot service the value is the ability to attract customers to
the core business. Indoor coverage solutions may be part of the deal in cases where
the ﬁxed phones are replaced by mobile phones oﬀering improved mobility for the
work force. Companies can reduce costs by replacing ﬁxed company phones, ﬁxed
installations and switchboard.
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Cost aspects
Since an indoor infrastructure by mobile operators is seen as a complement to the
traditional outdoor macro and micro base stations it also represents an additional
cost. Installations of indoor DAS solutions are often quite costly but has traditionally been the dominating strategy to provide high capacity indoor coverage. The
costs for the indoor distribution network and antennas are much higher than the
cost for the base station equipment. In some cases the business customer or facility
owner share the investment cost with the operator.
Here, femtocells can be an interesting option, especially for deployment for
single business customers. In addition to a low cost, the femtocell solution also
oﬀer ﬂexibility, scalability and low risk. Femtocell networks can be built out in
steps and can easily be removed.
Large scale deployment of femtocell networks as complement to or replacement
of macrocell networks represent a substantial investments. A large number of femtocell access points needs to be deployed due to coverage requirements. Femtocell
deployment has cost advantages for higher demand levels and when macrocell solutions require deployment of new base station sites.
Revenue potential
Hence, for operators the additional costs are discussed within a context of revenues.
The proﬁt potential depends on the speciﬁc indoor business scenario and has been
described in general terms. For B2B scenarios the proﬁt depends on the revenues
from potential new customers. For business customers the phone service can be
used by mobile operators to extend the oﬀer and revenues to other areas, examples
are switchboard operator, call center, access control to the premises. For B2C
and B2B2C scenarios the change in proﬁt depends on the increased traﬃc due to
increased indoor service availability.

Feasibility of femtocells for diﬀerent business scenarios
Deployment at oﬃces - single enterprise
Femtocells would be a suitable solution for the case that the indoor coverage needs
to be improved for single enterprize that is customer of an mobile operator. The
users are the employees of the company and the femtocells can be conﬁgured for
closed access. The actor network is of the type 1 - 1 actor involving only the mobile
operator and the business customer.
Another reason for mobile operators to deploy femtocells for business customers
is to oﬀer more services ad connect more closely to the customer. If the data traﬃc
from indoor locations is directed through the network controlled by the mobile
operator rather than through private company networks or third party hot spot
networks then the market position of mobile operator would be strengthened.
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Deployment at oﬃces - multiple enterprises
When multiple operators have business customers within the same building femtocells can be considered as long as each mobile operator provides coverage within
the premises of its own customers. Then a number of single-operator femtocells
would be deployed without any need for overlapping coverage.
Parallel femtocell network with overlapping coverage would be less attractive
from a deployment, operation and maintenance perspective. A shared indoor infrastructure would be of interest in this case with many involved partners, i.e. a
N - M actor situation. Here, technical solutions and sharing models are already
in place using DAS. A single femtocell network serving all operators could be one
possibility. This would require a national roaming solution within the building.
Deployment at public places - hotels, malls
Public access at public places represent situations with involvement of multiple
actors. The cases involve both 1 - M actor networks with one company (a hotel or
a conference center) and multiple mobile operators as well as N - M actor networks
(e.g. in shopping malls and railway stations). Here, the end-users are customers
of all mobile operators. A shared infrastructure allows the operators to serve there
own customers. DAS is an established type of multi-operator solution. A single
multi-operator femtocell as described above would be an option but that would
require implementation of roaming features.
Hot spot networks
Deployment of wireless Internet access services at hot spots are driven by service
reasons rather than coverage reasons. Use of femtocells and cellular technology
for provisioning of the local access is in principle possible but would challenge the
traditional WLAN hot spot service in two aspects:
• Multiple network operators need to involved.
• Usage is usually allowed for an additional fee.
The hot spot business will most likely continue to be based on WLAN technology
and provided by a single hot spot operator. The hotels, conference centers, etc
can continue with the 1-1 relationship with the network operator. The possibility
to charge end-users for the Internet access will probably decrease when mobile
broadband is getting more and more wide spread. The hot spot business case
would then be less proﬁtable and hence there would be low incentives to develop
femtocell based hot spot services.
Use of un-licensed cellular spectrum, e.g. in the 1800 MHz band, is a possibility
for local operators. Operators can allow their own users to access the local network.
However, the revenue and business model can not be based on separate usage fees
paid to the local network operator by the end-users.
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Instead the mobile operators may pay a (ﬁxed) fee to the local operator allowing
the customers of the mobile operator to access (roam into) the local network.
Mobile operators using femtocells for oﬄoading
In the oﬄoading scenario the mobile operators use femtocell networks in order to
lower the networks costs for mobile broadband deployment in oﬃces and for public
access. In this case the femtocells are used as a tool for more cost eﬃcient network
deployment and not as a stand alone product. Compared to the other scenarios
above the use of femtocells is in this case mainly motivated by the needs of the
mobile operator itself.
The cost and capacity analysis shows that is not evident that large scale deployment of femtocell networks always is more cost-eﬃcient than a macrocellular
deployment. For initial deployment of mobile broadband in low demand scenarios
the macrocellular solution is to prefer, especially when existing macro sites can be
upgraded.
If new macro sites need to be deployed and if the user demand levels are very
high, e.g. an order of magnitude higher that the demand today, then femtocells
has clear cost and capacity advantages. An overcrowded macrocell network can be
avoided. In addition, femtocells are suitable and ﬂexible as a solutions for short
term or local oﬄoading.
Femtocells in homes
All the scenarios mentioned above are in contrast to the often described consumer
business case where femtocells are used as a home base stations to improve the voice
coverage in homes. In this case the femtocells are oﬀered as a stand alone product,
often in combination with a phone subscription for the members of a household.
This business case can be questioned, both from the perspectives of the revenue
potential and how the service oﬀering is formulated. This was well formulated by
one of the participants at a femtocell panel discussion at the PIMRC conference in
Istanbul September 2010:
"Why should a customer of an operator pay extra for something you think that
you already have paid for?"
In Sweden the indoor coverage for voice services are usually good in residential
areas and hence a home base station oﬀer would be of interest to very few consumers.
In case the network coverage is bad then the customer would switch operator or
use the ﬁxed phone.
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Conclusions

Markets and segments
The analysis of indoor solutions, actors, business models and types of cooperation
shows that the mobile operators have two main types of markets where wireless
indoor solutions are used.
• A market with business users where communication services are oﬀered to enterprises. The indoor coverage at the company oﬃce is just one component in
the service oﬀer. Other components can be handsets, voice minutes, security
solutions, oﬃce services.
In this case operators cooperate with the business customer in order to meet
the customer requirements.
• A consumer market where operators need to ensure coverage and capacity for
the own subscribers at indoor locations where public access is required.
The indoor network can be provided together with other operators, facility
owners, hotels, shops and other actors that have an interest of the indoor network. The focus of the cooperation is on deployment of the indoor networks.
Operators can use these two markets in order to implement oﬄoading of traﬃc from
the macrocell networks to indoor networks. To other markets for indoor wireless
can be identiﬁed, to provide coverage in homes and to provide hot spot services.
In a country like Sweden, with good coverage of GSM voice services and ﬁxed
line telephony, the market for femtocells in homes would be very limited. The
importance of local wireless hot spot networks will most likely decrease as mobile
broadband networks are deployed and mobile broadband penetration increases.
Cooperation
In general operators need to cooperate with the actor that controls or owns the
building of interest. As a starting point for the analysis a number of drivers for the
use of indoor systems were listed in section 4.1. But the drivers for the cooperation
will be diﬀerent depending on the type of customer and local environment according
to the markets described above.
• One obvious driver for operators to cooperate is to be able to deploy the
network that ensures capacity and coverage for the customer. This is needed
in order to acquire or keep business customers.
• Cooperation is is also driven by the need to reduce costs for deployment and
operation of an indoor network. Cost reduction is also the driver if an indoor
network is used for oﬄoading of traﬃc.
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• For businesses like hotels and for real estate owners the cooperation with
mobile operators or third parties is needed in order to deploy indoor networks.
These networks enable communication service that support the own business
or increase the value of the buildings.
For all the segments above we know "in what ways the actors organize the
cooperation". The mobile operators play a key role in all cases and organizes the
diﬀerent networks. This is based on the control of spectrum and relations with the
end-users. It seems like the network competence of operators and the cooperative
spirit contribute to a strong market position for mobile operators.
Feasibility of femtocells
The analysis shows that the feasibility of femtocell deployment depends on the type
of market and type of customer.
• Femtocells are suitable for deployment at company oﬃces. It is a low cost and
scalable solution with capacity dedicated for the users within the company.
The users belong to a speciﬁc user group and the femtocells can be conﬁgured
for closed or open access.
• The use of femtocells for public access in large buildings and public places
seems to be associated with some open issues and problems. The cost beneﬁts compared to macrocell solutions are unclear. There are problems to be
solved when it comes to co-existence with macrocell networks, both for handover, spectrum allocation and interference. A single multi-operator network
is probably needed in order to meet requirements on costs and operational
eﬃciency.
• In Sweden no market for femtocells in homes can be identiﬁed.
• Femtocells would be suitable for hot spot operation, especially if unlicensed
bands are used. But the future for hot spot networks, using any type of
technology, is unclear due to the increased adoption of mobile broadband
services.

Chapter 5

Mobile payment, ticketing and
contactless services
5.1

Chapter introduction

In this chapter mobile payment and ticketing services are analyzed with focus on
the implications for the mobile operator business. New forms of added value and
services can be identiﬁed together with a potential for new sources of revenues.
Mobile payments is one example where the phone is used for other purposes
than the communication service. It can be used to order a service, to pay for the
service, to receive the product, e.g. music, to receive a receipt of the transaction,
or it can be a ticket itself. One example is SMS based ticketing services where the
ticket fee is charged from the phone subscription, hence replacing cash payments.
Another example is mobile wallet applications using Near Field Communication
technology (NFC) that enables contactless payments. With a NFC phone the user
can store credit cards, loyalty cards and access cards, e.g. for the oﬃce and for
public transportation, as an application running in the phone. One common use
case is a contact-less electronic ticketing system used in public transportation. On
entering the subway station gate or a bus, the customer sweeps the NFC enabled
phone (or a plastic card) over a NFC reader.
The user identity and security need to be handled by some form of a Secure
Element (SE). This can be implemented in many ways, as hardware or software in
the mobile phone or in the SIM card. For NFC security and applications a special
type of SIM card called UICC1 is discussed. A SIM card based solution will allow
mobile operators to play a role for mobile payment and ticketing services, both with
and without contact-less features.
Business opportunities for operators are described by organizations like GSM
association (GSMA), NFC Forum and MobeyForum2 .
1 Universal

Integrated Circuit Card

2 http://www.gsmworld.com/,http://www.nfc-forum.org/home,http://www.mobeyforum.org/
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In this chapter the solution-to-test is contactless payment services according the
pay-buy-mobile (PBM) approach proposed by the GSM Association3 . The focus of
the analysis will be on the business feasibility. As stated by actors in the industry
organizations the problems are primarily not related to technology issues. The
major open issues can be found in the business domain, one unclear issue is about
the interaction between diﬀerent actors, see section 5.4
Since mobile payments enabled by NFC technology is not yet commercially
available in Sweden, no market with actors, roles and relations can be empirically
studied and analyzed. However, there are a number of daily-life services that are
enabled by the use of mobile phones. By studying the existing and emerging services
some lessons can be learned of how new business can be created by the introduction
of new services.
SMS based ticketing is one such type of existing mobile service that can be
investigated in order to describe existing interactions between actors. There are
also other payment and ticketing solutions that are provided by other new actors
than mobile operators. For some mobile payment solutions the mobile operators
are not involved at all in the security or payment mechanisms. There are also server
based payments solutions using mobile phones without any features for contact-less
payments. Separate charging solutions coupled to the phone number exist both for
mobile parking payment services and general payment and billing services.

Focus of the analysis
The analysis in this chapter diﬀers from the analysis of network sharing, dynamic
roaming and indoor solutions. Compared to the two previous chapters the focus
is shifted from technical and cost performance to organization of the value network
and the position of companies within this network. Unlike the provisioning of connectivity services like mobile broadband and voice services mobile payment & ticket
services are a support functionality to some other type of service.
Also the aspects of competition between companies are diﬀerent in this chapter.
For most mobile payment and ticketing solutions all mobile operators in a country
are involved, this is the case for SMS payments. In other cases the payment solution
is totally independent of any operator involvement, e.g. parking subscriptions and
the PayEx Mobil solution to be analyzed in this chapter.
One form of competition is between diﬀerent payment solutions and the actors
that provide these solutions. As an example consider payment of a parking ticket.
A credit card company handles this type of payment. For cash payment the parking
operator will handle the cash. When SMS tickets are used mobile operators and the
company issuing the SMS ticket are involved. Finally, payments can be handled by
a mobile parking payment provider, see section 5.7. Hence, for mobile operators the
market and competitive environment will be diﬀerent compared to the traditional
connectivity business.
3 Pay-Buy-Mobile,

Business opportunity Analysis, White paper by GSM association, 2007
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An overall market map
When we consider purchasing and payments using the mobile phone a wider business landscape can be seen for mobile operators compared to the one for connectivity services. A mobile payment service is not the key service from a an end-user
perspective. A mobile payment or ticket is payment or ticket for something. The
key business is the provisioning of this something, a product or a service.
When operators provide or are involved in the payment services, a end-user is
customer of the both the operator and that merchant or provider of the service.
The mobile operator need to agree with the merchant or service provider about
functionality, interfaces and terms and conditions for use of the payment solution.
Hence, the operators have two types of customers, both the end-users of other
non-telecom services and the provider of these services. We have a situation with
business to business to consumer (B2B2C) services.
The main objective for mobile payment services is to support the core business
of the merchants and non-telecom service providers, and their relation to the enduser. In the same way ﬁnancial institutes and third party actors can be involved
in mobile payment services, see Figure 5.1. Third party actors can also support
the ﬁnancial institutes or mobile operators or provide enabling technology to nay
actor. However, in many cases these third party actors turn out to take a leading
role in provisioning of the mobile payment service.
Hence, it is interesting to study existing and emerging payment systems and see
what lessons that can be learned when it comes to the roles that diﬀerent actors
take and what position that diﬀerent actors have in a mobile payment system.

Figure 5.1: Actors supporting the business relation between merchants, (nontelecom) service providers and their customers
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Research questions
In this chapter the answers to the ﬁrst research question is of a diﬀerent type
compared to the analysis in chapters 3 and 4. Unlike the previous chapters the
drivers are not concerned with any speciﬁc beneﬁt that which would be stronger
with cooperation than without, for example cost reduction, increased coverage or
higher data rate. For mobile payments the key issues of the research question
"What are the main drivers for a speciﬁc type of cooperation?"
are related to the entrance of actors into a type of business that is new to this actor.
If an operator want to oﬀer services in a sector outside the telecom sector then the
operator need to establish relations with actors within this sector.
The cooperation can be based on diﬀerent strategies and objectives of the mobile
operator. Examples are: to exploit a special type of technical solution (e.g. SMS
payments), to enter a speciﬁc sector (e.g. public transportation) or to oﬀer services
to users with special needs (e.g. support for home care services).
The drivers of cooperation will be described for the diﬀerent types of mobile
payment services but the main part of the analysis will focus on the second research question "In what ways can the actors organize the cooperation?" where the
following questions will be discussed.
• What competencies, resources and business relations are essential for actors
that want to take a key role for mobile payment services?
• What are the diﬀerences in distribution of business roles for diﬀerent services?
• How are the actors positioned within the value network for diﬀerent services?
These questions are relevant to mobile operators since the business logic of
mobile payments are not the same as for traditional operator services e.g. mobile
telephony or voice mail. For mobile payments the end-user is also customer of the
provider of the service to be paid for. As illustrated in Figure 5.1 other actors are
involved in the service provisioning or payments.
With answers on the questions above characteristics of companies providing
mobile payments services can be described. An understanding of the kind of value
to add, what to do and how to interact with other companies contributes to the
ability to enter a new sector or to provide new services.
The chapter is outlined as follows. Related work is discussed in section 5.2 and
the data collection and the analysis approach are described in section 5.3. The
pay-buy-mobile approach is introduced in section 5.4. Next, SMS based payment
and ticketing solutions are analyzed. In section 5.6 diﬀerent types of emerging
contactless services at the Swedish market are described. Mobile payments using
separate charging is described in section 5.7. Contact-less services and mobile
payments in Japan are summarized in section 5.8 . The descriptions in sections 5.4
to 5.8 all include an analysis of the network of actors. In section 5.9 all solutions
are compared with focus on the roles and position of diﬀerent actors.
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Related work

In this section some research on mobile payment services, NFC systems and services
are presented together with some comments on NFC standardization, speciﬁcation
and pilot projects.

Mobile payment research
An overview of contributions to mobile payments is presented in a paper by Dahlberg
et al [225] from 2008. In this literature review it is stated that research papers on
mobile payments are dominated by topics related to either technology factors (mpayment system, mechanisms or protocols) or on consumer factors (user attitudes,
behavior, adoption) [226] [227] [228]. Other overviews of mobile payment solution
and architectures are available in papers from 2004 and 2006 [229] [230].
A number of papers on m-payment market and provider factors listed in [225]
describe how to analyze mobile payments with descriptions of scenarios, business
models and analysis frameworks. Analysis of business models and value networks
for mobile payments can be found in [234] and [235].
Some papers from 2003-2005 speciﬁcally describe or analyze mobile parking
service in diﬀerent European countries [232] [231] [233].
For the analysis in the PhD thesis the modeling and grouping of actor networks and relations presented by van Bossuyt & van Hove is very useful [236]. Two
main types of payment models are described; operator-centric and payment service
provider (PSP)-centric. The operator-centric models are diﬀerent forms of walled
garden approaches and the PSP models include diﬀerent forms of cooperation between operators, merchants, service providers and also intermediaries.
Analysis of diﬀerent mobile payment services that did not manage to succeed at
the market are made by Rouibah [237] and by Ondrus, Lyttinen and Pigneur [238].
The latter paper includes an analysis of three cases in Switzerland where mobile
payments failed to be successfully introduced.
The cases showed that failure to introduce the services resulted when the mobile
payment providers did not involve suﬃcient number of merchants to generate a
network eﬀect. In another case, they failed to convince and mobilize other actors,
and no consensus was reach. The low number of points of sales where mobile
payments were accepted resulted in low value for the end-users. One of the service
providers managed to involve the major merchants which created an important
network but still failed. One reason for this was that a non-standard solution was
used with diﬀerent technology providers and integrators. Another reason for failure
was that the new service had low value compared to existing solutions, i.e. a low
additional value for the consumers.
Pau has analyzed mobile payments within a context of mobile and internet
banking where also operators as banks and banks as operators is discussed [239].
The analysis includes many actors that are believed to be either passive (regulators,
central banks, terminal vendors) or against mobile payments (banks).
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According to Pau mobile operators in developed countries view mobile payments
mostly as a technology project, whereas operators in developing countries see it as
a key service. The latter statement is supported by examples from the Philippines
[240]. Mobile payment services are important in countries where there is no or
limited banking and payment infrastructure. The SMS based banking is dominating
or in some areas even the only one used [241] [242].
This is quite diﬀerent to the situation in Western Europe where the ﬁnancial
institutions and infrastructure are well established and most people have bank
accounts and regularly use credit cards.

NFC standardization and speciﬁcation activities
Organizations like GSM Association, NFC Forum and MobeyForum present a number of technical speciﬁcations and white papers 4 . Although most publications are
technical speciﬁcations some white papers discuss business opportunities and the
need for new business roles 5 . GSMA also outlines a NFC service process with three
major parts 6 :
• NFC enablement, to provide the basis for any NFC services
• Trusted Service Management, to meet the requirements on NFC security and
service life cycle management
• Application, to provide the NFC application
For some years representatives of GSMA have stated that there is a lack of
clarity in roles and responsibilities in trusted service management 7 . At Mobile
world congress 2010 at GSMA still highlights the unclarity in the business domain
and the need for someone being a Trusted Service Manager (TSM) [243]. Hence,
GSMA together with European Payment Council (EPC) have deﬁned a core set
of business and technical requirements for TSM interfaces with Banks and Mobile
Network operators [245].

NFC research
An introduction to the possibilities when using NFC for mobile payments is presented by Ondrus & Pignuer [246]. A few comparisons of NFC based solutions and
other types of (mobile) payments have been presented in this paper and by Massoth
& Bingel [247]. These papers focus on technical and usability aspects, the market
4 http://www.gsmworld.com/,http://www.nfc-forum.org/home,http://www.mobeyforum.org/
5 Pay-Buy-Mobile
Business
Opportunity
Analysis,
November
2007;
http://www.gsmworld.com/documents/gsma_pbm_wp.pdf
6 Mobile NFC Services, Feb 2007, http://www.gsmworld.com/documents/nfc_services_0207.pdf
7 van Leeuwen,
GSMA Presentation at Dutch Retail Organization, August 2009;
http://www.dedetailhandel.nl/images/pdf/090828_presentatie_Peter_van_Leeuwen_GSMA.pdf
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or business related issues are not included. The analysis in [247] provides good
insights on authentication mechanisms categorized in groups related to "something
you have, something you are, and something you know".
A number of research papers and reports have been published by the panEuropean research project SToLPAN focusing on NFC services 8 . The project
targets open commercial and technical solution for NFC-enabled services on mobile
devices. SToLPAN focuses on technology aspects but include business related work
items. Examples are an evaluation by Benyo [248] of how NFC services may aﬀect
the existing value chain and a description by Parkanyi [249] of diﬀerent tasks for a
trusted 3rd party.
One key aspect discussed in SToLPAN is the life-cycle management of NFC
applications [250]. Here also a number of challenges for Service Providers (SP) are
mentioned: the SP does not control the SIM card where the application is to be
stored or the other applications at the card. In addition, the customers may not
be known. In this document primary and secondary roles for NFC services are
listed. Primary roles include the user, the issues of the Secure Element (SE) and
the Service Provider (SP) that deploys the NFC application to end users. One
secondary role is Over The Air (OTA) provisioning, usually provided by a mobile
operator or a TSM. Here it is claimed that the secondary roles can be performed
by the service provider or the issuer of the SE.
Actors and roles for platform management and life cycle management of the
SE are discussed in by MadlMeyr and Langer [251]. In this paper the role of the
Platform Manager (PM) that controls the SE is introduced. The PM operates in
parallel with a Platform Provider (PP), usually the Mobile Operator, with the main
role to oﬀer the OTA provisioning services for applications. The PM acts as mediator between the service provider and the PP. With a PM the end-user can freely
change the mobile network operator (MNO) as well as the provisioned application. The paper also describes diﬀerent approaches for control of NFC applications
including MNO-centric, handset manufacturer-centric and service provider-centric
approaches and a "neutral" approach using an independent TSM.

NFC pilot projects and trials
An overview of ongoing NFC pilot projects, trials, tests and live services around
the world is found at the NFC world web page9 From October 2008 to December
nearly 100 NFC trials and pilots project in 38 countries have been launched. A
selection of pilots project launched 2010 are described below.
At the Mobile World Congress February 2010 in Barcelona a number of cooperating industries oﬀered congress attendees an opportunity to experience NFC
services. The partners are GSMA, Samsung, Telefonica, La Caixa, Visa, Giesecke
& Devrient, Ingenico, ITN International.
8 http://www.stolpan.com/
9 http://www.nearﬁeldcommunicationsworld.com/list-of-nfc-trials-pilots-tests-andcommercial-services-around-the-world/
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"The participating companies have provided more than 400 NFC handsets to
guests for use at the Congress. The Samsung Star NFC handsets contain Telefónica
SIM cards from O2 pre-loaded with 60 Euro airtime credit as well as a La Caixa
Visa Mobile Payment Application. Participants can use their NFC phones to pay
for food and drink up to a value of 75 Euro at over 30 merchant locations around
the Congress" 10
The trial at the Mobile World Congress was a preview of a larger mobile-wallet
trial launched May 2010 in the Spanish town Sitges near Barcelona. The main
application is mobile payments. 1500 users and 500 merchants are involved. Telefónica is both mobile operator and will take the role as TSM, i.e. handling the
downloads and management of the application on the SIM card. Telefónica also
plans a large internal trial during 2010 at its headquarters, with both open-loop
and close-loop payment, metro ticketing, and access control.
"Unlike in a 2008 London mobile-wallet pilot, the handsets in the Sitges trials
are not pre-loaded with cash but are linked to the trial participants existing bank
accounts. This means that the users are spending their own money and making the
trial more commercially realistic." 11
Visa is also involved in another NFC trail in the US together with Bank of
America where the end-users can use their smartphones to pay for purchases in
stores.
"The program, set to run from September through the end of the year in the
New York area, is the biggest step yet by the biggest US consumer bank toward
creating a ’digital wallet’ with a host of ﬁnancial capabilities built into the latest,
most sophisticated mobile phones" says Reuters 12
As reported October 2010 Visa have started trials in New York City where
mobile phones are used to pay for bus, train or subway travels. The contactless
VISA payWave system allows users to swipe a contactless Visa card or an NFCenabled mobile phone in front of sensors to pay for their fares. The system require
a special memory card to be inserted into the mobile phone. For the case of iPhone,
which does not have a memory card slot, the card is housed in a special case. For
the trials Visa has announced partnerships with New York City Transit, NJ Transit
and The Port Authority of New York and New Jersey. 13

10 http://www.gsmworld.com/newsroom/press-releases/2010/4631.htm
11 http://www.nfctimes.com/project/spain-s-largest-mobile-operator-plan-large-payment-trial
12 http://www.nearﬁeldcommunicationsworld.com/2010/08/19/34339/bank-of-america-to-runnfc-payments-trial-in-new-york/
13 http://www.nearﬁeldcommunicationsworld.com/2010/10/01/34538/visa-lets-new-yorkcommuters-pay-for-their-fares-with-mobile-phones/
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Methodology

In this section the analysis approach, the work ﬂow and the data collection of
primary data is described. All research is done within the Force project with
project partners, Stockholm School of Economics (SSE), TeliaSonera research and
innovation and KTH.

Analysis
As mentioned above the analysis in this chapter to some extent diﬀers from the
analysis in chapter 3 and 4. The focus is on what actors do, how activities are
distributed among actors and what relations that exist between actors. Hence, the
organization of the value network and the position of companies within this network
are important aspects. The ARA model as described in chapter 2 is used.
Also the competitive strategy for mobile operators oﬀering mobile payment services will have another meaning compared to the cases described in the previous
chapters. In many cases the cooperation with all other mobile operators in a country is a key success factor since the mobile payment solution oﬀered by a service
provider should be available to customers of all operators. However, there may
be competition between actors that provide diﬀerent types of mobile payment solutions. In addition, there is competition for end-users among between diﬀerent
service providers.
Compared to the previous two chapters the focus of the analysis of activities,
business roles and actors will be more on the speciﬁc activities of the actors. The
analysis will use illustrations showing the distribution of activities among the actors.
The diﬀerent business roles are not shown in the ﬁgures in this chapter but they
are used in the analysis in the end of the chapter. Just to repeat from chapter 2
how the term business role is used in the PhD thesis.
A business role controls a set of resources and performs certain activities in
order to implement certain functionalities and exchange operations
In the previous chapters the focus has been on groups of activities. Each business role has been linked to the control of a speciﬁc activity group, e.g. network
deployment or payments & billing. No ﬁne structure of these activity groups have
been described in chapters 3 and 4. However, in order to correctly describe the
distribution of responsibilities among actor, the analysis in this chapter has been
made on the activity level.
Figure 5.2 illustrates the structure with actors, business roles and activities.
Actor A takes two roles, application management and ticket management. The application management consists of one activity, and the ticket management consists
of two activities (to issue and deliver tickets and to validate tickets). Actor B has
one role, the payment management with two activities and Actor C has one role,
the end-user charging with one activity.
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Figure 5.2: Example of the approach for describing distribution of business roles,
activities and activity groups among actors

The work ﬂow
In the Force project that started 2009 it was soon evident that desktop research and
literature study needed to be complemented with data, experiences and ideas from
the real world. Since no service using NFC phones were commercially launched the
empirical data had to be collected from other existing services. The research can
be described with the following phases.
• The ﬁrst type of activity in the analysis was to get an overview of intended
use of NFC technology and to identify challenges for the adoption of NFC
services. This included to look into what the industry and standardization
organizations say about interaction between actors at future mobile payment
markets. This results in an initial map of roles, actors and relations. This
work was done during the start-up phase of the FORCE project. In the
project a number of workshops and focus group interviews were organized.
These and other attended workshops are listed in Table 5.2.
• The aim of the next phase was to ﬁnd out how the NFC technology was
supposed to be implemented and oﬀered to end-users. A number of open
issues were identiﬁed regarding the business model and the responsibilities of
diﬀerent actors. The input data was interviews and discussions with operators, technology providers and potential users represented by transportation
companies, see Tables 5.1 and 5.3.
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• In the third phase a number of interview were made for existing or emerging
mobile services for payments, ticketing and access control. The aim was to
describe how these services are produced and delivered including how diﬀerent
providers do interact with each other and with the end-users. The input data
was collected during interviews with diﬀerent types of actors, see Table 5.3.
The following types of services were included:
– SMS payments & ticketing for public transportation and parking services
– Contactless services for access control in home care services
– Emerging contactless mobile payment solutions (not using NFC phones)
• As a complement to the study of the Swedish market one activity was to
compare with NFC-services in Japan. Here contactless services have been
in use since the 1990’s and there is an established eco-system with diﬀerent
types of players. Data was collected during a study trip to Japan 2010 including meetings with Sony Felica and the operators. A thesis project 2010
by Bockisch and Cantu-Alejandro at Stockholm School of Economics [252]
on the development of NFC services in Japan has also contributed with very
useful data and analysis.
• In the next analysis phase the collected data is structured in order to describe
how the markets for the services mentioned above are organized. This includes
to describe the distribution of activities and business roles among actors and
the relations between actors.
• In the last phase of the analysis the structured descriptions from the previous
step are used to answer the research questions. Of special interest is the
position of both the established actors, i.e. mobile operators, banks and
credit card companies, as well as of the new intermediary actors. In addition,
the analysis provides insights on what actors that organize the networks and
have relations with end-users in diﬀerent cases.
The results have been discussed with representatives for banks and operators and with researchers in order to get feedback on the assumptions and
conclusions.

Data collection
A number of interviews were made in the period October 2009 to December 2010.
In total 40 interviews were made involving around 30 persons. The author of this
PhD thesis organized and conducted all interviews.
Two types of input were collected. Technology oriented interviews did focus
on the systems and solutions, the technical functionality and about the intended
use of the technology. At the service oriented interviews the focus was on the
development and provisioning of the services, experiences and about customers and
actors involved in the service provisioning,
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Technology oriented interviews
The objective of these interviews were to ﬁnd out what business opportunities that
were identiﬁed by the companies involved in development of contact-less technology
and technical solutions. The interviews turned out to provide clear information
about the market segment and value proposition.
The starting point for organization of interviews was discussions within the
Force research project where a number of companies with interest in NFC technology and services were identiﬁed, SL, Västtraﬁk, Assa-Abloy. These companies
were interviewed together with actors involved in commercial launches and trails
of mobile payment services in Sweden 2009 and 2010, see table 5.1
The interviews were organized as a discussion around future services based on
the new or emerging technology. The following areas were discussed:
- Why did your company start to look into contact-less technology?
- What are the main application areas?
- What market segment do you address?
- What kind of resources have you developed or do you need to develop?
Company
Accumulate
Assa Abloy
Ericsson IPX
Modul-System AB
Payair AB
Phoniro
Sony Felica

Position or Unit
CEO and Marketing manager
Product Manager Digital Sesamy
TSM products
Marketing manager
CEO
Marketing
Global Standards and
Industry Relations Department

Table 5.1: Companies interviewed about technology solutions

Service oriented interviews
One objective of the interviews were to ﬁnd out how the current mobile payment
and ticketing services were deployed and provided to end-users. Another objective
was to describe how the service provisioning was organized with contributions from
diﬀerent actors. The result was that information was provided as input to the
description of the market segments, value propositions, value networks and the
company position. The interviews were organized as discussions around questions
about the services and experiences about the use or provisioning:
- What kind of payment and ticketing services do you use or provide?
- What kind of customers do you have?
- What are the customer experiences of the service(s)?
- What kind of resources do you need or need to develop?
- Who are you partners and business customers?
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For the small companies and start-ups a number of open questions about the
company and the future development were included;
- How did your company start?
- Why and how did you enter this market?
- What future business opportunities can be identiﬁed?
The selection of companies was done in a network oriented way where companies and persons to contact were clariﬁed during the period of the interviews. The
interviews started with one operator and one transportation company asking questions about their SMS services and their partners and suppliers. These interviews
provided information about their customers, suppliers and partners. These companies were contacted, the same set of questions were asked leading to new contacts
among partners and competitors. See Table 5.3 for the interviewed companies
Workshops
The Force project also organized a number of workshops and focus group interviews
and participated in other relevant workshops according to Table 5.2. The results of
the focus groups interviews are published by Jenssen and Terve [254]. The results
of the workshops on Future payments are published in a report (in Swedish) by
Arvidsson [255]. Presentations at the workshop at CTTE 2009 can be downloaded
from the conference web site14 .
Name and type of event
Public seminar on "Mobile wallet
Workshops serie in the project
Future payments
Focus group interviews in the
Force project
CTTE´09 conference workshop
"The mobile wallet, will it ever
take oﬀ?"
Internal workshops in the NFC
project Force

Organizer
Mobile Business
KTH center for
Bank and Finance
Stockholm School
of Economics
Wireless@KTH,
Stockholm School
of Economics
TeliaSonera

Time
April 2009
April - August
2009
May 2009
June 2009

February
September 2009

Table 5.2: Workshops and seminars 2009 about mobile payments, mobile wallet
and NFC services

A reﬂection
The questions, answers and discussions around future NFC enabled services were
quite diﬀerent to the similar interviews done for the existing services.
14 http://www.ctte-conference.org/?q=node/15#Session3_Workshop
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The SMS cases to a large extent are focused on what has happened, how the
services emerged and how the situation is today. The interviews about NFC services
include descriptions on how it will work and how it can be at a future service
market. Whereas the SMS cases is about how it is the NFC related interviews
provide information on what people believe may happen.
Also at the workshops, see table 5.2, the views and opinions to a large extent
were about what people think "may happen". Another observation is that people
involved in NFC related project show a large belief in the potential and adoption
of future NFC services. People not involved in any NFC related activities tended
to be more skeptical or did not have any opinion.
Company
Non-telecom service providers
Storstockholms Lokaltraﬁk
Upplands Lokaltraﬁk
Västtraﬁk
Municipality of Västerås
Municipality of Uppsala
Mobile operators
Tele 2
Telia
Telia
Telia
KDDI
Banks and payment providers
Auriga
Auriga
Payair
PayEx
Sergel
Swedbank
Swedish Bankers association
Mobile Service providers
Tele-P
EasyPark group
Mobill
Unwire
Ericsson IPX

Position or Unit
Payment solution manager
Marketing manager
Project manager
Municipality traﬃc oﬃce
Tourist information oﬃce
Mobile Product Marketing
Head of 3rd party content services
Research and innovation
Marketing of Telia Kvittens
Foreign Market and Policy Group
Industry Research and Standards
Manager ePayment
Sales and Partner Manager
Marketing manager
Business Area Manager PayEx Mobile
Manager Content Billing and Clearing
Manager Internet bank
EPC representative
CEO
Marketing manager
CEO
Country Manager
Global Solutions Manager

Table 5.3: Companies interviewed about mobile payment and ticketing services
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The Pay Buy Mobile approach

The emergence mobile ticketing and payment services is the result of a combined
service and business development. This development involves a number of challenges related to collaboration between companies. In the case of NFC services
the adoption is not only a matter of the number of NFC enabled phones, payment
terminals, readers at subway gates or oﬃce doors. Equally important is how the
market is organized when the new services are based on interaction between different types of industries or businesses. This is especially the case for companies,
sectors and industries that previously have not been involved or engaged in each
other businesses or sectors.
A key issue for mobile payments, contactless or not, is to create forms of cooperation that links the ﬁnancial industry to actors in the telecom sector. GSMA
has proposed such a framework, the Pay-Buy-Mobile (PBM) ecosystem, that is
described in this section.

The proposed ecosystem
GSMA has made proposals for applications, security solutions, value chains and
business models supporting mobile payments. An ecosystem for payments using
credit cards and mobile applications are outlined in Figure 5.3. Mobile operators
and a third party actor called Trusted Service Manager (TSM) are added to the
existing credit card based payment ecosystem15 .

Figure 5.3: The Pay-Buy-mobile ecosystem proposed by GSMA. Actors in a credit
card based system are complemented with mobile operators and a TSM (in grey)

15 GSMA white paper Pay-Buy-Mobile Business Opportunity Analysis, November 2007;
http://www.gsmworld.com/documents/gsma_pbm_wp.pdf
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About the Trusted Service Manager
Ideas that the emergence of new business connected to the new technology will be
coupled with a need to create new business actors frequently emerge in connection
with discussions on how to standardize technologies, systems, and applications. As
mentioned above, NFC applications for payments have been discussed and standardized in a number of industry organizations like the GSMA, NFC Forum and
MobeyForum. In connection with these standardization discussions, a new type
of actor is often called for and is frequently introduced as the "Trusted Service
Manager" (TSM):
"..This entity is primarily responsible for securely distributing, provisioning and
life-cycle management of the Pay-Buy-Mobile application and other NFC services
to the mobile network operators’ subscriber base on behalf of the service providers..."
GSMA and the European Payment Council (EPC) ﬁnalized work October 2010
on Mobile Contactless Payment (MCP)16 . MCP is any SEPA card based payment
executed by a customer using a dedicated MCP application provided by an issuer
and loaded onto a new type of SIM card (UICC) of a customer’s NFC enabled mobile
phone. The UICC is provided by a mobile operator but the MCP applications can
be managed by one or more parties. The Service Management Roles (SMR) is a
set of roles that will be executed in order to load, maintain and/or delete the MCP
application on the UICC.
".. Where the MNOs or Issuers decide to fully or partially sub-contract the implementation and/or operation of their Service Management Roles to a third party,
this party is called a Trusted Service Manager(TSM)...."
This and similar descriptions are most often bank and/or operator centric, although it is said by GSMA:
"The TSM will have business relationships with both the mobile network operators and the service providers."
The map of actors and relations in Figure 5.3 can be compared to another view
on the TSM position as presented by Ericsson17 , see Figure 5.4. Here the TSM
is located in between mobile network operators and service providers, in this case
including transport companies, hotels, merchants as well as banks.
Many other actors have commented on the need for a third party actor. Gemalto
e.g. says that the main role for a TSM is:
"to help service providers to securely distribute and manage contactless services
for their customers using the networks of mobile operators"

16 EPC - GSMA Mobile Contactless Payments Service Management Roles Requirements and
Speciﬁcations, Doc: EPC 220-08, Version 2.0, October 2010
17 Presented by Mattias Johansson at the 16th World Congress for ITS Systems and Services,
Stockholm , September 2009
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Figure 5.4: Eco-system for Mobile NFC services

A TSM does not participate in the contactless service or transaction. However,
a TSM may be a commercial intermediary that facilitates contractual agreements
of business between service providers and mobile operators. Another example can
be found in one of the industry reports from the ﬁnancial sector. Under the heading
key challenges for mobile ﬁnancial services it was stated that18 :
"The ﬁnancial sector is facing a situation in which the market is seeking solutions to mobile local and international payments and other mobile ﬁnancial services
and there is a need for cooperation between banks and the other ecosystem stake
holders. The proposal from various parties is that the critical applications, payment
and ID credentials from banks and SIM applications from operators, should share a
common hardware platform, the UICC card"
"Mass-market deployment of mobile ﬁnancial services including payments with
an advocated security solution embodying a hardware Secure Element (SE) is required, but the dilemma is who issues and controls this SE and how collaborations
with other stakeholders will work in such a scenario"
The organization GlobalPlatform March 2010 initiated a TSM working group
that will specify a standard language to facilitate communication between mobile
operators and TSMs in the banking sector. GlobalPlatform also has published a
document on management of trusted and secure elements with the title "Requirements for NFC Mobile: managing of multiple Secure Elements"19 .
18 Mobey

Forum: "Best Practice For Mobile Financial Services",pp 26, 2008

19 http://www.globalplatform.org/mediawhitepapers.asp
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Identiﬁed obstacles
The GSMA itself and others have identiﬁed a number of obstacles or "roadblocks"
for the development of NFC based services, see [243] and [244]. Initially there
was no clear roadmap for NFC enabled mobile phones. There existed a number
of diﬀerent technical solutions with a risk of market fragmentation. Today the
standards are under completion and SIM card is seen as a legitimate solution for
the NFC secure element. GSMA is also engaging the industry to deﬁne a UICC
certiﬁcation process for NFC Services.
The lack of commercially available Single Wire Protocol (SWP) NFC handsets
is another main issue. Here, GSMA has developed as SWP device requirements
document to be used by mobile operators as a basis for SWP handset procurement.
Another area of main concern is the lack of contactless point-of -sales (PoS) infrastructure or a lack of understanding of drivers and mechanisms for global deployment of contactless infrastructure. GSMA is engaging with the ﬁnancial industry
and retailers to understand the deployment plans for contactless infrastructure
Finally, both the business models as well as strategies for co-operation between
between players in the ecosystem are unclear. The roles and responsibilities of actors
involved in trusted service management are unclear. According to GSMA [243]
"the mobile network operators are engaging with key ecosystem players within
their respective markets to address this issue."
The pilot projects and trails mentioned below may one way to address this issue.
These opinions about obstacles from the industry organization GSMA is supported by an expert survey presented by VTT, [253]. This study indicates that the
most important NFC drivers and obstacles are related to the business, technology
and end-user aspects. The obstacles for use of NFC technology and services in
public transportation was found to be
• Unclear Business and Co-operation Models
• Lack of Understanding Beneﬁts or Costs
• Lack of NFC Devices
When it comes to pilot projects and trials the need to include also business
model, revenue and costs aspects is highlighted:
"From this perspective it can be argued, that besides the testing of technical functionality and use-case concepts, the NFC pilots in the future should concentrate on
business models, money ﬂows, concrete beneﬁts and real costs. This would also
create the basis for robust business cases and mass market feasibility, which are
needed to encourage diﬀerent stake holders to make investment decisions. Analysis reveals that the most important NFC restraints and drivers are related to the
business, technology and end-user aspects"
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SMS based ticketing and payments services

SMS based services are used in an increasing number of application areas. A number
of existing SMS payment and ticketing services have been investigated in order to
identify the involved market actors and their interaction. Key issues are the business
relation between diﬀerent actors and the market position of diﬀerent types of actors.
This section starts with descriptions of how SMS based services have evolved
at the Swedish market20 . Next, the key technical components and business roles
in the existing eco-system for SMS services are described. A number of cases from
public transportation and parking services are described and analyzed. These cases
provide examples of how value networks can be conﬁgured.

Development of SMS services in Sweden
Payments using the mobile phone subscription
Around year 2000 a number of services were introduced where ring tones or pictures
could be downloaded to the mobile phone. The mobile content was ordered by
calling a special phone number (with charging features) providing your own phone
number and a code for the wanted content. The content was delivered to the phone
as a SMS and the payment was made by charging the phone bill. During 2001 these
so called premium SMS services were introduced in Sweden. An SMS was sent to
a special SMS short number instead of calling the premium charge number. The
high price of the SMS included the cost for the content or service.
In addition to such entertainment type of services information other SMS services were introduced. Yellow page information services were introduced in Sweden
2001/2002, the Eniro 1118118 service. A SMS request of name or phone number
costs roughly 1€. The phone subscription is also used for paying advertisements
at the selling buying web page Blocket. A ﬁxed or mobile phone subscription is
required since Blocket needs to know who is putting the advertisement at their web
page.
The ﬁrst years the billing of the customers was done by the operators in the SMS
center and there was no possibility to use diﬀerent rates for taxes. Around year
2005 more complex systems were introduced where billing and delivery of SMSs
were separated. Also diﬀerent rates of moms (the Swedish VAT) could be handled.
This was the starting point for a substantial change of the SMS service market from
being mainly focused on entertainment to also include daily life services like mobile
ticketing.

20 Many thanks to Christian Fridèn and Petter Strömberg at Karpet for compiling and sharing
this information, May 2010
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Vending machines using SMS payments
The service providers in this case are companies like Selecta or Coca Cola that oﬀer
candy, snack or soft drinks in vending machines. Payment can be made with cash or,
as illustrated in Figure 5.5, "Now you can pay by sending an SMS". The user sends
a SMS with the code of the vending machine and the amount of money. Compared
to using cash in the vending machine the SMS payment are more expensive, a
service fee is added (0.3€) and the user has to pay for sending a SMS.

Figure 5.5: Vending machine where you can use cash or SMS payments

TV voting
Television channels use telephone or SMS voting e.g. for Eurovision Song Contest.
In Sweden the operator Telia is in charge of the telephone voting using voice calls
for subscribers of all operators, i.e. TeliaSonera has a neutral role as aggregator.
The Megacall solution with IVR (interactive voice recognition) can support a large
number of votes, up to 5 million per hour. It was developed to handle votes from
ﬁxed phones, i.e. you know who has the subscription, but it now also supports mobile phones. Megacall also supports SMS votes, but in Sweden only Telia customers
can use the SMS option. The other operators do not have agreements with Telia
for SMS votes. The company Unwire oﬀers SMS voting services for all operators
being an aggregator with agreements with all operators.
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For large TV events with many votes Unwire can oﬀer the operators a kind of
traﬃc control service. The operators can receive many SMS but have limitations
when it comes to charging of user accounts and sending back SMS. The number of
incoming SMSs to the operators is monitored and controlled by Unwire.

Loyalty programs
Companies can send SMS to customers that are members in loyalty programs. In
Sweden the user must have accepted to receive information to the phone while in
other countries (Italy) SMS information are sent out in large volumes through an
aggregator without any prior agreement with the user. The company can of course
send out SMS directly to their customers but it is more costeﬃcient to go through
an aggregator.

SMS based ticket conﬁrmation and check-in
One way to buy travel tickets is to order and pay using the Internet and then get a
SMS with conﬁrmation. This is common for train operators and airline companies.
The airport bus company in Sweden oﬀers the SMS conﬁrmation for an additional
small fee 0.3€. For train and airline ticket it is oﬀered without any additional cost.
Airlines oﬀer check-in by answering yes to SMS request. This is a complement to
Internet check-in and to check-in at the airline desk or using a self service machine.
A boarding card can be downloaded in the phone, then it is just for the passenger
go to the gate. For the air-line industry with all security and check-in procedures
the convenience for end-users using SMS check-in is clear. For trains, the added
value can be questioned, the train ticket is already purchased. If you have a paper
ticket this does not need to be conﬁrmed by a check-in procedure. SAS and the
airport buses use Unwire as aggregator and the train company SJ uses Plusdial.

SMS tickets for local transportation and parking
SMS tickets for local transportation were tested in Stockholm 2007 and introduced
2009. A major driver was that cash payments were not allowed on buses. Today
most local transportation companies oﬀer SMS tickets. SMS payments can also be
used for parking in most Swedish towns.
SMS tickets for buses, subways and for parking make use of the mobile phone:
i) to order the ticket, ii) to pay, iii) to deliver the ticket and iv) for validation. The
user account is charged and the payments need to be distributed to the parking or
transportation company. This is handled by an aggregator, see below and Figure
5.6. However, a ticket needs to be produced and delivered to the phone. For buses
and subways you need to show a ticket. The ticket issue, delivery and also validation
are oﬀered by companies like Plusdial, Unwire, Mobill.
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New business roles and actors
Businesses that want to use SMS messages for any kind of service; advertising,
voting, collection of money, ticketing or payment, are faced with an eco-system for
SMS services consisting of a number of actors with diﬀerent types of relations. The
following picture has been outlined by several mobile service providers during the
interviews, see Figure 5.6.

Figure 5.6: Generic picture (drawn at many interviews) for actors and relations for
provisioning of SMS services.
On one side we have the end-users who have subscriptions with a speciﬁc Mobile
Network Operator (MNO) and on the other side we have the businesses that want to
use SMS services. In between, in addition to MNOs, there are so called aggregators
that aggregate SMS traﬃc from all operators, unless you want the SMS service to
be oﬀered to subscribers of a speciﬁc MNO.
An aggregator has two types of relations with a MNO. First, there is a technical
part consisting of connections to carry the traﬃc. Secondly, there is a business
related part where the partners agree on prices for a speciﬁc volume of SMS traﬃc.
For the case that the mobile phone subscription will be used for payment agreements are needed on the size of service fee that the MNO puts on top of the amount
of money that is charged to the end-user mobile subscription. The aggregators can
be seen as customers of the MNOs since they act as wholesalers that buy SMS
traﬃc from the MNOs. Then these SMSes are sold to diﬀerent businesses when
they want to oﬀer SMS services to their customers.
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Now assume that the business B wants to market and sell a service, e.g. the
download of a ring tone, two hours of parking time or 1 hour Internet access using a
WLAN hot spot. business B contacts an aggregator X who will be in charge for the
SMS service of business B. Business B wants all customers to use the same number
for the service no matter what MNO the end-user uses. In Sweden the situation
is that diﬀerent MNOs owns speciﬁc sets of numbers to be used for SMS services.
However, the Swedish MNOs cooperate closely on these issues so aggregator X on
behalf of Business B can agree with all MNOs that a speciﬁc number is used for
the SMS service. When the SMS service is launched the set of activities can be as
follows.
• A subscriber of MNO1 sends a SMS in order to use the service provided by
the business B
• The SMS is directed through the network of MNO 1 to aggregator X
• When the SMS is identiﬁed as a service SMS the aggregator X checks with
MNO 1 that the user account (or pre-paid SIM) can be charged
• If the user account can be charged MNO 1 sends OK to aggregator X and the
user subscription is charged the cost including
– the price for the service provided by business B
– the price of the SMS
– the service fee
• The approved SMS is forwarded by aggregator X to business B that starts
to process the service request and sends a conﬁrmation and if applicable any
content related to the service
The SMS service can be managed by diﬀerent actors e.g. by the business B
itself, by the company acting as aggregator of by an independent company. In the
investigated cases we will see examples of the latter two of these options. For transportation and parking services a SMS ticket needs to be produced and delivered to
the phone. At buses and subways the user needs to show a ticket. In addition to
the aggregation, use of SMS tickets requires support for ticket issue, delivery and
validation features. In Figure 5.6 this is illustrated where the business C uses company Y for provisioning of both aggregation and SMS ticketing service. Examples
of such companies are Plusdial and Unwire.
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The investigated cases
The main focus in this section is on the description of SMS payments for public
transportation and parking services. All types of the investigated SMS ticketing services leads to the creation of a network of cooperating actors. The case descriptions
include the diﬀerent actors and the allocation of business roles and functionalities
among these actors. The networks will be investigated in the analysis section.

Public transportation
Tickets for local transportation by bus or subway can be purchased and paid by
using a mobile phone. In Sweden the possibility to use these SMS tickets are
oﬀered by most local transportation companies, here we will use Storstockholms
Lokaltraﬁk (SL) as the case. SL introduced SMS tickets in 2007. Today, more than
20,000 travelers use this solution every day. It is mostly people who do not use
subway or bus on a daily basis. The revenues from SMS tickets are about SEK 20
million yearly, which is a small amount compared to SL’s total turnover of SEK 4.5
billion.
Compared to SMS payments in vending machines this case also involves issue
and validation of tickets. In the SL case, the intermediary company Unwire aggregates the SMS traﬃc, issues and distributes the SMS tickets to the users. The
ticket is a text message that is shown at the gate or when entering a bus. The text
message includes a code that can be used for ticket control. Unwire maintains a
database with active tickets. This database is accessed by the SL staﬀ when the
validity of a ticket needs to be checked (Biljettkontroll). The mobile operators are
involved in charging of the user’s accounts. Unwire has agreements with all mobile
operators and can distribute payments.
In this speciﬁc case SL, as a large actor at the market, has direct revenue sharing
agreements with the operators. Hence, the service fee charged by the operator is
lower than the common 20-30 %. For the consumers the price for SMS ticket is the
same as the prepaid strip, but cheaper than cash payment at the subway gate. At
the buses cash payment is not possible, this was a main driver for introduction of
SMS tickets.
SL has an agreement with Unwire for both aggregation of SMS traﬃc, ticket
issue and validation. Hence, Unwire take most of the business roles except the
end-user charging that is handled by the mobile operators, see Figure 5.7. SL has
direct business relations with the operators due to the revenue sharing agreements.
For the end-users SL is the service provider, the users are not aware of the fact that
another company is involved in the provisioning of SMS tickets.
Other local transportation companies like Upplands Lokaltraﬁk and Västtraﬁk
have a similar setup, but these companies use Plusdial for aggregation, ticket issue
and validation.
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Figure 5.7: Distribution of activities among actors for the case bus and subway
tickets provided by SL

Parking services
Here we can identify two types of solutions where the technical approach is more
or less the same. However, there are diﬀerences when it comes to visibility for
end-users of the the service providers:
• The parking operator has the contact with the end-user
• The mobile parking payment provider has the contact with the end-user
In the town Västerås in Sweden Unwire oﬀers SMS tickets for parking services.
Similar to the SL case, Unwire aggregates the SMS traﬃc, produces and distributes
the SMS tickets to the users and maintains a database for ticket control. Related
to the ticket database is also the customer service and helpdesk for customers.
The parking company in Västerås is in charge of the customer management, and
Unwire is not visible to the end user. The functional setup is similar to the SL case.
Unwire is responsible for the aggregation of SMS traﬃc, sending charging requests
to operators, distribution of payments and handling of the SMS tickets.
However, the business relations are to some extent diﬀerent. The parking company in Västerås does not have any direct revenue sharing agreement with the
mobile operators and hence they make use of the agreements that Unwire has established with the mobile operator.
Another interesting aspect was identiﬁed when it comes to pricing. Although
the local authority in Västerås does not have any own agreement with the operators,
the SMS parking is less expensive than cash.
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"The new parking system is both less expensive and more ﬂexible than before.
The price will decrease by up to SEK 5 (0.5€) per ticket and it will also be easier for
residents to extend their ticket..... The ﬁrst text message will already have indicated
how long the user wishes to park for - and if they wish to extend this time, they just
have to choose a new number of hours." 21
In Västerås the SMS parking is cheaper for the end-users, the service fee to
operators is paid by the local authorities. Hence, the revenues from SMS parking
are lower but the traﬃc planning oﬃce in Västerås sees a beneﬁt if cash payment
(and handling) can be reduced. When it comes to customer relations the Västerås
case is uncommon in the sense that the local authority is the one that is handling
the customer contacts. In this case Unwire is invisible to end-users.

Figure 5.8: Distribution of activities among actors for the case parking tickets paid
by SMS using a separate company for aggregation
In other cases of SMS tickets an intermediary, the mobile parking payment
provider (MPPP), has the main customer relation. For SMS tickets provided by
the MPPP EasyPark, a separate aggregator company, MBLOX, is involved see
Figure 5.8. EasyPark handles the SMS tickets and MBLOX aggregates the SMS
traﬃc and transfers payments from mobile subscriptions to EasyPark using the
MBLOX agreements with operators. EasyPark distributes the parking fees to the
parking operators. Each of these actors want compensation for their contribution
and this has an impact on the pricing strategy. For the case with SMS tickets
provided by EasyPark, e.g. in the town Uppsala, there is an additional cost for the
end-users. Typically one hour will cost SEK 10 (1€) when paid by cash and SEK
15 (1.5€) when using a SMS ticket.
21 From

the Unwire webpage, www.unwire.com
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Analysis
Drivers for use of SMS services
One type of services where mobile payments is used is the downloading of ring
tones and pictures. This so called mobile consumed content is ordered by sending
a SMS from the phone and payment is done using the mobile phone subscription.
But there are many other daily life activities where SMS based services are used by
diﬀerent types of non-telecom service providers like TV companies, shops, parking
operators and public transportation companies. From the examples described above
you can identify diﬀerent drivers for use of the mobile phone for other services than
person-to-person communication:
• To establish a closer relation with the customer.
• To reduce the need for cash and to handle cash.
• To improve the user convenience for ticketing applications.
The development of SMS services is driven by the needs of non-telecom companies that want to exploit one or several of the listed aspects. Examples are:
• Television channels that use telephone or SMS voting to involve the viewers
in a TV show or a competition, e.g. Eurovision Song Contest.
• Shops and retail chains that send SMS based information as part of loyalty
programs pany, e.g. HM club.
• Airline and train companies that sell tickets using Internet, use SMS conﬁrmations and oﬀer users to check-in by sending a boarding card as a SMS.
• Content that is not consumed in the mobile phone, e.g. an item from a vending
machine, is purchased by sending a SMS and paid using the subscription.
• Payment of parking tickets without any cash use mobile phone subscriptions
for payments and a virtual parking ticket that can be veriﬁed in a database.
• Payments of bus or subway tickets without any cash using mobile subscriptions for payments. A SMS ticket is sent to the mobile phone.
Driving these types of changes in payment and ticketing techniques is the business development of the non-telecom service provider. The mobile network operators and other actors respond with development of new services that can support
this business development by their customers. For this new supporting services new
technical functionality and interfaces are needed as well as new business roles. For
the development of the SMS services and eco-system it will be shown that in most
cases new actors are needed to take these roles.
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Examples of customer value
Another example of value creation is how the parking operators identify and exploit
the opportunities associated with the mobile technology and SMS ticketing. In
Västerås the price for SMS parking tickets is the same or lower than the cash price
whereas in Uppsala the SMS parking tickets are more expensive than tickets paid
by cash. One beneﬁt for the service providers, i.e. the parking operators, is that the
number of ticket machines can be reduced. This leads to reduced cost for collecting
the cash and for operation and maintenance of ticket machines.
A similar set of added value can be found in the public transportation sector.
No cash payments at buses and trams results in higher safety and security for the
staﬀ and less cost for handling cash. In the long term mobile payments would lead
to fewer ticket machines, similar to the parking cases. For public transportation
the mobile ticketing not just replaces ticket machines or cash. It can really be the
ticket machine, e.g. at the country side where ticket machines cannot be deployed
at every bus stop this is useful.
Pricing of SMS tickets also inﬂuences the user behavior. For vending machines
using SMS payments the cost for the user is higher since a fee and the SMS price
is added on top of the cash price of the item of interest. The same is true for some
SMS parking services where the price for 1 hour of parking can be 1€ paying with
cash and 1.50€ using SMS payments. This is in contrast to most cases with SMS
tickets on local buses where the SMS price is much lower than the cash price. With
SMS prices substantially higher than the cash or credit card price it is likely that
users will not adopt SMS payments on a daily basis. SMS payments will be used
as a special case solution, e.g. when cash is not available.
New business roles
Obviously one added value of SMS payments is the replacement of cash, both for
the end-users and for merchants and service providers. However, value creation will
also be studied from the actor perspective. In order to be able to introduce a new
service, a new type of ticket or a new payment solution, additional functionality and
new types of resources need to be added. Some actor needs to take the responsibility
for the new type of functionality. In the case of premium SMS services it is possible
that an operator can provide the service.
However, service providers want all end-users with a mobile phone to be able
to use an oﬀered SMS service, no matter the type of subscription, type of handset
or what operator the user has. So when roles and responsibilities are discussed the
following two aspects need to be considered.
• What actor will take the roles needed in order to produce the service
• What actor(s) will take the neutral roles needed in order to distribute the
service to customers of all mobile operators
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In all of the studied cases this technical development is done in local networks
involving a number of actors. Table 5.4 summarizes the actor involvement as described by the empirical data. It turns out that the functionalities and the interfaces
to large extent are developed and controlled by intermediary actors like aggregators
and SMS ticket providers.
Activity
Ticket Order
SMS aggregation
End-user Charging
Payment distribution
Ticket issue
Ticket validation

The End-user

The Service
Provider

X

X
X
X

X

An Intermediary

The Mobile
Network Operator

X
X
X
X
X
X

X

Table 5.4: Distribution of activities among actors for SMS ticketing
The cases provide many illustrations where some new actor takes on the new
business role although there are a number of established actors involved in the
existing service provisioning. There seems to be a need for neutral actors. We have
some examples from the described SMS services.
• Mobile operators do not aggregate traﬃc - aggregators do that
• Banks are not involved in SMS payments - aggregators and operators are
• Operators do not issue SMS tickets - mobile service providers issue tickets on
behalf of service providers
• Parking operators do not provide mobile payment services themselves - mobile
parking payment providers do that
Networks of actors
For the SMS services the network is formed as a result of negotiations between
service providers, mobile operators and intermediaries. We can also analyze the
business relations that can be identiﬁed in the diﬀerent cases with focus on the
relations and position of the providers of the mobile ticketing and payment services.
In order to highlight diﬀerent ﬁndings the cases will be discussed two by two
starting with SMS tickets for public transportation in Uppsala or Stockholm and
for parking in Västerås. Technically these cases are the same. Unwire and Plusdial
issues the SMS tickets and maintain the ticket data base. They also aggregate
traﬃc from all operators and transfers payments, no separate aggregator needs to
be involved. The main diﬀerences is that the public transportation companies have
their own agreements with the operators. When it comes to customer relations the
two cases are similar, the user of the subway or parking service has a relation with
the non-telecom service provider and is not aware of the existence of Unwire.
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Figure 5.9: Actors and relations where the provider of the SMS tickets is not visible
to the end-users

The next two cases illustrate the use of SMS parking tickets as provided by
Mobill and EasyPark. Mobill is responsible for both aggregation and ticket issue
and validation. EasyPark has an agreement with a separate actor (MBLOX) that
manages the aggregation and contacts with the mobile operators. Both Mobill and
EasyPark have relations with both the end-users and with the parking operator.
To the end-users these two companies can be seen as the main business partner,
e.g. the company names are visible at the ticket machines. The aggregators have
relations with operators and the mobile service providers but they do not have any
relations with end-users or the the parking operators. Mobile operators have no
relations with the parking operators.

Figure 5.10: Actors and relations where the mobile payment parking provider manages the interface with the end-users
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Challenges for Mobile Operators
For the described SMS cases the Mobile Operators act as payment enablers, i.e.
they are not directly involved in the actual ticketing or payment service. Other
companies develop and provide these ticketing and aggregation services. The operators usually do not have any direct contacts or agreements with merchants or
service providers. The exception is large services providers, typically local transportation companies. Here direct revenue sharing agreements are used instead of
the ones negotiated between operators and aggregators.
One operator challenge is the size of the transaction fees that operators use in
order to compensate for their costs and risks. Operators typically keep 20-30 % of
a SMS transaction when an aggregator is used for distribution of payments. The
main reason for these rates is the cost for loading pre-paid phones. This top up cost
is usually around 10% . Operators try to ﬁnd other cheaper solutions, e.g. using
an ATM. Operators also take a risk for customers with post-paid subscriptions.
However, for users of daily life services, like SMS bus tickets, the risk seems to be
low.
Another challenge is the limit on SMS transactions, you are not allowed to buy
a more expensive ticket. In Sweden the mobile industry organization MORGAN22
has a code of conduct that recommends to put a limit on 200 SEK (20€) for SMS
transactions. Even if it was allowed to use SMS for large payments the current
level of the transaction fee leads to a low level of interest for other more expensive
tickets; e.g. for cinemas, concerts, sport events and boat, train and airline travels.
Operators also see a risk that if more items are aggregated at the phone bill, the
customers may experience a bill chock. Hence, there is a risk that a lower number
of mobile phone calls are made.
In August 2010 the Swedish Financial Supervisory Authority decided to remove
exemption for non-ﬁnancial actors (e.g. mobile operators) to oﬀer ﬁnancial services23 . One result may be that the mobile operators are not allowed to use the
phone bill and subscriptions for non-telecom services. In this case the main existing
link for operators to mobile payments is broken.
All in all, there are a number of challenges for Mobile operators related to the
current approaches and agreements for SMS payments. This leads to an interest
from operators to also oﬀer separate charging solutions to the customers. One
example is m-pass where the users get a monthly bill with aggregated purchases,
tickets, more on this in section 5.7

22 http://www.morganforum.com/english
23 Payment

Services Act (SFS 2010:751), http://www.ﬁ.se/Folder-EN/Startpage/About-FI/
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Emerging contact-less services in Sweden

This section starts with a brief description of contact-less technology used for access
control in public transportation, at hotels and for home care services. Then two
diﬀerent cases with contact-less mobile payment services are described. Two interesting aspects that these solutions have in common are that they do not require
any NFC enabled phones and that mobile network operators are not involved.

Services for public transportation and access control
SL Access
Contactless smart cards are used for public transportation e.g. in Stockholm and
Gothenburg. The operators SL and Västtraﬁk use the contactless technology for
communication between the cards and readers at buses, at trains and at subway
and commuter train stations, see Figure 5.11
In Stockholm the system is called SL access. Tickets can be purchased at SL
centers, at ticket agents or using ticket machines and are loaded onto the SL Accesss
card. You can travel anywhere in the SL network using the SL Access card. You
can buy 1 day, three day, one week or one month tickets. Currently the cards have
to be loaded using SL Acesss ATM or at ticket agents. The validity of the access
card can be checked in in SL Access ATMs. On board buses the end date of the
ticket is shown in the display on the reader.

Figure 5.11: Contactless readers for use of SL Access card at subway gates, at buses
and for manual ticket control. Pictures from www.sl.se
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If you are a permanent resident with a Swedish personal ID-number the SL
Access card can be protected against loss or theft by registration at the SL web
page. A missing card is reported through the web page and can be canceled. A
new card with the same will be sent to the home address of the customer.
Since parking services are discussed in this chapter the use of SL access card
for parking should be mentioned. At some locations in suburban areas around
Stockholm the SL Access card can be used for payments of parking tickets. The SL
Access card is swept over the parking ticket machine that is equipped with a NFC
reader. This is interesting since the SL Access card is used as electronic money.
Use of NFC enabled mobile phones has the potential for improvement of the
ticket handling in a number of aspects24 . With a NFC phone the SL Access card
can be stored as one application in the phone, no need for a physical card. One time
SMS tickets can also be sent to the phone. This will reduce the risk for use of false
SMS tickets shown on the phone display. With this approach not only one time
tickets would be able to buy and download over the air. However, there are limits
on the amount of money that can charged to the mobile phone subscriptions so
this solution is not feasible for more expensive tickets. The possibility to download
tickets to the phone over the air can be exploited if NFC phones are used. Today, SL
Access cards can be purchased and payed using an Internet bank. One limitation
is that the SL Access card is sent by mail to the home address which may take
up to 4 days. A new access card is sent for each purchase using an Internet bank
payment.
Pilot with contactless hotel locks
In November 2010 TeliaSonera announced the start of a pilot study at Clarion
Hotel in Stockholm for replacement of hotel room keys with mobile phones. The
service also makes it possible for hotel guests to check-in and out using their mobile
phones. The partners and their main responsibility and role in the pilot project25
are described in Table 5.5. The details in the pilot are well summarized in the press
release by TeliaSonera26 .
"The selected hotel guests receive a Samsung mobile phone with NFC and relevant software. They book hotel rooms the usual way and receive booking conﬁrmation
on the mobile phone. The guests can check in on the mobile phone already before
arrival at the hotel. When check-in is complete, a digital hotel room key is delivered
to the mobile phone. On arrival at the hotel the guests skip the check-in line, go
directly to their room and open the door by holding the mobile phone close to the
door lock. When leaving the room, the doors lock automatically, the guests checkout
from their mobile phones and the digital hotel room keys are deactivated"
24 Interview

with Jonas Holmqvist SL, October 2009
communication with Roger L. Bengtsson, TeliaSonera R&I, 2010-11-11
26 http://www.telia.com/en/News-and-Archive/Press-releases/2010/TeliaSonera-in-NFCpilot–mobiles-replace-hotel-key/
25 Private
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Actor
Choice Hotels Scandinavia
ASSA ABLOY
VingCard Elsafe
Venyon
TeliaSonera
Samsung
Gemalto

Role in the pilot project
Service Provider
Application Owner
Supplier of Access Control HW
Trusted Service Manager
Mobile Network Operator
Supplier of NFC enabled mobile phones
Supplier of NFC UICC/SIM cards

Table 5.5: Roles for diﬀerent actors in the pilot project on NFC locks at hotels

Digital locks for home care services
The idea of using the mobile phone to open doors and allow entry has existed for
many years. In Sweden a solution developed by the company Phoniro is used in
thousands of homes and in some schools. The most important application up to
now is home health care. The Phoniro system removes the need to store physical
keys in a central location and instead uses the mobile phone a key. The system is
used in more than 30 municipalities and towns in Sweden.
The system makes use of Bluetooth communication between the phone and
the electronic Phoniro lock27 . The Phoniro in-home lock module is added to the
existing lock without causing any damage to the existing door or lock and it is not
visible from outside. This in-home module is added without any cabling and is
powered by a battery. This means that the lock will work also at power failures
and where there is no radio coverage for the mobile network28 .
The care taker, can use a traditional physical key or a remote unit. The health
care staﬀ uses a bluetooth enabled mobile phone to open the door by typing a
password on the phone. The password also acts as a digital identiﬁcation card,
if the mobile phone is stolen entrance using the phone is prohibited. The visits
are recorded and used for time reporting and security assurance of who enters the
home. Linked to the access control system is a web based portal service that enable
relatives to monitor who enters the home of the care taker.
Fort some years TeliaSonera has promoted services where electronic keys in mobile phones has been combined with time registration and reporting. For the home
care sector Telia marketed this service called Telia Kvittens Hemvård. Information
and reference projects are described at the Telia web pages29 However, it has now
been indicated that all services within the time registration and reporting area is
to be phased out. Ongoing projects have been handed over to the business partner
Avista time30 . The motivations for Telia to change strategy include the following
factors: low sales, lack of suitable phones, complex product for the sales force and
long sales cycles in the public sector.
27 http://www.bluegiga.com/solution?g=Consumer&n=Phoniro
28 Interview

with Markus Englund, November 17, 2010. also see www.phoniro.se

29 http://www.telia.se/business/products/documents/TeliaKvitt_prodblad1962.pdf
30 www.avistatime.com/avista/eng/home/
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Discussion on services, activities and responsibilities
Compared to previous sections it is not straightforward to describe the activities
and roles of diﬀerent actors for these services. In the pilot project with hotel locks
a number of partner participate but there is now clearly deﬁned business model for
a commercial service. In the case with home care services all activities related to
the service provisioning are done by the home care service provider. Finally, NFC
enabled phones are not in use for the SL Access system. Hence, the descriptions
below on activities and roles should be seen as a prediction of how it could be.
With a NFC application in a mobile phone most of the limitations and drawbacks of the existing SL Access would probably be avoided. There is no need for
physical plastic card. The distribution and updates of the SL Access card (e.g.
reﬁlling)can be done over the air. In addition, the problems with false and invalid
SMS can be reduced.
Building upon the SMS ticketing cases and ideas on management of applications the authors view on what activities and roles that are needed are shown in
Figure 5.12. Three groups of roles with related activities can be identiﬁed, these
are related to management of i) tickets, ii) payments and iii) the ticket application.
This is just one way to group the diﬀerent activities. These three groups of roles
can be taken by one, two or three actors.

Figure 5.12: An example of groups of activities for provisioning and payment of
tickets for public transportation
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The objective of the service is to improve convenience and eﬃciency for the
customers of the public transportation services. This includes payments, ticket
issue & delivery and the access to the transport system. The ticket and payment
service is assumed to be provided by one or several other actors as support of the
relation between the consumer and the service provider.
Once the ticket is paid and issued the validation and access control is handled
by the service provider, i.e. the public transport operator. When it comes to the
management of the ticket application it may be that there is a low need or no need
at all for a separate actor to take this role. The application may be downloaded once
or by provided over the air every time it is used. However, if the ticket application
is stored at a UICC card there would be a need for a separate and independent
actor to manage the application.

Figure 5.13: Actors and components of the mobile phone key and check-in/out
service at a hotel
Also for the the hotel key and check-in/check-out service the objective is to
improve convenience and eﬃciency for end-user. In this case payments and conﬁrmation are already done. The hotel keys are issued by the hotel and delivered to
the user over the air to the NFC enabled phone where the hotel service application
is installed.
The service provided to the hotel include the installation of NFC locks (or
activation of existing of NFC locks) and the installation of the hotel key and checkin/check-out application. Once the application is installed, hotel keys can be issued
without any involvement of operators, ASSA Abloy or the TSM. The management
of this hotel service application includes downloads to new hotel guests, updates and
removal of the application. This may require a separate actor but can in principle
be managed by the hotel.
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Figure 5.14: Activities and roles for provisioning of home care services with digital
locks and time registration

The home care services with digital locks, mobile phone keys, time registration
and reporting target users within the own organization. The customers are the
care takers. Also in this case the services are intended to improve convenience and
eﬃciency. The care taker has a Bluetooth enabled lock using the Phoniro Lock Base.
The staﬀ opens the door of the care taker using the Phoniro Phone application in
the phone. The system is managed by the Phoniro Admin software. This includes
authorization for the staﬀ to access the locks of the customers and management and
processing of time registration data. Once the application is installed, the mobile
phone keys can be issued without any involvement of Phoniro.
There are many similarities with the hotel service case. There are no payments
or ticket issues involved. However, the keys (the authority to open a speciﬁc lock)
are managed and issued by the service provider (the home care company). The key
and access control information is distributed over the air. Finally, as in the hotel
case, the service package include other services not related to the digital locks or
digital keys.
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The case PayEx mobil
In Sweden the service PayEx Mobil with contact-less mobile payments was launched
mid 2009 by the payment service provider PayEx. One advantage is that there is
no need for NFC enabled phones, the payment service works today. The solutions
can be adapted for use in NFC mobile phone when these will be available. Another
main characteristic is that the solution is operator and network independent.
The payment solution
PayEx mobile is a payment solution where services and products can be paid by use
of the mobile phone. The mobile phone together with a secure payment application
are used for identiﬁcation and the actual payment is done from a pre-paid PayEx
account. Hence, the payments are completely decoupled from the mobile phone
subscription bill or any pre-paid account.
In order to use the payment solution you need to register a PayEx account,
transfer money to the account and download the payment application to the phone.
The contact-less feature requires a RFID-tag in the form of a NFC sticker that is
attached to the phone and registered in the PayEx system. To make a purchase
the phone is swept over the reader in the shop or restaurant. For small purchases
(-1 €) the swipe itself is used as conﬁrmation. For larger payments, depending on
the amount of money, additional conﬁrmation is needed with or without a personal
code. The retailer, café or restaurant has to be registered in the PayEx system.
The application can also be used for Internet payments.
The security and payment solution used for PayEx Mobile is developed by the
company Accumulate31 . They also provide the security solution and supports the
customers of Payair. The mobile solutions use two way communication with a
security server, one way is through the mobile network and the mobile phone and
the other way is through internet and the reader in the shop, restaurant etc. The
system uses secure codes to verify a payment that are sent to the mobile in the form
a 13-digit code that enables veriﬁcation. Since a security code always is created
when the phone is in payment mode, purchases can be made without the NFC
sticker. The security code shown in the phone display is used for veriﬁcation in the
reader at the point of sale.
About PayEx
The company PayEx has been operating in the payment industry since the beginning of the 1970s. There are several types of business oﬀerings such as payment
solutions, credit services, invoicing, billing, CRM, and invoice handling. Their payment services include post-paid as well as pre-paid solutions. The post-paid solution
is linked to an invoicing service. There are also a number of value-added services
like CRM and invoicing that can be connected to the payment service.
31 Private

communication with Lars Aase at Accumulate during 2010
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The pre-paid solutions mean that payments are done from a PayEx account
that is stored with money in advance and the money for the actual transaction is
then drawn from this account at the time of purchase. The account can be re-ﬁlled
via a number of diﬀerent means such as direct transfer from bank accounts, via
cards or via invoicing.
Money can also be transferred from one PayEx account to another without costs
which allows simple person-to-person payments between PayEx customers.
The ﬁrm has also developed a payment guarantee service, PayEx Escrow. With
this service money is sent to a third party and kept there until the goods or service
has been delivered to the buyer. This is normally used for large person-to-person
payments. The company also oﬀers other ﬁnancial services in relation to payments.
Development of PayEx mobil
The focus of PayEx Mobile focus is for small payments at campus areas and at coﬀee
shops and restaurants in university towns like Uppsala, Linköping etc32 . Also in
Visby, where PayEx head quarters is located, PayEx Mobil can be used at more 40
points of sale, shops, restaurants, hotels and when using the local taxi company.
One part of the development was the need for universities to ﬁnd a uniﬁed payment solution for print and copy machine services. At some universities more than
15 diﬀerent payment solutions did co-exist. PayEx provided a solution together
with vendors of printers and print management systems. Korint is a printing and
copying system with cashless payment for students at Uppsala University33 . The
payments are handled using an online solution from PayEx. The student ID card
and the access card are linked to a personal PayEx account.
At the same time there is need for support of micro payments at the campus
areas. Purchases for coﬀee, soft drinks, candy etc are often of the order of 1€.
Hence, credit card solutions are not feasible due to the service fees. Technically the
pre-paid solutions for printing services could be used for other purchases. However,
Universities are not allowed transfer payments and act as a payment provider.
Hence, another actor need to be involved.
A number of options were discussed including pre-paid credit cards, student
ID cards linked to payment solutions, and some kind of mobile phone payment
solution. The PayEx Mobile solutions was chosen in order to avoid transaction
costs and ﬁxed fees for credit cards and to avoid system integration work with
multiple universities. In addition, with a mobile phone solution there is no need
distribute and use an additional card.
For the small purchases the Accumulate security solution with a one time code
was used. The ﬁrst versions were considered to be too time consuming. Hence,
the solution was complemented with a swipe and go function enabled by the NFC
sticker for identiﬁcation of the mobil phone.
32 Interview

October 29 2010 with Mikael Hellberg, Business Area Manager of PayEx Mobil

33 http://www.uu.se/en/node1337
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Activities and roles
The activities and roles of PayEx and Accumulate are closely inter-related when it
comes to provisioning of the payment service, see Figure 5.15. PayEx is responsible
for the marketing and enrolls customers. This includes to check the link subscriber
- phone number - SIM card. Accumulate manages the terminal data base of active
mobile phones. PayEx manages the user accounts, i.e. the mobile wallets and
provides the payment service. However, Accumulate provides the secure solutions
with one time tickets and manages the real-time transactions.
Users load their mobile wallets using bank accounts or credit cards but the
banks and credit card companies are not involved in the payment service.
PayEx establish and manage the business relations with merchants, restaurants,
etc and is the acquiring actor towards the merchants. Accumulate manages and
maintains the application for the secure transactions. Hence, in this case the service
management role is taken by the application developer.
The close inter-action between Accumulate and PayEx is described by Bockisch
and Alejandro [252] in their analysis of diﬀerent types of trust in company relations.

Figure 5.15: Activities and actors roles for the PayEx Mobile solution
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The case Payair
The entrepreneurial ﬁrm Payair is launching a service that transforms the mobile
phone into a payment device which enables contact-less payments directly from
bank accounts or cards in a secure environment. The service is not tied to a predeﬁned and speciﬁc operator (MNOs) or bank.

The payment solution
This mobile payment application is based on unique software. It does not require
NFC enabled phones or any NFC-technology. The short distance communication
between the mobile phone and the point-of-sales (PoS) terminal is based on Bluetooth technology. The contact-less payment application is downloaded to the mobile
phone.
The user may have several band accounts or credit cards connected to the application and can select the account that is best for a given transaction. The
application allows payments to be done in real time with the help of a pin code and
contactless reader in the shop, where each purchase has to be approved by the user.
The solution requires an additional device that is connected to the PoS terminal
via a standard network cable. The security is said to be of high standard.
Although the customers make use of their credit cards the payair solution is
not a traditional credit card payment. The solution is based on e-payments using
Internet banking functionality.
As an additional service, there is a possibility to receive electronic receipts
directly to the mobile phone or sent to a computer. This makes it possible to control
the payments and also facilitates accounting procedures in the case of businessrelated transactions.

Pilot project
The service is not commercially launched. In order to evaluate and verify usability
and technical functionality pilot project started late 2010. In the pilot project a
couple of hundred users will be able to purchase goods and services in approximately
50 shops, stores and restaurants in the town Uppsala by using their mobile phones.
The number of test pilots will increase to exceed more than 2000 after six months.
Thereafter a national launch will be possible34
In the pilot project customers with cards issued by any bank participates. In
the pilot credit card payments are included, bank accounts will be supported in a
commercial launch. Partners involved in the trails are, in addition to the shops and
restaurants, Swedbank and the payment solution provider Auriga.
34 Meeting

with Sören Babra, CEO of Payair, March 25, 2010. See also www.payair.com
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Activities and roles
Payair provides the payment service together with the payment service provider
Auriga. Auriga enable the card transactions by use of Internet bank functionality.
The distribution of activities among actors are not crystal clear to the author, but
a best eﬀort description is found in in Figure 5.16.
Payair manages the payment application and provides the security solution for
the transactions. Representatives for Auriga highlight that future payment solutions may include e-wallet or invoicing.
In the trials Payair enrolls customers, manages the customer relations and the
data base of the participants. Payair also make agreements with the merchants,
restaurants etc that participate in the pilot and cover the costs for the PoS terminals
and the installation.
The merchants, coﬀee shops and restaurants in the pilot are customers of Swedbank, i.e. Swedbank is the acquiring bank for traditional card transactions. However, in the Payair pilot project the transactions are handled using e-payments so
the role of Swedbank as acquiring bank is not active.

Figure 5.16: Illustration of distribution of activities among actors for the Payair
payment solution "Best eﬀort" (based on own best eﬀort analysis)
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Analysis
Drivers and customer value
For public transportation the contactless feature is exploited. The speed and ﬂow
upon entrance at subway gates and at buses are improved. But this is achieved
also with any contact-less card, no matter if NFC is used or not. Another type of
added value for end-users is common for all the cases - the convenience. There is
no need for physical keys, tickets, access cards or cash.
The same type of beneﬁts applies for the service providers. The hotel or provider
of the home care service can reduce or eliminate the management of physical keys.
In the same way transportation companies, universities and payment providers do
not need to distribute physical access cards or cash cards.
However, the registration of time and identity of who is entering a door or a
gate forms the basis for processing of data resulting in other services. This can be
monitoring, security, time reporting and withdrawal from mobile wallets or prepaid
tickets. In the case of home care services the time registration is used both for
the staﬀ time reporting and to check that the care takers have got the amount of
service they are entitled to.
Technology and applications
The cases described in this section represents a multitude of approaches in communication technology and types of applications. The contactless technology include
Bluetooth enabled phones, NFC enabled phones and NFC tags. The applications
include access control, contactless keys and locks and mobile payments.
It can be observed that the access control and key functionalities are combined
with other services closely related to the core business of the service provider.
Examples from the cases are check in/out service at the hotel, the time reporting
and information portal for home care services and the management of tickets for
public transportation services.
The applications are downloaded and stored in the phones, in the case of PayEx,
Payair and the Phoniro service no NFC phones are required. The security is ensured
by personal codes and by use of two-way security connections.
Business roles
In the case with hotel locks and keys Assa Abloy provides the application, the hotel
provides the service to the end users and a third party TSM is responsible for the
management of the application in the mobile phone.
In the other cases there is no need for a third party. The provider of the
service has developed the application and also manages the application or service
platform. In the Phoniro case the home care service provider or Phoniro can manage
the application. In the PayEx and Payair cases these companies or their partner
manage the service.
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Actor networks
For the cases with payment services, Payair and PayEx are key players. The essence
of the oﬀerings of these two companies is that they act as ﬁnancial intermediaries
for sellers and buyers in a secure environment. They provide the service and have
business relations with both end-users and the shops, restaurants, coﬀee shops etc,
see Figure 5.17. For a large scale deployment the management of these relations
need to be considered.
The ﬁnancial institutions are connected through the end-users. In the Payair
case the role of banks is similar to the role they play in the system for card payments
when payments is done using a credit card. Their revenues are then related to
issuing and/or acquiring card transactions. If the payment is done via a bank
account, the role of banks is similar to their role in the Internet banking case. If
the payment is done using a PayEx account, the role of the bank is reduced to
processing transactions when the mobile wallet is loaded with money.
The role of mobile operators for these types of payment forms is minimal. The
mobile operator networks are used as communication channels connecting PoS terminals, payment providers and the mobile phone. The direct revenues for operators
in these transactions are basically based on fees for connecting to and using the mobile network.
As mentioned Payair and PayEx are key players, but the solutions are based on
the existence of ﬁnancial institutes. It can be noted that the Payair solution is integrated into other payment solutions using existing credit card and bank accounts.
For the PayEx solution the users need to register a PayEx account and hence oﬀer
a complementing solution.

Figure 5.17: Actors and relations for the Payair pilot project and the PayEx Mobil
business landscape in Uppsala
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Figure 5.18: Actors and relations for the cases of mobil phone locks in the hotel
pilot project (to the left) and for home care services (to the right)
For the case of mobile phone locks at hotels the end-users are customers of
the hotel. The hotel provides the service application developed by Assa Abloy and
partners. The role of Assa Abloy, the mobile operator Telia, the trusted third party
and the other technology providers in the service provisioning is unclear.
For the case with the home care services both the users of the contactless service
are employees of the home care provider. Hence both end-users and the service
provisioning are within the same actor, see Figure 5.18.
The map of actors and relations are diﬀerent to the other cases since the the
actual customer, the care taker, is not directly involved as user in the service provisioning. Moreover, the case is somewhat complex since the home care service is
provided to the care takers on behalf of the home care authority [256], see right
part of Figure 5.18.
The Home care service is used in many towns and municipalities in Sweden. No
mobile operator is currently involved in this kind of service. As mentioned before,
Telia was involved when this type of service was introduced35 .

35 http://www.x8.telia.se/foretag/webbinarium/docs/1/Kvittens_Hemvard_Uppsala2029.pdf
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Other types of payment and ticketing solutions

As mentioned in the section on SMS ticketing and payment services there are a
number of challenges for Mobile operators related to the current approaches and
agreements for SMS payments. This leads to an interest from operators to also
oﬀer separate charging to the customers. One example is m-pass service36 where
the users get a monthly bill with aggregated purchases, tickets, etc.
A similar type of payment solution is represented by mobile parking subscriptions. Mobile phone based payment solutions for parking services have existed for
almost 10 years in Sweden, see below about the companies Tele-P and EasyPark.
This kind of service replaces cash and card payments by using a login-logout procedure when parking. The users need to pre-register to the service. Parking sessions
are started and ﬁnished by a phone call or by sending a SMS. There also exists
similar payment services that can be used for both parking and taxi travels37 .
In this section these two types of payment solutions will be described starting
with separate charging.

Separate charging solutions
2008 the two German operators, O2 and Vodafone announced the m-pass mobile
payment service. M-pass is automatically available to all Vodafone and O2 postpaid
subscribers in Germany. Prepaid subscribers, business users and subscribers of
other German operators can use the service after an online registration. The mpass service combines a direct debiting scheme with a SMS conﬁrmation on the
mobile phone. Customers are able to order a product in the internet shop or on the
mobile portal. This kind of concept is growing in Germany and Austria. Late 2009
it was announced that the payment services company Easycash has been selected
as a payments partner for Vodafone Germany and O2 Germany’s mobile payment
system m-pass.
A similar service is 12PAYmobile38 where the consumer is invoiced for purchases
from participating merchants and sellers using the mobile phone bill. M-pass customers can also use this type of payment solution by entering their m-pass code.
Also handset manufacturers oﬀer payment solutions or applications linked to the
phones, e.g. Nokia money. In June 2010 the online and mobile payment provider
Worldnet announced an iPhone service that enable application developers to add
credit card payment features to the applications they develop. This service allows
acquiring banks of the merchants’ to process iPhone payments without the need to
use the Apple payment infrastructure.

36 www.mpass.de
37 www.verrus.com
38 www.12paymobile.com
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Mobile parking subscriptions
In addition to cash, SMS or credit card payments another solution is available at
the market, the mobile parking subscription. Mobile Parking Payment Providers
(MPPP) oﬀers long term payment and ticket solutions in the form of a parking
subscription.
A typical situation illustrating the multitude of payment options is shown in
Figure 5.19. At the machine information about mobile parking solutions is available.
In this case the parking operator (Municipality of Uppsala) has agreements with
two MPPPs, Tele-P and EasyPark that oﬀer parking subscriptions. A customer
can use credit card or cash to pay for a ticket in a machine but cam also use a
mobile parking subscription. Parking sessions are activated and stopped by phone
calls and by entering an area code, no payment information is included.

Figure 5.19: Ticket machine where you can pay by cash, by credit card or use
mobile services for payment of parking tickets. Two MPPP oﬀer payments using
parking subscriptions, one of them also oﬀers SMS-tickets
In the Nordic countries the MPPP EasyPark has agreements with 175 service
providers and with more than 180000 parking subscribers. As can be seen in Figure
5.19 Easypark also oﬀers SMS tickets. According to marketing manager Johan
Thalin at EasyPark the SMS service is growing but the subscription service is
dominating.
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In order to use the parking subscription the user needs to register to the MPPP
and open an account. On registration the user provides information for one or
several cars, a mobile phone number, a credit card account or a billing address. A
typical set of activities is as follows:
• The user calls a MPPP number when the parking time starts.
• The MPPP registers the ongoing parking session and put it in data base.
• The user calls the MPPP number when the parking time ends.
• The ticket exists as a data record in the MPPP database.
• The parking operator checks the ticket validity by using the MPPP database.
• The MPPP sends out a bill to the user with the aggregated parking fees.
• The MPPP distributes payments to all parking operators.

Figure 5.20: Activities when a mobile parking subscription is used
As illustrated in Figure 5.20 the MPPP handles most activities related to the
parking session. Similar to the SMS-based ticketing services, the MPPP maintains
a database that is used for ticket validation and control. The parking operator
is involved in ticket control. The end-user charging is done by using a credit card
account or by sending a monthly bill to the end-user. The case with payments using
credit cards is shown in Figure 5.20. When billing is used, credit card companies
do not need to be involved. As seen the MPPP is the actor that has the business
relations with both end-users and service providers, i.e. parking operators, local
parking authorities etc.
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Analysis
Drivers and beneﬁts
For the individual users beneﬁts are that you always can park without cash, there
is no need to predict the parking time and the risk for parking ﬁnes is eliminated.
There is an added value for end-users when a payment solution can be used at
many locations.
For companies like EasyPark and Tele-P the analysis of business opportunities
include to see beyond the mobile payment as a cash replacement. The aggregation
of parking fees, use of monthly bills and distribution of parking fees results in
increased eﬃciency both for the parking operators and for the end-users. For the
end-users one monthly bill for all parking or all purchases is an added value. This
is especially true for companies that can get the parking fees for all employees on
one bill. Services for management of invoices, receipts and payments provide other
types of added values for the end-users.
Mobile payments oﬀer a number of advantages for the parking operator. Less
cash payments lead to reduced costs for collecting the cash and for operation and
maintenance. Parking operators can also delay or avoid investments in ticket machines. This is currently an interesting option for parking operators in Sweden
where ticket machines with credit card payments need to be upgraded to support
PIN code veriﬁcation.
Mobile payments are implemented in large scale in the city of Westminster in
the UK. The mobile parking solution is provided by Verrus39 but the service is
provided by the local authorities40 . A pilot project was launched in October 2006
followed by a programme in the spring 2008 to remove all cash payment machines.
From March 2009 all on-street parking is 100% cashless. Year 2009 around 84% of
all parking transactions were made using the Pay by Phone solution41 .
New roles and actors
For both the separate charging and mobile parking payment services new intermediary actors take the new business roles required for this type of services:
• to provide the service to end-users.
• to manage the service platform and/or application.
• to manage the user accounts and the relation with the end-users.
• to manage business relations with merchants, parking operators, etc
• to distribute payments.
39 www.verrus.com/verrus/article11.aspx
40 www.westminster.gov.uk/services/transportandstreets/parking/paybyphone/
41 www3.westminster.gov.uk/Newdocstores/publications_store/parking/
Westminster_parking_annual_report08_09.pdf
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Actor networks
For the payment and billing subscriptions allowing separate charging some key
characteristics can be identiﬁed. As seen from Figure 5.21 it is the intermediary
actor that has the business relation with the merchants and the (non-telecom) service providers. The MPPP have agreements with a multitude of parking operators,
garages and municipalities oﬀering parking services. These relations are important
assets for the MPPP also leading to know-how about the parking service business.
For the mobile parking services oﬀered by Tele-P and EasyPark another kind of
network structure can be identiﬁed compared to the SMS parket tickets. Of course,
the user has a relation with speciﬁc parking operators, but the parking payment
subscription is with the intermediary that has agreements with parking operators.
Operators and ﬁnancial institutes are connected to the network through the speciﬁc
end-user, but these actors are not actively involved in the service provisioning. From
the end-user perspective they are just involved as usual. The MPPP does not need
to have any agreements with banks or credit card companies. Mobile operators are
not involved in (or even aware of) the service although mobile phones are used.
Initiatives for this kind of mobile payment services come from diﬀerent sectors.
Handset manufacturers and mobile operators represent two types of actors. The
separate charging schemes enable operators to still be in the loop for the mobile
payment service although the billing is not done by use of the phone subscription.
The operators can avoid or decrease bad-will due to large phone bills or high fees for
SMS payments. As seen there are also mobile and/or internet payment providers
and payment providers specializing on some sector, e.g. payment services for taxi
travels and parking.

Figure 5.21: Actors and relations for mobile parking payment services (to the left)
and for separate charging services (to the right)
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NFC services in Japan

Before the comparison of diﬀerent solutions and the conclusions in this chapter
some observations and ﬁndings from the Japanese market will be discussed. The
descriptions in this section is to a large extent based on one of the case studies
presented by Bockisch and Alejandro [252]. The data collection is complemented
by input from own discussions with Sony, KDDI and NTT Docomo during a visit in
Japan 2010. The analysis in [252] is extended using the analysis approach employed
for the other cases in this chapter. This section includes a brief description and
analysis of the following initiatives and services:
• The use of the contactless Suica card issued by the train operator JR East
for both transportation and payment services.
• The development of Suica for use in NFC enabled mobile phones.
• The parallel development of other contactless services than Suica.
• The NTT Docomo mobile wallet service - the Osaifu-Keitai
• The initiatives by NTT Docomo in the ﬁnancial sector
• The role of Sony as support for merchants, etc.

Services for public transportation and payments
General
The contactless NFC technology is well spread in Japan and is implemented both in
plastic cards and in mobile phones. The main actor is Sony that manufactures the
FeliCa chipset. Until 2009 the estimate is that 410 million FeliCa chips have been
shipped, where 120 million of the chips are installed in mobile phones. Currently
there are roughly 60-70 million handsets with NFC capability in Japan, the share
that is being used is estimated to be 15-20%. Every year 49 million NFC handsets
are sold. The mobile operator NTT Docomo equips all their mobile handsets with
NFC.
The services where the FeliCa technology is used include public transportation
(pre-paid and season tickets), credit cards, pre-paid card (taxi, vending machines,
convenience stores), coupons, stamp cards (fast food restaurants) and shopping.
Sony FeliCa is a joint venture between Sony, the train operator JR East and the
mobile operator NTT DoCoMo. The Sony FeliCa business revolves around all parts
of the NFC value chain, complete solutions with chip sets, equipment, software etc.
FeliCa Networks manufactures chip sets and also acts as a trusted 3rd party for the
NFC services.
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Suica - a contactless card
Already before 1990 JR East started to consider use of RFID technology for systems
that would reduce costs in transport ticketing. The development of a system based
on contactless cards using the FeliCa standard started. The Suica system was
introduced in the Tokyo Monorail late 2001.
In parallel with the development of Suica, trials with electronic money using
a contactless card had been performed using the brand Edy. Sony in cooperation
with NTT Docomo, KDDI, and Sumitomo Mitsui Financial Group launched the
BitWallet service with around 200,000 issued cards and 100 shops at the same as
Suica was introduced. BitWallet still exists and is supported by companies like
7Eleven, FamilyMart, and McDonald restaurants.
The Suica card initially introduced by JR East for transportation services only
could also be used as electronic money, from [252]:
"Commuters could now use their Suica cards to pay in the establishments within
the JR East station"
" the most marked growth took place when the card started gaining acceptance
outside the stations. As of the end of March 2010, approximately 89,000 shops are
Suica member stores and handles approximately 1.74 million transactions per day"

Figure 5.22: Actors and relations for Suica payment services

The actors and relations in Figure 5.22 can be compared to the PayEx case
as described in Figure 5.17. The payment solution with an initial intended usage,
i.e. for printing services and transport ticketing respectively, found new application areas. In both the PayEx and the Suica cases the usage started in the local
environment, i.e. the campus area and the train stations, and was later extended
to be used outside these areas.
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Osaifu-Keitai - A mobile wallet service
NTT Docomo launched the mobile wallet service, Osaifu-Keitai, in June 2004.
Osaifu-Keitai was developed in order replace the physical wallet with a digital one
in the mobile phone. The handset is equipped with the FeliCa contactless IC card
technology and extended memory to register many diﬀerent services. Today the
service is a de facto standard in Japan for mobile payments and is currently being
oﬀered by two other mobile operators, Softbank and KDDI.
Before the commercial launch a trial called i-mode FeliCa Preview Service was
run with 27 participating service providers and more than 60 000 handsets. The
PoS terminals in shops were installed by NTT DoCoMo. The company also did
invest in the network system and PoS terminals for 600 GEO outlet stores in order
to enable GEO to use the mobile contactless payment service. According to [252]:
"The aim was to lower the barrier for stores to use DoCoMo’s i-mode FeliCa
service and enable the stores to set up their own infrastructure system without
having to pay in the ﬁrst place. DoCoMo oﬀered considerable ﬁnancial support for
the initial costs in return of transaction fees when customers pay contactless."
"That step was seen as crucial for the further development of DoCoMo’s OsaifuKeitai service and future credit card services"
Financial services
In July 2004 JCB and AEON Credit Services presented a payment solution for
contactless IC cards, QUICPay, compatible with DoCoMo’s mobile wallet service.
The service enables the customers to do mobile payments without the disadvantage
of charging the card or mobile with money beforehand. The mobile expenses are
covered by the customers’ credit card of choice.
In april 2005 DoCoMo founded a strategic alliance with the partners Sumitomo
Mitsui Financial Group, Inc. (SMFG), Sumitomo Mitsui Card Co., Ltd. and
Sumitomo Mitsui Banking Corporation (SMBC). The objective was to launch a
credit-payment service using DoCoMo’s mobile wallet phones. DoCoMo acquired
34% of the shares of one of the partners (Sumitomo Mitsui Card). This alliance
resulted in the launch of DoCoMo’s iD credit card brand in December 2005. iD
enabled companies to link credit cards to DoCoMo wallet phones and thus oﬀer
contactless mobile payment services.
The knowledge and experience with iD in the credit card business enabled NTT
DoCoMo to launch its own credit card service DCMX, in April 2006. Now NTTDoCoMo had entered the ﬁnancial service market. Every new customer, purchasing
an Osaifu-Keitai phone was automatically enabled as a iD customer. In August
2009, iD gained over more than 10 million subscribers.
Around 2007 other contactless services using e-money appeared and was offered by actors from outside the JR East and Edy ecosystems. The focus was on
their own customers. However, the inter-operability varied, some shops did accept
competitors’ cards while others did not.
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Figure 5.23: Actors and relations for the QUICPay and iD credit card services

It is interesting to identify the diﬀerent ways of cooperation that was used by
NTT Docomo. The position of NTT Docomo was diﬀerent for the diﬀerent types
of credit card services.
• the QUICPay service was oﬀered by other ﬁnancial institutions using the
NTT DoCoMo mobile wallet service.
• the iD service was oﬀered by NTT Docomo in collaboration with ﬁnancial
institutions
• the DCMX is the credit card brand of NTT Docomo, hence the operator "is"
a ﬁnancial institution
The Mobile Suica
In January 2004 NTT DoCoMo, Sony Inc. and JR East founded the Joint Venture FeliCa Networks Inc. to develop the contactless technology to work in the
mobile environment. In March 2005, a pilot was launched with JR East to test
Mobile Suica as part of DoCoMo’s i-mode FeliCa service. In January 2006, JR
East launched Mobile Suica, available via DoCoMo, aU and other providers. To
that time approximately 15 million Suica IC cards have been issued and around 15
million customers use DoCoMo´s Osaifu-Keitai handsets.
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Analysis of actor networks
JR East did make use of the contactless technology in its own business as well
as supporting the use in other areas. Sony marketed the standard and provided
support services with focus of the technology itself, see Figure 5.24. Again, a good
description is found in [252]:
"It can be observed how JR East was the champion for Suica, while other businesses reacted with their own alternatives. JR East became the entity that provided
a full-solution to users and shops, since they handled the technological, ﬁnancial,
and marketing functions to enable the use of e-money. In a diﬀerent perspective,
Sony was mainly a promoter of its own proprietary standard, FeliCa. Their function was that of a technology enabler for contactless services, still, no ﬁnancial,
marketing, or administrative functions were carried out by them in any ecosystem"

Figure 5.24: Actors and relations for Sony and JR East for the case of Suica services
While JR East was the dominant actor for introduction of the contactless Suica
card, NTT Docomo was the main player when the Mobile Felica and Mobile Suica
were introduced. NTT DoCoMo invested heavily in POS terminals in order to
attract business partners. They also supported use of the own iD credit card.
NTT Docomo used the technology in order to support the business of other
actors, see Figure 5.25. This was achieved by entering the value network for provisioning of payment services and other (non-telecom) services. This is diﬀerent
to Sony and Felica Networks that provides the technology to other actors without
entering the value network for the service provisioning. Finally, JR East is an important actor for the mobile solutions but the company does not play the same
central role as for the services based on contactless cards.
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Figure 5.25: The position of Sony and NTT Docomo for provisioning of Felica and
Osaifu-Keitai services

The involved actors claim that one major reason why both the contactless card
and mobile phone solutions did take oﬀ was that three actors were committed to
promote the technology and services42 .
Although using the same technology Sony and NTT Docomo used diﬀerent
strategies. Sony provides technology support while NTT Docomo make invests in
the payment infrastructure and participates in the service provisioning.
As a summary of what roles that the actors did play (and still play) the description by [252] is used:
" NTT DoCoMo becomes the project champion due to handset placement and
their investments in infrastructure. JR East holds the dominant position in the
original scenario and thus, has a considerable leverage on the success of the mobile
venture"
" Finally, we can see that FeliCa Networks is the central actor in the ecosystem,
but it limits its role to oﬀering consultancy and licensing FeliCa technology"

42 Meeting June 30, 2010 with Mr Koichi Tagawa, Chairman of NFC Forum and General Manager, Global Standards and Industry Relations Dept at Sony Felica
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Comparison of solutions

In this section the diﬀerent cases will be compared from the perspective of the
research question "In what ways can the actors organize the cooperation?"
The comparison will be made in terms of how diﬀerent business roles are distributed among actors for diﬀerent types of mobile payment and ticketing solutions.
First, identiﬁed groups of business roles and separate roles are described. Next, the
distribution of business roles presented for ticketing and payment services respectively. Based on these ﬁndings the position of diﬀerent actors will be analyzed.

Identiﬁed business roles
Based on the initial analysis of distribution of activities and responsibilities among
actors in the studied cases three main groups of business roles can be identiﬁed.
Each group is linked to activities of a certain type. The responsibility for these
activities will be used for the analysis:
• Roles related to the services and service provisioning
– to develop the service or applications
– to manage applications, service platforms or secure elements
– to provide the service (e.g. a SMS ticket) to end-users
• Roles related to management of business relations
– to handle the interface towards end-user for the service provisioning
– to handle the relations with the non-telecom service providers
– to handle relations with other actors in the supply network
• Roles related to charging, billing and payments
– to initiate and send request for end-user charging
– to charge end-users or to send charging requests to partners
– to manage payments streams and to distribute payments
Are some of these business roles new? The answer is clearly no. What is
somewhat new is what actors that may take these roles - this aspect will be discussed
in the next section.
All of these business roles can be identiﬁed at existing markets and for existing
services. As an example, the role of acquiring customers and manage the relations
with end-users exists in many forms. Operators and banks take this role for their
existing services but for mobile payments we can observe multiple new ways to
establish a relation with the end-users. Examples are through the service provider
(SMS tickets), through the mobile operator (the example m-pass) or through the
new types of mobile service providers (PayEx, EasyPark or Tele-P).
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The role to manage application or service platforms is not new as such. It is
not linked to secure elements or NFC applications only. Existing services like SMS
payments, mobile parking subscriptions and the Phoniro system are managed by
the provider of the mobile service (for payments, ticketing or lock service).
According to the PBM approach the role as TSM deals with life cycle management of the NFC applications stored at some kind of secure element (SE). This role
is new in the sense that a SE will be used for storage of (non telecom) applications
from diﬀerent service providers. If the applications were stored elsewhere, i.e. not
at the SE, the need for a dedicated neutral role would probably be lower.
However, many applications use other solutions where the both the service application and the SE is located at a remote server. For SMS services and mobile
parking subscriptions there is nothing that needs to be managed in the mobile
phone or at the SIM card. The security and authentication procedures needed for
SMS payments are already in place using the mobile phone and subscription features. The applications by Accumulate and Payair are downloaded to the phone.
No access to any dedicated SE is needed; the identiﬁcation and security mechanisms
are running at a remote server.

What business roles are taken by whom?
Given a set of business roles the distribution of these roles, among actors in the
diﬀerent cases described in the previous sections, can be outlined. The distribution
of roles are shown for a number of ticketing and payment solutions in tables 5.6 and
5.7 respectively. Some conclusions can be made from the analysis of these cases.
Application management. In most cases the application is managed by the actor
that has developed the application or provides the service.
Service provisioning. In many cases the service is provided by an independent
actor. For the home care and hotel key services (not included in tables 5.6 and 5.7)
it is the home care service provider and the hotel that provides the service. For the
cases with QuickPay and DCMX the service is provided by the actor in charge of
the credit card service.
Customer relations. The provider of the mobile payment or ticketing service are
in most cases in charge of the interface with the end-users. Financial institutions,
non-telecom service providers and payment service providers also have relations
with end-users.
Service provider relations. Relations with the services providers and merchants
are in most cases established and managed by the provider of the mobile payment
or ticketing service.
Charging and billing. Charging of end-users is mainly handled by the ﬁnancial
institutions but also by the providers of the mobile payment service and for SMS
tickets by the mobile operators.
Distribution of payments. In the analyzed cases both credit card companies
and payment service providers as well as providers of the mobile services manage
distribution of payments.
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Main area of
responsibility
Application
management
Service provisioning
End-user relations
Service
provider
relations
Charging and
billing
Distribution
of payments

SMS tickets
SMS ticket
provider
SMS ticket
provider
Service
Provider
SMS ticket
provider
Mobile operator
SMS ticket
provider
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SMS for ticket
conﬁrmation
SMS
ticket
provider
SMS
ticket
provider
Service
provider
SMS
ticket
provider

Mobile parking
subscription
Mobile parking
provider
Mobile parking
provider
Mobile parking
provider
Mobile parking
provider

Mobile
Suica
Trusted 3rd
party
Train operator
Train operator
Trusted 3rd
party

-

Mobile parking
provider
Mobile parking
provider

Train operator
Train operator

-

Table 5.6: Distribution of business roles among actors for ticketing cases

Main area of
responsibility
Application
management

PayEx
Mobil
Application
Developer

Service provisioning

Payment
service
provider
Payment
service
provider
Payment
service
provider
Payment
service
provider
Payment
service
provider

End-user
lations

re-

Service
provider
relations
Charging and
billing
Distribution
of payments

Payair
Trials
Payment
service
provider
Payment
service
provider
Payment
service
provider
Payment
service
provider
Credit card
company

M-pass

Quickpay
credit card
?

DCMX
credit card
?

Payment
service
provider
Payment
service
provider
Payment
service
provider
Credit card
company

Credit card
company

Mobile
operator

Credit card
company

Mobile
operator

Credit card
company

Mobile
operator

Credit card
company

Mobile
operator

Credit card
company

Payment
service
provider

Credit card
company

Mobile
operator

?

Table 5.7: Distribution of business roles among actors for mobile payments

Characteristics for actors that want to take a role
From the empirical data it is evident that the actors that provide the payment
or ticketing service has established business relations with the non-telecom service
providers (and merchants). This both requires and leads to good knowledge about
the business and application areas of these service providers.
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Position of market actors
The case descriptions in previous sections together with the content in tables 5.6
and 5.7 leads to some conclusions for the Swedish market:
• For all types of payment solutions some intermediary actor takes most of the
roles for a speciﬁc service. It is less common that an actor takes a single role
for provisioning of a speciﬁc service.
• Other actors like banks, credit card companies and mobile operators are less
directly involved in the payment and ticketing services. There are however
diﬀerences in the operator involvement. For the parking subscriptions and
the Payair and PayEx solutions the operators are not involved at all but for
SMS tickets the mobile operators handle the end-user billing.
Some companies that develop the technology or service also are the provider of
the service; examples are Easypark and Tele-P for mobile parking subscriptions, and
Accumulate and Payair for contactless and secure payment services. Other companies, like Mobill and Unwire for SMS tickets, develop and provide the payment
or ticketing service on behalf of the provider of the non-telecom service provider.
When services are developed and provided for other businesses the intermediary
will develop a good knowledge of these non-telecom services and markets.
The main business relation is between the merchant or service provider and the
end-user. For the mobile payments and ticketing services the intermediary can be
more or less visible to the end-user. In some cases an intermediary is responsible for
the payment and ticketing, e.g. for mobile and SMS parking services. In other cases
the end-user is not aware that an intermediary is involved, e.g. for SMS bus tickets
in Stockholm. When it comes to the contact with the non-telecom service providers
the intermediaries have a very strong position. Companies like Easypark, Mobill,
Payair, PayEx , Tele-P and Unwire have relations with many service providers. For
mobile payments and ticketing the ﬁnancial institutes and operators in most case
do not have any agreements with the services providers.
Companies like MBLOX and Ericsson IPX take the role of a neutral partner
that aggregates traﬃc from many operators and distributes payments from SMS
premium services. The intermediaries that provide SMS tickets often handle the
distribution of payments to the service providers. For mobile parking services it is
the intermediaries that collect parking fees from users and distribute to the parking
operators. The payment providers naturally support payments.
For the pay-buy-mobile type of services it is unclear what actor that will take
diﬀerent roles, especially when it comes to development and provisioning of the
mobile service. A lot of eﬀort has been spent on the speciﬁcation of tasks, responsibilities and interfaces for a TSM role with a focus on life cycle management of the
secure element (the UICC). It is identiﬁed that someone needs to take the TSM
role, i.e. to manage the application, but the other roles and their inter-relations are
unclear. For the pay-buy-mobile approach there would be mostly questions marks
in tables like 5.6 and 5.7. Hence, the position of mobile operators is unclear.
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Discussion on the obstacles identiﬁed by GSMA
In the description of the pay-buy-mobile approach, see section 5.4, a number of
challenges and problems were listed. The underlying assumption seems to be that
if these obstacles would be removed then NFC services will take oﬀ at a large scale.
It may be that NFC service will take oﬀ but it is not obvious that the mobile
operators will be part of this business. The evidence for such a statement are based
on the empirical investigation and the analysis made in this chapter.
Lack of NFC enabled handsets. Is the lack of NFC phones the main problem?
My answer is "no" based on the following observations:
• Assuming that NFC phones will start to be shipped in large quantities year
2011 we can expect a penetration larger than 60-80% in say 5 years. But
the usage of the NFC services will still be delayed a number of years since
users need to get used to the services43 . Compare the situation in Japan with
around 70 million NFC handsets with a share of active NFC users of around
20%.
• A number of contact-less services has emerged without any NFC phones.
Other solutions based on Bluetooth, NFC stickers and NFC SIM cards are
available. These solutions have the advantage that they can be used already
today and later on used in NFC phones when these will be available.
• The single wire protocol enable connection between the SIM card and a NFC
chip in a NFC phone. But there other solutions than SIM cards that can be
used for storage of applications and secure elements
Point-of-sales terminals Other areas of main concern are the lack of wide
spread contactless PoS infrastructure and the perceived lack of understanding of
drivers for deployment of such an infrastructure. In Sweden contactless readers are
deployed in a number of businesses and sectors. Public transportation and hotel
locks are already mentioned, other examples are skiing facilities and the large food
store chain ICA. In the ICA case the readers have been deployed during 2010 but
the credit cards and debit cards are not (yet) NFC enabled.
Even when the contactless infrastructure is there it does not automatically result
in the emergence of a ecosystem of mobile contactless payments and services. The
actor relations and business models must be clariﬁed.
Once again the experience from Japan is useful. NTT Docomo invested in contactless readers in order to enable the adoption of the contactless payment services.
Some actor need to pay for the infrastructure. The business model must be clariﬁed
with a clear commitment from the involved actors. Compare the active participation and commitment of NTT Docomo and JR East, with the approach used by
Sony with focus on technology support.
43 Discussion

with Jacob Cederquist at Payair October 28, 2010
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Responsibilities for Trusted Service management. GSMA has together
with EPC deﬁned requirements for the service management roles needed for mobile contactless payments, see section 5.4 According to the representative for the
Swedish Bank Association 44 the roles and responsibilities are now clariﬁed.
Although these roles and interfaces may be clear it is still unclear what actors
that will take diﬀerent roles and how the complete eco-system would look like.
The empirical data shows that it is very rare that the management of applications
is handled by an independent actor that take just that single role. The diﬀerent
cases show that the application management is closely related to the provisioning
of speciﬁc mobile ticketing and payment services. However, for the PBM approach
the users shall be independent of a speciﬁc bank or mobile operator. This open
architecture is identiﬁed as an issue by Japanese actors 45 . As described above the
NFC services in Japan originally emerged with "three committed partners" but the
mobile wallet solution is now in use by all mobile operators.
The role of the SIM card for storage of the secure element(SE) and the service
application can be discussed. There are other technical solutions as illustrated in
sections 5.6 - 5.7 and as described by Smith in [51]. It seems like solutions based on
plug-in modules in memory slots in the handset and SW based solutions running
at some server are at least as feasible as SIM card based solutions.
However, common for all solutions that have been discussed is that the mobile
phone as a device and/or the mobile phone number is used for identiﬁcation. It is
the control of the mobile phone (with some associated identiﬁcation mechanism)
that enables all of the presented mobile payments solutions. Hence, the SIM card
and its security mechanism is a tool to identify the phone itself. Additional features
are needed to ensure that the user of the mobile phone is the correct one.

Unclear Business Models. Representatives for GSMA the spring 2010 still
state that both the business models as well as strategies for co-operation between
between players in the PBM ecosystem are unclear [243]. The analysis in this
chapter support the opinion that the business models and the roles of key ecosystem players are very unclear. The empirical data from the diﬀerent case studies
shows that the contribution in the value chain from mobile operators is low or
zero. The same unclear situation would apply for the diﬀerent trials where mobile
operators is a partner but the role of the operator is unclear.
One important aspect for mobile operators is if and how SIM cards are used for
storage of the applications and secure elements. This is both a business opportunity
and a threat. It is a way for operators to join the value network. It can also be an
obstacle or threat if other actors see a risk with to high level of operator control.
As discussed above there are many other solutions for storage and management of
applications than those based on SIM cards and speciﬁc TSM actors.
44 Interview
45 Meeting

with Gunnel Sylvèn, Handelsbanken, November 17, 2010
with Sony Felica June 30 and KDDI July 1
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The deﬁnition of requirements for roles for mobile contactless payments does
not help much for clariﬁcation of the business models. The speciﬁcation by EPC
and GSMA focus on how operators, banks and TSM actors should interact. A
number of aspects are still unclear or missing, for example:
• How to connect to the merchants and service providers and their businesses.
• How to manage relations with end-users that also are customers of merchants
and service providers.
• How to integrate the TSM role in applications where other aspects than transactions are required, e.g. ticketing and access control.
Another issue with the business models for operators was mentioned by one
representative for the Japanese operator KDDI:
"..there is no ’business model’ for the current NFC services since operators do
not make any money".
NTT DoCoMo does not charge users for the service, it is seen as an added value
to the customers that would increase customer loyalty and decrease churn. At the
same time this is a problem as it does not give any incentive to operators. Activities
are ongoing to ﬁnd services that can generate revenues. This can be compared with
the initiatives by NTT Docomo in the ﬁnancial sector that resulted in a own credit
card brand, see section 5.8.
In some cases the operator in cooperation with a ﬁnancial institution oﬀers a
payment service together with a bank or a credit card company. One example is
the operator AVEA in Turkey that cooperates with MasterCard and Garanti Bank
in a commercial service46 .
Another example is the formation of a joint venture with the US operators
AT&T Mobility, Verizon Wireless and T-Mobile USA that was announced in November 2010. The announcement conﬁrms that Discover Financial Services and the US
branch of the UK bank Barclays are involved in the joint venture called Isis. Initially Isis will build a mobile payment network that utilizes mobile phones to make
point-of-sale purchases. Future plans include to create a mobile wallet service.
The press release47 reveals a number of interesting aspects when it comes to
cooperation and deployment of PoS terminals. The involved operators join forces
with ﬁnancial institutes with competence and payment infrastructure and it will
not be closed solution, see the set of quotes below by the CEO of Isis:
"In the beginning we intend to fully utilize Discover’s national payment infrastructure as well as Barclay card’s expertise in contactless and mobile payments"
" Isis will be available to all interested merchants, banks and mobile carriers."
46 http://www.pymnts.com/turkey-s-garanti-bank-and-mobile-phone-operator-avea-launchworld-s-ﬁrst-nfc-enabled-sim-card/?hpb
47 http://www.nearﬁeldcommunicationsworld.com/2010/11/16/35043/att-verizon-t-mobileconﬁrm-isis-mobile-payments-joint-venture/
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5.10

Conclusions

The analysis provide answers to the sub questions related to the research question
"In what ways can the actors organize the cooperation?"
The same business roles and similar sets of business roles can be identiﬁed for
most of the investigated cases. There are however, diﬀerences in the distribution
of business roles among actors for diﬀerent solutions. This is strongly related how
the actors are positioned within the value network for diﬀerent services.
• For all types of payment services some type of intermediary is the key actor
and takes most of the business roles
• For SMS payments, PayEx mobile and the parking subscriptions banks and
credit card companies are less directly involved in the mobile payment service.
• For the credit card services oﬀered by NTT Docomo, the M-pass, the Isis and
Payair solutions the banks and credit card companies are key players.
• SMS ticketing is provided by cooperating mobile service providers and aggregators. The mobile operators handle the charging of end-users
• For the parking subscriptions, the Payair and PayEx solutions the mobile
operators are not involved at all
These observations also provide answers to the question about what competencies, resources and business relations that are essential for actors that want to take
a key role. The studied cases show that the intermediaries the provide services have
good relations with service providers and knowledge about their business. It is also
important to have ﬁnancial institutions as partners.
For the pay-buy-mobile solution no answers can be provided since it is not a
complete eco-system. The available descriptions focus on the relations between
mobile operators, ﬁnancial institutions and TSM actors. The other roles and responsibilities in tables 5.6 and 5.7 are not considered. The pay-buy-mobile type
of mobile eco-system will not happen just because one single role, the life cycle
management of secure elements and applications, is deﬁned.
The answers to the question "What are the main drivers for a speciﬁc type of
cooperation?" depends on what type of actor that is considered.
The actors mostly involved in the mobile payment services cooperate with service providers because they need competence and business relations in order to be
able to contribute in the service provisioning.
After all the studied cases there are still no clear evidence that the mobile operators make any major contribution in the value creation. The level of cooperation
is low and hence it is diﬃcult to discuss any drivers.

Chapter 6

Conclusions and future work
Mobile network operators are currently faced with a number of challenges at the
market. The revenues from the dominating service so far, voice, have decreased the
last couple of years. Mobile broadband access services are being adopted and the
demand is increasing. The increasing traﬃc volumes require investments in order
to increase the network capacity.
This development leads to a large interest in network solutions that can oﬀer
high capacity and low cost. Besides the use of more eﬃcient radio access technology mobile network operators use strategies for network deployment and operation
involving other market actors. Operators share networks with competitors or outsource network deployment and operation to other companies, typically suppliers
of network equipment. In these examples the mobile operators cooperate about the
networks, the relations to end-users are the same as if the operator would operate
the network on its own.
However, in other areas other actors enter the market for mobile services where
mobile operators traditionally have been the dominant player. Handset manufacturers and Internet companies oﬀer value added services and applications to the
end-users. They also establish relations with customers of the mobile operators.
Hence, mobile operators look into new technical solutions and services in order to
reduce costs and ﬁnd new services and sources of revenues. Many of the networking
solutions and services require that the operator cooperates with some other actor.
In this PhD thesis mobile operator cooperation with competitors, customers and
diﬀerent types of partners is analyzed. The partner can be a provider of a nontelecom service like public transportation, ﬁnancial institutes or third parties taking
intermediary roles.
The main research questions in the thesis revolves around why and how mobile
operators cooperate. The drivers for cooperation and the way the cooperation is
organized is analyzed for a number of cases. Three types of services and markets
are analyzed: Public mobile broadband access services, Services and solutions for
indoor wireless access and, Mobile payment and ticketing services
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A number of technical solutions, business concepts and diﬀerent types of cooperation and business scenarios have been investigated. Two overall research questions
applicable for all studied cases are identiﬁed:
RQ1. What are the main drivers for a speciﬁc type of cooperation?
RQ2. In what ways can the actors organize the cooperation?

Drivers for cooperation
On one hand cooperation can be motivated by beneﬁts and improvements that
result when you combine resources or share costs. Several examples are shown in
the analysis. Improved service availability when roaming is used, reduced costs
resulting from network sharing and higher data rates that can be achieved with
spectrum aggregation.
On the other other hand, cooperation is just a way to implement an overall
strategy. There is a reason why mobile operators want to reduce network costs,
increase service availability or oﬀer higher data rates.
Taking the network sharing as examples, one reason was that the Swedish operators wanted to protect existing businesses or enter the market. For Telia the
network sharing was a way to get access to a 3G license. For all operators network
sharing was a way to reduce cost to a level that enabled build out in order to satisfy
the coverage requirements.
Also for indoor solutions operators need to cooperate with other actors in order
to keep existing customers or to acquire new ones. The indoor solution is used
in order to ensure the service availability that is business critical for enterprises
and operators. For operators bad coverage in shopping malls, sport arenas, hotels
or conferences may lead to decreased customer satisfaction and bad reputation.
For hotels and conference centers it is business critical that the guests can use their
mobile phones and devices using mobile broadband access. For enterprise customers
the mobile operators need to guarantee the service availability. The cooperation is
a built-in feature of the overall business.
Also for mobile payment and ticketing services the cooperation is a built-in
feature. Activities of companies from diﬀerent sectors, e.g. public transportation,
payments and telecommunication, are integrated. Knowledge from diﬀerent areas
need to be combined in order to develop and provide services supporting these
activities. Examples from previous chapters include ticketing for local transportation, payments in retailing, hotel check-in and home care services. Hence, diﬀerent
companies need to learn about there activities, business and customers.
For operators this seems to be an area where new types of business development
is needed. The customers are not only consumers of connectivity services. The
connectivity service may be used within some special environment or context. In
addition, other (daily life) activities can be supported by use of mobile phones
although it is not the connectivity services that provides the added values.
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How the cooperation is organized
The second research question addresses "how" the actors cooperate, e.g. what is
included in the cooperation and not, what kind of resources that are needed and
how resources from diﬀerent actors are combined in order to provide the service.
The analysis how operators cooperate is motivated by how operators traditionally have acted and organized their business. Most roles and responsibilities have
been taken by the mobile operators themselves, i.e. the value chain is vertically
integrated. But many of the new solutions and concepts for mobile communication
services require cooperation with one or several other actors. Hence, in order to
involve other actors, the value chain needs to be opened up.
The need to modify the responsibilities of actors and their relations is a key
factor to consider when new technology is to be evaluated. The impact a new
solution or technology has on the existing systems and architectures can be analyzed
in both the technical and business domains. A technical architecture describes
interfaces and functional blocks and how diﬀerent functional blocks are connected.
In the same way there is an architecture in the business domain described by the
actors, agreements and business relations. In this PhD thesis this has been discussed
in terms of actor networks.
New technical are introduced within the existing technical and business architectures. Many of the systems discussed are examples of introduction of new
technology within the existing technical architecture, e.g. upgrading of UMTS to
HPSA (3G to "Super3G"), the deployment of LTE (4G), and NFC technology replacing other types of contactless technologies for smart cards. In these examples
the new technology is introduced within the same business architecture. The actor
network does not need to be changed because of the new solution or technology.
However, in many cases introduction of new technical solutions will have an
impact on the actor network. Sometimes a change in the actor networks is part of
the new technical solution. The reasons may be both identiﬁed changes as well as
unclarities in an modiﬁed actor network.
In this PhD thesis a number of technical solutions have been analyzed in both
the technology and business domain. Many of these solutions have in common
that they require or, if implemented, may result in a re-organization of the actor
network. This has an impact on the company position within the actor network
and on the market.
One example where a new service results in changes in both the technical and
the business architectures is SMS ticketing services. Use of SMS tickets represents
another strategy to buy, issue and validate tickets. Still it does not require any
investments in new ticket machines or readers at buses or subway stations. The
technical platforms and infrastructure are diﬀerent to other ticketing solutions, but
SMS tickets co-exist with other technical solutions. The SMS ticketing introduces
a new own actor network that also co-exists with the existing actor network. The
new actors are mobile service providers and aggregators of SMS traﬃc.
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The SMS payment and ticketing services is an example where the new solution is
accepted and integrated in both the technical and business architecture. However,
for many of the other analyzed cases in the PhD thesis potential obstacles are
identiﬁed for the new technical solution. The new technology may be proven to
have certain types of beneﬁts but still there are obstacles for its adoption at the
existing market. One explanation can be found in the re-organization of the actor
network which may have an impact on the company position at the market.
• Dynamic roaming challenges most aspects of the current operator business.
The control of customers, payments and networks are de-coupled and endusers have business relations with many diﬀerent types of providers.
• Femtocells deployed in homes and oﬃces, for private access, will ﬁt into the
existing operator business as part of oﬀers to the subscribers of the operators.
Femtocells deployed for public access has a potential to improve the capacity and cost performance in some scenarios. However, femtocell deployment
challenges the existing business in a number of aspects:
– Operators and facility owners have an established way to deploy indoor
networks with a common shared infrastructure and own radio capacity.
– Common femtocell networks would require new forms of cooperation
in the form joint networks and frequency planning or use of national
roaming at a local level.
• With the pay-buy-mobile approach mobile operators and third parties are proposed to enter the payment transaction business. The role of mobile operators
is motivated by the use of SIM cards for the service provisioning. However,
there are other solutions and it is not obvious that mobile operators are required to be part of the actor network.
The analysis of the Swedish cases and some initiatives at other markets reveal
same common patterns how mobile operators and other actors act when it comes
to mobile payments and ticketing.
Mobile operators join forces and oﬀer common payment and ticketing solutions.
Examples are SMS payments, M-pass in Germany and Austria, and the Isis joint
venture in the US.
It is essential to have ﬁnancial institutions as partners. The Payair trails include
a bank and a payment provider as key partners. NTT Docomo established close
cooperation with a bank and a credit card company and later launched an own
credit card brand. In the Isis case three US operators cooperate with a bank and
a payment provider.
Mobile payment and ticketing service can be oﬀered without any operator involvement. The Payair and Payex cases and the parking payment subscriptions are
examples. Mobile ticketing will happen if there are strong incentives from service
providers. Public transportation companies all over the world now use contactless
pre-paid tickets, season or monthly card.
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Areas of future work
The types of cooperation that have been studied are in most cases not within a
single supplier - customer relation. The analyzed represent complexity and multitudes in two ways: a) Actors cooperate with customers, suppliers, partners and
competitors and b) The cooperation include multiple sectors and industries
This ﬁnding can be applied to potential new areas of research. As an example,
if cooperation includes both a) and b) above it is not clear that existing theories
and methods can be applied. Hence, one area of future work is related to network
theory. Such an activity can include analysis of these kinds of problems from a
theory or methodological perspective in order to add to existing theories or to
identify new areas where theory need to be developed.
From a theoretical perspective it would be interesting to analyze the adoption
process of new technology as seen from industry organizations like GSMA, NFC
Forum and Femtoforum
Future research can focus on new problems and scenarios but still within mobile
services or the telecom sector. One example is to study cases where network sharing
and outsourcing of network operation is combined. Another case could be to study
deployment of indoor system where some other actor than the mobile operators
take the lead for ﬁnancing, deployment and operation of a local network. This
network can then be shared with the mobile operators.
New areas of research can also be of a similar type of service or scenario but
from another industry that have diﬀerent type of resources, relations or working
practises. One example of daily life activities that involves many people and consists
of many small "sub-activities" is education with support of mobile services. This is
similar to (mobile) payments where many persons perform a lot of simple activities.
A related area is to study development of mobile services supporting professional
daily life activities and working processes. Home care services is a related area.
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